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In this thesis, I use numerical models of stellar coronae to investigate coronal magnetic fields,
X-ray emission, and accretion geometries of classical T Tauri stars. This is based on recently
published Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) magnetograms. I also investigate the effects of
time-variable eclipsing of stellar flares on their observed lightcurves.
I investigate how our ability to model stellar magnetic processes is affected by missing
magnetic flux in observed ZDI magnetograms and find that the loss of unresolved small-
scale field regions has a significant effect on our ability to model magnetically confined X-ray
emitting coronae. However, it has little effect on predicted large scale field structures.
I survey the sample of classical T Tauri stars with existing ZDI magnetograms and find that
the field complexity is correlated with field strength and stellar rotation rate, such that rapidly
rotating stars have weak complex fields, and slowly rotating stars have strong simple fields. It
is not clear whether this is a result of the finite resolution of the ZDI technique, magnetic star-
disc interactions, or the evolution of pre-main sequence stars. Using observed X-ray emission
measures and temperatures for each of these stars, I model the closed X-ray emitting coronae
and find that they typically extend several stellar radii from the stellar surface. The coronal
extent is primarily determined by the complexity of the magnetic field, with simple fields
extending a large distance from the stellar surface, and more complex fields being truncated
closer to the stellar surface. Using observed mass accretion rates, I predict circumstellar disc
truncation radii for these stars and find that they are typically several stellar radii from the
stellar surface, with the locations of accretion footpoints being a strong function of the field
strengths and complexities. In several cases, the disc is truncated significantly outside the
maximum radius at which the corona can extend. This result is significant as studies into
magnetospheric accretion generally assume that the magnetic field has a closed geometry at
the inner edge of the disc.
The lightcurve of a typical stellar flare consists of a single impulsive rise phase followed
by a slower exponential decay. However, a large number of the observed flares do not possess
typical morphologies, and instead show multiple rise phases, or large dips in their lightcurves.
Using the largest flares observed by the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project, I show that these
v
atypical lightcurves could have been caused by the time variable eclipsing of typical flares due
to the rotation of the host stars. However, this interpretation is unable to account for the large
number of atypical lightcurves in the COUP flare sample, and so other physical mechanisms
must be involved. Significantly, I find that most flares that are eclipsed by their host stars still
retain typical lightcurves showing no obvious signs of eclipsing.
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1.1 Stellar magnetic fields
Although in situ detections of stellar magnetic fields are not possible, the Zeeman effect on
atomic or molecular spectral lines gives a direct method of measuring stellar magnetic fields.
Spectral lines are formed by electron transitions between bound energy levels in an atom or
molecule1. The energy of the emitted/absorbed photon is given by
E = |E f − Ei| (1.1)
In an atom (the Zeeman effect in molecular lines is more complicated and not discussed
here), in the presence of a magnetic field of strength B, degenerate energy levels with angular
momentum quantum number J are split into 2J + 1 energy levels with the shift in energy of
µ0BgM , where µ0 is the Bohr magneton, g is the Landé factor for the energy level, and M
1This description of the Zeeman effect is largely based on the description given by Donati & Landstreet (2009).
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is the magnetic quantum number with integer values in the range −J to J . The energy of
transitions between two shifted energy levels is shifted by an amount
∆E =∆E f −∆Ei = µ0B

(g f − gi)M f + (M f −Mi)gi

(1.2)
For dipole transitions, ∆M = M f −Mi has possible values of 0, and ±1. The original spectral
line, corresponding to the case where B = 0, is therefore split into several lines, each one
corresponding to a different value of∆E. For each of the three values of∆M , the spectral line
is split into several components corresponding to each value of Mi and M f . For the ∆M = 0
case (i.e. where Mi = M f ), these are called the pi components and the energy shifts are given
by µ0BM f (g f −gi), and since M f =−J ,−J+1, ..., J−1, J , the components of the spectral line
are shifted symmetrically about the wavelength of the unshifted line. For the∆M =±1 cases,
these are called the σ components and the energy shifts are given by µ0B[(g f − gi)M f ± gi]
and therefore the components are distributed symmetrically about points shifted to longer
and shorter wavelengths than the unshifted line. If Ji = 0, J f = 0, or gi = g f , each of the
components of the pi component correspond to the same energy transition and therefore have
the same wavelength. This is also true for the σ components. Therefore, the original spectral
line is only split into three components, collectively called the Zeeman triplet. Magnetic fields
can therefore be detected in unpolarized spectral line profiles as a splitting of the spectral
lines, or in most cases, as the σ components are shifted by an amount that is smaller than
the width of the unperturbed line, as a broadening of spectral lines. The σ components are
circularly polarized in opposite directions. The directions of the circular polarization depends
on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the line-of-sight. Therefore, magnetic
fields can also be detected in circularly polarized line profiles. Field strengths derived from
unpolarized line profiles have the advantage that they suffer less from the underestimation
of field strengths in unresolved regions of the stellar surface, unlike field strengths derived
from circular polarization. The polarized line profiles have the advantage that they provide
unambiguous detections of magnetic fields, unlike Zeeman broadening in unpolarized line
profiles which can often be hard to distinguish from broadening due to other mechanisms.
Polarized line profiles also give large amounts of information about the orientation of the
magnetic fields.
Magnetic fields on the Sun were first directly detected by Hale (1908a) who found Zeeman
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splitting in sunspot spectral lines consistent with ∼ 2900 G fields2. The existence of a weaker
field over the entire solar surface was later proved by Hale (1913) and Hale et al. (1918),
although they overestimated its strength by about an order of magnitude. The first detection
of a magnetic field on another star was made by Babcock (1947) who estimated polar field
strengths of ∼ 1500 G for the Ap star 78 Vir. Babcock (1958a) produced the first catalog
of magnetic stars, claiming to have detected the Zeeman effect in 89 stars, with another 66
probable detections, most of which are A-type stars. Babcock (1958b) noticed that all of the
A-type stars that showed evidence of hosting magnetic fields were chemically peculiar (i.e.
Ap) stars. Magnetic fields were later discovered on white dwarfs (Kemp 1970; Angel 1977).
Detecting magnetic fields on late-type stars was not as easy. Babcock (1958a) reported
field detections on nine late-type stars, but later studies were unable to confirm any of these
detections (Preston 1967). The difficulty may have been due to the fact that the early meth-
ods for detecting fields on the Sun and other stars relied on circular polarization. This was
necessary since the wavelength shifts of the different components of a spectral line caused by
the Zeeman effect is usually smaller than the width of the original spectral line and the var-
ious components cannot be resolved. However, if the visible stellar surface contains regions
of opposite polarity field, the circular polarisation signatures from these regions will cancel
each other out, causing a weakened field to be measured (e.g. Brown & Landstreet 1981).
Robinson (1980) developed a technique for measuring field strengths based on unpolarised
light in which a fraction of the surface, f , is assumed to be covered in magnetic regions of
strength B. Using this technique, Robinson et al. (1980) provided the first reliable detections
of magnetic fields on late-type stars. They measured surface averaged field strengths, given
by f B, of a few kG on ξ Boo A and 70 Oph A.
Reliable early surface averaged magnetic field measurements on late type stars were col-
lected by Saar (1990), Saar (1996b), and Saar (2001). A recent updated collection is given
by Reiners (2012). They showed that late type stars possess a range of surface averaged field
strengths, from ∼0.1 kG to ∼4 kG, and that the strength of a star’s magnetic field is clearly re-
lated to its mass and rotation rate. Saar (1996b) found a clear relation between rotation rate
2Prior to this, Bigelow (1889) suggested that the Sun hosts a large magnetic field based on the shapes of coronal
plumes observed during solar eclipses. Other clues to the existence of the solar magnetic field existed, such as
the observation by Sabine (1852) that the levels of variations in the Earth’s magnetic field correlate well with
the number of sunspots on the stellar surface. George Hale’s motivation for attempting to observe the Zeeman
effect in sunspot spectra came from his incorrect theory that sunspots lie in the centre of vortices, or whirls (Hale




and magnetic field strength, which I reproduce in Fig. 1.1, given by f B ∝ P−1.7rot . The relation
between field strength and Rossby number (Ro = Prot/τc , where Prot and τc are the rota-
tion period and convective turnover timescale respectively) appears to be even better (Saar
2001). These correlations are not unexpected for stars with similar internal structures to the
Sun. Most of the magnetic flux seen on the solar surface is thought to originate in the layer
between the radiative core and the outer convective envelope called the tachocline where the
rotation rate changes rapidly with radius. For more rapidly rotating stars, the shear in the
tachocline is stronger, and so it is reasonable to think that this can lead to stronger magnetic
fields. The relation between rotation rate and magnetic field strength is not so clear for lower
mass fully convective main-sequence stars of spectral type M7 and later (see Fig. 1.2). Only a
weak correlation is seen for stars of spectral type M7-M7.5, and a weaker correlation is seen
for M8.0 type stars. No clear correlation is seen for M8.5-M9.5 type stars (Reiners & Basri
2010).
The relation between magnetic field strength and rotation rate is consistent with the ob-
served relations between rotation and indirect indicators of magnetic activity, such as X-ray
emission and Ca II H+K emission3. For instance, Skumanich (1972) famously found that both
rotation rate and Ca II H+K emission decay with stellar age and speculated that this is a result
of a relation between rotation rate and magnetic activity. As discussed in Section 1.2, more
rapidly rotating stars show higher levels of X-ray emission, though this relation does saturate
at very high rotation rates. The saturation of X-ray emission is accompanied by the saturation
of all other indirect indicators of magnetic activity at Rossby number of ∼0.1. Reiners et al.
(2009) found clear evidence that this saturation is also accompanied by the saturation of the
magnetic field in a sample of M type stars. The saturation of the magnetic field in fast rotators
shown in Fig. 1.1 and occurs at values of surface averaged magnetic field strength of ∼2-3
kG, with no fields stronger than ∼4 kG. It is unclear whether this saturation is present for
earlier type stars as Zeeman broadening is hard to detect in rapidly rotating F-K type stars due
to strong rotational broadening (rotational broadening is not such a problem in M type stars
due mainly to their smaller radii).
3The Ca II H+K emission lines at 3968.5Å and 3933.7Å respectively are commonly used indicators of magnetic
activity on the Sun and on other stars. Charles Augustus Young noticed that the emission in these lines varied
over the solar disc with its highest intensity being at the limb and in regions of sunspots and faculae (Joy &
Wilson 1949). Babcock & Babcock (1955) used solar magnetograms, produced using the solar magnetograph
invented by Babcock (1953), to find that regions of strong emission in the Ca II H+K lines tend to coincide with
regions of strong magnetic fields. Further studies confirmed and quantified this strong correlation (e.g. Schrijver
et al. 1989).
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Figure 19: Magnetic fields as a function of Rossby number. Crosses are sun-like stars Saar (1996a,
2001), circles are M-type of spectral class M6 and earlier (see Reiners et al., 2009a). For the latter, no
period measurements are available and Rossby numbers are upper limits (they may shift to the left hand
side in the figure). The black crosses and circles follow the rotation-activity relation known from activity
indicators. Red squares are objects of spectral type M7 –M9 (Reiners and Basri, 2010) that do not seem
to follow this trend (τconv = 70 d was assumed for this sample).
stars, some cautious doubt may be allowed as to the relation between Rossby number and Bf in
the “low-field” regime (Bf < 1 kG). First, in principle, the detection of magnetic fields in this
region and, in particular, from optical data, is extremely difficult and the significance of the data
points is difficult to assess (see Section 4.3). Second, assuming that the Sun has a Rossby number
somewhere between 2 and 0.5 (Prot ∼ 26 d, τconv ∼ 12 – 50 d), the average magnetic flux for the
Sun is on the order of 20 – 100 G, which is significantly above the value detectable in the Sun if it
is observed as a star.
One interesting and relatively firm conclusion from M dwarf magnetic field measurements is
that the typical upper limit for average magnetic fields is of the order of a few kilo-Gauss, average
fields of 10 kG are not observed, and the upper limit does not seem to significantly depend on
temperature. This contradicts the prediction of a close correlation between (maximum) magnetic
field strength and spectral type introduced by assuming a limiting influence of buoyancy forces
on the dynamo efficiency (Durney and Robinson, 1982). However, this conclusion is only valid
for M-type main sequence stars because we have no good estimate of maximum field strengths in
F –K-type stars, and magnetic fields in pre-main sequence stars may follow different rules.
4.1 The dynamo at very low masses
Stars of spectral type G–K are considered sun-like stars, their interior structure with an outer
convective envelope and an inner radiative core, and the general observational evidence for similar
evolutionary paths lead to the conclusion that this group of stars follows physical principles that
are very much alike. Early-M type stars can be sorted into the same category. However, at mid-
and late-M spectral types, serious changes occur to stellar structure that are predicted from theory
and observed in different aspects of stellar evolution. The first important change in stellar structure
occurs at spectral types M3/M4 (in field dwarfs). Stars hotter than M3 have a radiative core like
the Sun, and cooler sun-like stars have convective envelopes that extend deeper into the interior
of the star. On the other hand, stars cooler than M4 are believed to be fully convective without a
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Figure 1.1: Upper panel: reproduced from Saar (1996a) showing surface averaged magnetic field
strength f B against inverse rotation period for a sample of stars. Lower panel: reproduced from
Reiners (2012) showing f B against Rossby number for a sample of Sun-like stars (crosses), M0-M6
type stars (circles), and M7-M9 type stars (red squares).
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Figure 6. Normalized Hα luminosity and average magnetic field as a function of rotation velocity for different spectral types. The left, center, and right panels show
spectral types M7–M7.5, M8.0, and M8.5–M9.5, respectively. Top panel: normalized Hα luminosity as a function of spectral type. The gray shaded areas visualize
the 1σ region around the mean for objects with v sin i < 30 km s−1 (see Figure 7). Bottom panel: average magnetic field, Bf , as a function of rotation velocity. No
measurement of Bf is possible at v sin i > 20 km s−1. The hatched region shows the area that is not occupied by stars earlier than M7 (see Figure 5 in Reiners et al.
2009a). In all panels, red stars indicate young brown dwarfs with Li, blue filled circles show members of the old population as in Figures 2–5. The strong Hα emission
of the very active, young M7 object is probably due to accretion.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
(2003) and Reiners & Basri (2008) showing that no relation
between rotation and activity appears at spectral types M9 and
later. Mohanty & Basri (2003) add that there appears to be a
change in the magnitude of the threshold velocity above which
LHα/Lbol saturates. While this velocity is about 3 km s−1 at
early-M, it appears to be roughly 10 km s−1 at spectral types
late-M according to that work.
In our new volume-limited sample of M7–M9.5 dwarfs, we
can now investigate the transition from the regime of an intact
rotation–activity relation toward the regime where this relation
no longer applies. Furthermore, we can look for a change in the
threshold velocity above which activity saturates.
We divide our sample of 62 dwarfs with v sin i measurements
into three subsamples of consecutive spectral types. To obtain
samples of approximately same size, we divide the samples
into objects of spectral type M7–M7.5 (23 stars), M8.0 (19
stars), and M8.5–M9.5 (20 stars). For simplicity, we refer to
these subsamples as M7, M8, and M9, respectively. Normalized
Hα activity and average magnetic field for each subsample are
plotted as a function of projected rotation velocity in Figure 6.
As a quantitative measure for the connection between rotation,
Hα activity, and average magnetic field, we calculate the linear
correlation coefficients and the Spearman rank correlation (Press
et al. 1992, Chapter 14.6) between these parameters for the three
subsamples. The coefficients are given in Table 2. While the
correlation coefficients cannot present a statistically meaningful
measure of the significance of a correlation (particularly not
in the case of our small sample size), the Spearman rank test
provides a statistically more robust indicator. For the Spearman
rank tests, we give the rank-order correlation coefficient, rs,
in the first column, and the associated probability of a non-
correlation in the second column of Table 2.
4.4.1. Rotation and Hα Activity
Evidence exists from different earlier works that the rotation–
activity relation undergoes a change around late-M spectral
types. The new sample presented here allows for the first time
to study this relation in detail in the narrow range M7–M9.5 and
in a substantial number of objects that occupy a wide range in
rotation velocity.
From the upper panel of Figure 6, the first thing we note is
that there is evidence for an effect of supersaturation. In the M7
sample, objects with v sin i > 30 km s−1 have smaller values
of normalized Hα luminosity than most of the slower rotators.
At spectral type M9, the fastest rotators also show weaker Hα
luminosity, but the saturation threshold may even be as low as
v sin i ≈ 18 km s−1. In the following analysis of Hα activity
and rotation, we choose to exclude the most rapid rotators
(v sin i > 30 km s−1). We will come back to the supersaturation
effect in Section 4.5. Unfortunately, this threshold velocity is
Figure 1.2: Reproduced from Reiners & Basri (2010). Surface averaged magnetic field strength f B
for a sample of late M type stars showing a weak correl tion betwe n rotation r te and f B for star of
spectral type M7-M7.5 (left panel), a weaker correlation for M8.0 type stars (middle panel), and no
clear correlation for M8.5-M9.5 type stars (right panel).
As with the solar magnetic field, stellar magnetic fields have highly complex geometries
that diverge significantly from sim le dipole configurations. This can be seen in several ways.
For instanc , method that use circular polarizatio signatures to measur field strengths gen-
erally underestimate these strengths relative to the measurements given by unpolarized line
profiles. This is due to the cancellation of the circular polarization signals from regions on
the stellar surface of opposite polarity field. Johns-Krull et al. (1999b) m s red a surface
ave aged field strength of 2.5 kG for the classical T Tauri star BP Tau. Assuming that BP Tau’s
field is a pure axisymmetric dipole, they predicted that they should measure an average line-
of-sight component of the field of Bz ∼ 600 G (where Bz in this case is not just the magnitude,
but also takes into accou t the direction of the field, such that oppo ite polarity regions can-
cel out). However, using high-reso ution spectropolarimetry, Johns-Krull et al. (1999a) was
unable to detect a net polarization in photospheric absorption lines, putting an upper limit
on the average longitudinal field of ±200 G, indicating that the strongest regions of the star’s
magnetic fields are held in non-dipolar field structures. Reiners (2012) collected measure-
ments for the surface averaged field strengths derived using polarized and unpolarized line
profiles for a sample of main-sequence M dwarfs and found that in general, the values derived
from circular polarized light are less than 10% of those derived from unpolarized light. This
is shown in Fig. 1.3.
The complex topologies of stellar magnetic fields can also be indirectly inferred from ob-
servations of the distributions of starspots. Starspots are the stellar analogue of Sunspots,
which coincide spatially with regions of strong magnetic field on the solar surface. It is rea-
sonable to assume that starspot locations trace the locations of strong magnetic fields on stel-
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Figure 24: Measurements of M dwarf magnetic fields from Stokes I and Stokes V. Top panel: Average
magnetic field – Open symbols: measurements from Stokes I; Filled symbols: measurements from Stokes V.
Center panel: Ratio between Stokes V and Stokes I measurements. Bottom panel: Ratio between magnetic
energies detected in Stokes V and Stokes I. Circles show objects more massive than 0.4M!, stars show
objects less massive than that.
means that < 10% of the full magnetic field is detected in the Stokes V map. In other words,
more than 90% of the field detected in Stokes I is invisible to this method. As discussed above,
this is probably a consequence of cancellation between field components of different polarity. One
very interesting case with a very high value of 〈BV 〉/〈BI〉 is the M6 star WX Uma, which has an
average field of approximately 1 kG in Stokes V (Gl 51 shows an even higher field but has not yet
been investigated with the Stokes I method).
A second observable that comes with the Stokes V maps is average squared magnetic field, 〈B2〉,
which is proportional to the magnetic energy of the star. Under some basic assumptions, this value
can be approximated from the Stokes I measurement, too (see Reiners and Basri, 2009). The ratio
between approximate magnetic energies detected in Stokes V and I is shown in the bottom panel
of Figure 24, it is between 0.3 and 15% for the stars considered. In contrast to the conclusions
suggested in Donati et al. (2008b) and Reiners and Basri (2009), evidence for a change in magnetic
geometries at the boundary between partial and complete convection is not very obvious when
the latest results are included. Four of the late-M dwarfs have ratios 〈BV 〉/〈BI〉 below 10% while
earlier results suggested that more flux is detectably in Stokes V in fully convective stars. On the
other hand, the ratio of detectable magnetic energies stays rather high in this regime (≥ 2%), which
may reflect an influence of the convective nature of the star. An important question, however, is
why the five low-mass stars with < 0.2M! show a relatively high fraction of detected magnetic
energy, while they show such a low fraction of detected field strength? This may well be an effect
of different magnetic geometries but cannot be clearly identified at this point.
In a typical Zeeman Doppler Image of a low-mass star, about 90% of the magnetic field and
much more than 90% of the magnetic energy remains undetected. It is a challenging task to derive
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Figure 1.3: Reproduced from Reiners (2012). Upper panels: surface averaged field strengths derived
using unpolarized light < BI > (open symb ls) and polariz light < BV > (closed symbols) for a
sample of main-sequence M dwarfs. Middle panels: the ratio < BV > / < BI > for the stars in the
sample. Lower panels: the ratio of magnetic energies < B2V > / f < BI >
2 for the stars in the sample.
Stars show fully convective stars and circles show stars with radiative cores.
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by Goncharskii et al. (1977). It was first used for mapping chemical peculiarities on the surface
of Ap stars. Modelling of photometric variations of late-type active stars has revealed that cool
starspots are often quite large, covering up to 20% of the stellar surface. Such starspots should have
resulted in noticeable line profile variations which were first observed in spectra of the RS CVn-
type star HR1099, and from which the first Doppler image of a spotted star was obtained by Vogt
and Penrod (1983).
The Doppler imaging technique aims to restore starspot distribution information which is con-
tained in time varying line profiles of rotating stars. If the star rotates rapidly enough, so that the
rotation broadening of a line profile is significantly larger than the local line profile at a single point
on the stellar surface, then a cool spot on the stellar surface will result in a “bump” in the profile
(Figure 2). This “bump” moves across the profile, as the star rotates, with the velocity amplitude
depending on the spot latitude. Inversion of a time series of the stellar line profiles results in a
map, or image, of the stellar surface.
Figure 2: Spectral line profiles for a model fast rotating star with no spots (dashed line) and
with a spot moving across the disk as the star rotates (solid line). See also animation at http:
//www.astro.phys.ethz.ch/staff/berdyugina/private/StellarActivity/StellarAct.html
An assumption on the nature of starspots is the main part of the model calculations. Cool spots
will modify the flux integrated over stellar disk. Therefore, the intensity of radiation I(T (s),λ, µ)
emitted by the stellar surface from the point s in the direction µ at the wavelength λ is defined
by the local temperature T (s), which is assumed to be the effective temperature of the model
atmosphere used for the calculation of the local line profile at the point s. Integration over the
stellar disk, given rotational phase φ and set of wavelengths, results in the residual flux rλ(φ) which
contains information on the temperature distribution on the stellar surface T (s) and, therefore, is to
be compared with the observed residual flux robsλ (φ). Thus, the integration determines the direct
transformation for a subsequent inversion. A comparison of the residual fluxes determines the
discrepancy function D(T ). By minimising D(T ), one can obtain a unique solution with minimum
variance. Such a solution is not however feasible due to noise in data. Smoothing the noise results
in a multitude of different stable solutions. Searching for the unique and stable solution is a so-
called ill-posed inverse problem, and there are different approaches and methods developed for
solving it.
A common way of choosing the unique solution with a given level of goodness of the fit is to
invoke some additional constraints R(T ), which usually determine special properties of the solution.
Therefore, the original ill-posed minimisation problem is replaced by another, which has a unique
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Figure 1.4: Reproduced from Berdyugina (2005). Cartoon showing the effect that a starspot has on a
single absorption line as it moves across the stellar disc due to the rotation of the star.
lar surfaces. The locations of starspots can be mapped using the Doppler Imaging technique,
originally proposed by Deutsch (1958), which relies on the fact that as stars are rotating, the
radial velocity of a point on the stellar surface is a function of the position of that point. The
effect that any feature on the stellar surface has on the light that comes from the star will
depend upon its location on the surface. Consider a single spectral line that is rotationally
broadened. As a feature rotates i to view, it will affect th shorter wavelength side of the
spectral line only. As the star rotates, the portion of the spectral line that is affected by the
feature moves from the shorter wavele gth part of the li e to e centre of the line, and then
to the longer wavelength part. Therefore, information can be gained about the longitudinal
position of a feature on the stel ar surface. The locati n in the spectr l line that is affected
by the feature as it first rotates into view is also a function of the latitude of the feature. A
feature near the equator will have a larger velocity than one at a higher latitude because it
will be further from the stellar rotation axis. Therefore, information can also be gained about
the latitude of the feature. This is shown for a single starspot in Fig. 1.4. Doppler Imaging of
several stars, such as the rapid rotators (Prot ≈ 0.5 days) V374 Peg (Donati et al. 2006a) and
AB Dor (Hussain et al. 2007), have shown complex brightness distributions. For an extensive
review of starspot observations, see Strassmeier (2009).
An early attempt to extend the Doppler Imaging technique to give information about the
distribution of magnetic flux over the stellar surface was the Magnetic Surface Imaging (MSI)
technique developed by Saar et al. (1992). MSI attempts to invert the unpolarised line pro-
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files of Zeeman sensitive spectral lines to constrain the distribution of field over the surface.
However, since unpolarised line profiles yield no information about the orientation of the
surface field, the MSI technique requires arbitrary assumptions about the field orientation.
Semel (1989) presented the Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) technique, which uses circular
polarized line profiles. The spectropolarimetric signature (i.e. the circular polarization as a
function of wavelength) is sensitive to the orientation of the magnetic field, and therefore,
ZDI can yield information about all three components of the magnetic field over the stellar
surface. The ZDI technique was first used to detect the magnetic field of an unresolved star by
Donati et al. (1989), and to produce the first magnetic maps by Donati et al. (1992). Donati
et al. (1997) presented spectropolarimetric detections of magnetic fields on 14 stars. Almost
all of them showed complex circularly polarised line profiles, indicating that the fields are
non-dipolar, with the stellar surface covered in regions of opposite polarity field. Donati &
Collier Cameron (1997) used the ZDI technique to reconstruct the surface magnetic field for
the young rapidly rotating star AB Dor. They found that AB Dor hosts a strong magnetic field
covering a large fraction of the visible surface in a highly complex configuration (see Fig. 1.5).
Since these initial results, ZDI magnetograms have been published for a large number of
main-sequence and pre-main sequence stars. For instance, repeated observations of the young
F7-type star τ Bootis have shown reversals in the polarity of the magnetic field at the visible
pole (Donati et al. 2008c; Fares et al. 2009). These reversals appear to be periodic with a
period of ∼2 years, and may be the first direct detection of a magnetic cycle on a star other
than the Sun. It is worth noting here that Poppenhaeger et al. (2012) failed to detect an X-ray
cycle on τ Bootis.
Donati et al. (2008b), Morin et al. (2008b), and Morin et al. (2010) conducted a survey of
a large number of main-sequence M dwarfs and found a clear link between the structures and
strengths of these fields and the internal structures of their host stars. Donati et al. (2008b)
reconstructed the large scale field topologies of six early M dwarfs, all of which host radiative
cores, and found that the fields of the higher-mass stars in their sample were predominantly
non-axisymmetric with most of the magnetic energy in the toroidal component of the field
and only 18-53% of the magnetic energy in the poloidal component. However, the two lowest
mass stars in the sample (OT Ser and CE Boo) possessed fields that are primarily axisymmetric
and poloidal, with 67-95% of the magnetic energy in the poloidal component. The surface






















Figure 1.5: Reproduced from Donati & Collier Cameron (1997). Early ZDI reconstruction of the
magnetic structure of AB Dor.
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were not correlated with stellar mass. They suggested that the difference in the field structure
between the higher mass and lower mass stars in the sample is related to the difference in
the internal structures of these stars, with the low mass stars having much smaller radiative
cores than the high mass stars. Morin et al. (2008b) analysed a sample of five M4-type stars,
all of which lie on the fully convective boundary, and found that their large scale fields are
primarily axisymmetric and poloidal, with 87-99% of the magnetic energy held in the poloidal
component of the field and typical surface averaged field strengths of ∼ 0.5 kG. These fields
are significantly stronger than those on the sample of early M dwarfs. Morin et al. (2010)
reconstructed the large-scale magnetic topologies of six late fully convective M dwarfs and
found that the stars in the sample show either strong simple axisymmetric fields, or weak
more complex non-axisymmetric fields.
Figure 1.6: Reproduced from Morin et al. (2010). Stellar mass against rotation period for the sample
of M dwarfs with published ZDI magnetograms. The size of each point represents the strength of the
star’s magnetic field and the shape represents the degree of axisymmetry. Decagons represent purely
axisymmetric fields, and sharp complex shapes represent more non-axisymmetric fields. The colour
represents the fraction of the magnetic energy held within the poloidal component of the field. The
dashed horizontal line shows the fully convective limit.
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A similar result is seen for the sample of classical T Tauri stars that have been studied using
the ZDI technique. In this sample, stars that are not old enough to have developed radiative
cores show strong simple fields, similar to fully convective stars in the sample of M dwarfs,
and stars that are no longer fully convective have weaker complex fields. The exception for
this is the low-mass star V2247 Oph which is unlikely to develop a radiative core, and yet has
a highly complex field structure. These results are reviewed in more detail in Section 1.3.2.
1.2 X-ray emission
One of the most important manifestations of stellar magnetic activity is X-ray emission. On
the Sun, X-ray emission primarily originates from magnetically confined coronal structures, as
shown in Fig. 1.7. X-ray emission from the solar corona was first detected using V-2 rockets
by Burnight (1949) and the first direct imaging of the Sun in X-rays was by Blake et al. (1963)
who demonstrated that the emission originates from plasma of temperatures ∼ 106 K located
above magnetic active regions. Since then, X-ray imaging of the solar corona, primarily from
the X-ray telescopes on Skylab in the 70s and the Yohkoh telescope in he 90s, has shown
that the solar X-ray emitting corona is made up of closed magnetic field structures. The link
between X-ray emission and closed magnetic loops is further strengthened by the observations
of coronal holes, which are regions of open magnetic field that are dark in X-rays due primarily
to the low densities of plasma in these regions. As can be seen in Fig. 1.7, the total solar X-ray
luminosity closely traces the solar magnetic cycle, with the maximum luminosity at magnetic
maximum. Fisher et al. (1998) and Pevtsov et al. (2003) showed that over the solar surface,
the photospheric magnetic flux is strongly correlated with the X-ray luminosity of coronal
regions. This correlation, shown in Fig. 1.8, is true over the quiet Sun, X-ray bright points,
solar active regions, and the entire solar disc.
The first detection of X-ray emission from stars other than the Sun came in the mid-70s.
Catura et al. (1975) detected X-ray emission from the binary system Capella and found a lu-
minosity of ∼ 1031 erg s−1 from plasma with a temperature of ∼ 106.9 K. This was interpreted
as a scaled up version of solar activity (Mewe et al. 1975). A detailed review of the early X-ray
observations of stars other than the Sun is given by Güdel (2004). Using the Einstein observa-
tory, Vaiana et al. (1981) identified 143 X-ray emitting stars and showed that X-ray emission
is ubiquitous among all types of stars. Since then, observations primarily using the Einstein
observatory, ROSAT, XMM-Newton, and Chandra have dramatically improved our understand-
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Figure 1.7: The solar X-ray emitting corona over half of a solar cycle from a time of maximum activity
in 1991 on the left to a time of minimum activity in 1995 on the right. The solar X-ray image is from
the Yohkoh mission of ISAS, Japan. The X-ray telescope was prepared by the Lockheed-Martin Solar
and Astrophysics Laboratory, the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, and the University of
Tokyo with the support of NASA and ISAS.
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identified pairs of images observed in two different filters,
Al.1 and AlMg, within 600 s of each other. The median
number of pairs is 16 with a maximum of 55 for a given day.
The Al.1/AlMg filter ratio is used to compute coronal
plasma temperatures. We convert X-ray emission into spec-
tral radiance by integrating a thermal spectrum over the
2.8–36.6 A˚ (0.3–4.4 keV) wavelength range, with the limits
corresponding to 1% of peak sensitivity through the Al.1
filter at Yohkoh launch. For this and subsequent radiance
computations, we employ the spectral models of Mewe,
Gronenschild, & van den Oord (1985) andMewe, Lemen, &
van den Oord (1986). The solar coronal abundances are
adapted from Meyer (1985). Modeling of the SXT response
to amultithermal coronal plasma has indicated that spectral
radiance for the SXT passband derived in this way, barring
unknown systematic errors, is accurate to about 10%
(Acton, Weston, & Bruner 1999). The SXT fluxes were aver-
aged over a given day and interpolated to magnetogram
dates. There are 775 data points in this data set.
2.2. X-Ray Bright Points
Longcope et al. (2001) analyzed 285 X-ray bright points
(XBPs) selected using the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope (EIT; Delaboudiniere et al. 1995) and the
Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al. 1995)
observations. For each XBP, they estimated the tempera-
ture, T, and emission measure, EM, using the ratio of EUV
fluxes in two (171 and 195 A˚) spectral lines. The photo-
spheric magnetic fluxes of associated bipoles were derived
using MDI longitudinal magnetograms. To achieve spectral
consistency, we useYohkoh SXT data to measure soft X-ray
fluxes for 59 of the XBPs analyzed by Longcope et al.
(2001), for which reliable correspondence to SXT measure-
ments is possible. The SXT observations have been con-
verted into spectral radiance using temperatures from the
EIT measurements of Longcope et al. (2001) rather than
temperatures from the SXT filter ratios. Although the
results from the two methods are within a factor of 3 on
average, there is substantially less scatter using the EIT tem-
peratures. The SXT filter-ratio technique has relatively large
experimental uncertainties for faint, cool, coronal plasmas.
Typical XBP temperatures are T ! 1:6MK.
2.3. Solar Active Regions
Fisher et al. (1998) used 333 vector magnetograms of
solar active regions observed with the Haleakala Stokes
Polarimeter (Mickey 1985) and cotemporal SXT images to
compute the total unsigned magnetic flux and total X-ray
radiance averaged over entire active region areas. The mag-
netic flux was determined using vertical (with respect to the
solar surface) magnetic field. In this paper, the SXT count
rates were converted into spectral radiance by assuming a
coronal temperature of 3 MK and integrating a thermal
spectrum over 2.8 and 36.6 A˚, as described earlier (Fisher
et al. used a 1–300 A˚ integration range).
The LX values from Fisher et al. (1998) were reduced by a
factor of 4 to correct for an incorrect conversion of Yohkoh
half-resolution images to full resolution in Fisher et al.
(1998). This does not affect any of the correlation studies
reported in Fisher et al. (1998).
2.4. Solar Disk Averages
We compute the total X-ray radiance and unsigned
magnetic flux averaged over the visible solar hemisphere for
the period from 1991 November 11–2001 December 15.
Magnetic fluxes are computed using NSO/KP daily
magnetograms. The daily averaged X-ray fluxes are com-
puted using Yohkoh SXL (soft X-ray histogram log files,
histograms of full-disk composite images). The coronal
temperatures have been derived using the ratio of two SXT
filters, and the conversion between the instrumental and
physical units has been done using the same approach as for
the quiet Sun. Typical solar X-ray disk temperatures are
T ! 2:5 MK. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we
excluded all pixels in the SXT frame beyond 1.1 solar radii.
Furthermore, since some X-ray radiation is associated with
the magnetic field at/behind the solar limb, we compute
solar rotation (27.2375 days) averages of the magnetic and
X-ray fluxes. The data set covers 127 solar rotations
beginning at Carrington rotation number 1849.
2.5. Dwarfs and T Tauri Stars
Fisher et al. (1998) computed X-ray radiance and total
magnetic flux of 16 dwarf stars (types G, K, and M) using
X-ray surface flux, magnetic field strength, and magnetic
filling factor published by Saar (1996). The magnetic flux
was computed from the field strength and the filling factor
by multiplying these two parameters by estimated surface
area of each star. The X-ray spectral radiance was computed
in the same way by multiplying the surface flux density by
estimated stellar surface area. The X-ray data are compo-
sites of ROSAT (0.1–2.4 keV energy range), Einstein
Observatory (0.2–4.5 keV), and EXOSAT (0.04–4.5 keV)
observations. Thus, the stellar and solar X-ray observations
cover approximately the same energy range. A similar
approach has been applied to the T Tauri stars observed by
Johns-Krull & Valenti (2000; BP Tau, Hubble 4, and T Tau)
and Johns-Krull et al. (2000; DF Tau, TW Hya, and DK
Tau). X-ray radiances for these stars are adopted from
Walter & Kuhi (1981; DF Tau), Webb et al. (1999;
TW Hya), and Neuhaeuser et al. (1995; BP Tau, DK Tau,

































Fig. 1.—X-ray spectral radiance LX vs. total unsigned magnetic flux for
solar and stellar objects. Dots: Quiet Sun. Squares: X-ray bright points.
Diamonds: Solar active regions. Pluses: Solar disk averages. Crosses: G, K,
and M dwarfs. Circles: T Tauri stars. Solid line: Power-law approximation
LX / !1:15 of combined data set.
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Figure 1.8: Reproduced f om P vtsov et al. (2003). Correlation b tween X-ray l minosity and mag-
netic flux for regio s of the quiet Sun (dots), solar X-ray bright points (squares), solar active regions
(diamonds), the entire solar disc (pluses), G, K, and M dwarfs (crosses), and T Tauri stars (circles).
ing of stellar X-ray emission. Most notably, the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) detected over
145,000 sources (Voges et al. 1999).
The relation between stellar magnetic activity and X-ray emission seen on the Sun extends
very clearly to other stars. This can be seen for the l w mass main-sequence stars and T
Tauri stars in Fig. 1.8, indicating that stellar X-ray emission primarily originates from similar
physical mechanisms, i.e. closed co onal m gnetic field tru ures. One of the interesting
results from the large amount of information that we now possess about stellar X-ray emission
is the strong correlation between X-ray luminosity and rotation rate. This is expected given
the correlation between magnetic flux and rotation rate, discussed in the last section, and the
correlation betwe X-ray emission and magnetic flux. This was i e tified by Vaiana et al.
(1981) who found that some of the young rapid rotators in their sample were also above-
average X-ray emitters. Pallavicini et al. (1981) found that for late-type stars, there is a clear
correlation between X-ray luminosity and rotational velocity given by Lx ∝ (v sin i)1.9. Similar
relations were found by Maggio et al. (1987) and Wood et al. (1994). A recent diagram
showing this correlation is given by Wright et al. (2011) and reproduced here in Fig. 1.9. One
feature of the X-ray activity-rotation relationship that was first noted by Micela et al. (1985)
and can clearly be seen in Fig. 1.9 is the saturation of X-ray emission at high rotation rates.
This is related to the saturation of magnetic field strengths shown in Fig. 1.1. The critical
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Figure 1.9: Reproduced from Wright et al. (2011). X-ray luminosity as a fraction of bolometric lumi-
nosity against rotation period (left) and Rossby number (right).
rotation rate at which X-ray activity saturates is a function of spectral type, with saturation
taking place at slower rotation rates for lower mass stars (Pizzolato et al. 2003). Prosser et al.
(1996) found that at extremely high rotation rates, X-ray emission actually begins to decrease.
This effect is called ‘supersaturation’.
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the saturation and supersaturation phenom-
ena. Vilhu (1984) proposed that the saturation of X-ray emission might be a result of the
saturation of the dynamo processes responsible for the generation of the magnetic field, such
that as the rotation rates of stars increase beyond the saturation point, the amount of magnetic
flux produced by the stellar dynamo does not increase. This interpretation is contradicted by
O’dell et al. (1995) who showed that surface spot coverage, which they assume traces mag-
netic activity, does not saturate at the rotation rate that would be expected given the observed
X-ray saturation. However, the observed saturation of the surface averaged field strengths
for rapidly rotating main-sequence M dwarfs supports this interpretation. Alternatively, Vilhu
(1984) proposed that the X-ray emission might be saturated at the point where the stellar
surface becomes completely covered in active regions. However, if this was the case, only
small amounts of rotational modulation of X-ray emission would be expected from saturated
stars, in contradiction to observations (Flaccomio et al. 2005). Jardine & Unruh (1999) pro-
posed that the saturation phenomenon might be caused by centrifugal stripping of coronal
plasma. As the stellar rotation rate increases, the corotation radius (i.e. the radius at which
an object rotating at Keplerian velocities is corotating with the stellar surface) moves towards
the star. If the stellar magnetic field is distorted by centrifugal forces at the corotation radius,
faster rotators will have less extended coronae. At low rotation rates, the coronal plasma will
15
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be at relatively low densities. As rotation rate increases, the corotation radius will move to-
wards the star, and thus the coronal extent will decrease. Initially, this decrease in the size of
the corona is overcome by a corresponding increase in the plasma density due to centrifugal
forces, leading to increased coronal emission. However, at a critical rotation rate, the de-
crease in the coronal size overcomes the increase in plasma density and the coronal emission
initially saturates, and then begins to decrease. This can account for the observed saturation
and supersaturation of X-ray emission from rapidly rotating stars.
1.3 Classical T Tauri stars
T Tauri stars (TTSs) are young, low-mass, pre-main sequence stars that are characterised by
large irregular variability and the presence of strong chromospheric emission lines. They were
first classified by Joy (1945) who estimated that they have spectral types from F5 to G5. Joy
(1945) noticed that absorption lines typically seen in stellar spectra are not present in some
TTSs and showed that the strengths of emission lines (many of which are present in the solar
chromospheric emission spectrum) varied from star to star, and also varied in time for each
star.
The spectra of TTSs vary in both the depths of photospheric absorption lines, and the
strengths of emission lines. Based on the differences in spectra, TTS are separated into two
groups: classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) and weak-line T Tauri stars (WTTSs; often NTTSs
for naked T Tauri stars). Although more sophisticated methods are often used, the most
common method for distinguishing between CTTSs and WTTSs is by using the equivalent
width (EW) of the Hα emission line: stars with Hα EW greater than 10 Å are classified as
CTTSs. The spectra of CTTSs generally show several strong emission lines, such as the Hα
and Ca II IRT lines, and shallower absorption features due to the superposition of the normal
photospheric spectrum with an extra bluish continuum spectrum: this effect is called ‘veiling’.
Four examples of TTS spectra are given in Fig. 1.10. The lower spectrum is for the WTTS TAP
57, which shows no clear Hα or Ca II IRT line emission, and several photospheric absorption
features. The upper spectrum is for the strongly-accreting CTTS DR Tau, which shows strong
Hα and Ca II IRT line emission, but no clear photospheric absorption features. For a review
of TTS spectra, see Basri (2007). CTTSs also show excess continuum emission in UV, optical,
and IR superimposed on their normal photospheric black-body spectrum. This was found by
Mendoza V. (1966) and confirmed by subsequent observations. Fig. 1.11 shows observed and
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Figure 1.10: Reproduced from Bertout (1989). Optical spectra for four T Tauri stars with different
levels of accretion. The lower star is a WTTS and thus has no accretion. The level of accretion increases
from TAP 57 to DR Tau, thus causing the increase in veiling of photospheric absorption lines and the
strength of the Hα emission line (λ ∼ 6500 Å). The Ca II IRT lines (λ ∼ 8500 Å) are clearly visible in
the spectrum of DR Tau.
modelled spectral energy distributions (SED) for the CTTSs AA Tau and BP Tau. The dashed
line shows the expected photospheric contribution and the black dots show the observed
fluxes. Clearly at several wavelengths, the excess emission dominates over the normal stellar
blackbody emission.
The difference between CTTSs and WTTSs originates from the fact that CTTSs are sur-
rounded by circumstellar discs and are actively accreting material from the inner edges of
their discs. The IR excesses seen in CTTS SEDs are a result of the absorption and reemission
of stellar photons by dust at the inner edges of these discs, and the excess UV continuum and
line emission originates from the base of accretion shocks where accreting material, falling
at approximately free-fall velocities (typically ∼100-500 km s−1) impacts the stellar chromo-
sphere (Basri & Bertout 1989; Koenigl 1991). Further evidence for this interpretation comes
from the strong correlation between IR excess, UV excess, millimeter continuum emission,
and Hα emission (Kenyon & Hartmann 1995). WTTSs are generally considered to be in a
more advanced stage of their evolution, having lost their circumstellar discs and therefore
stopped accreting. This interpretation is supported by the observations of transitional discs




Fig. 1.— SEDs for the 30 Taurus-Auriga sources analyzed in this paper. Filled circles are the
flux values listed in Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11. Triangles are upper limits. Error bars are shown if
larger than the data points. The solid black line indicates the best fitting model, and the gray lines
show all models that also fit the data well (defined by χ2 − χ2best < 3, where χ2 is the value per
datapoint). The dashed line shows the SED of the stellar photosphere in the best fitting model.
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Fig. 1.— SEDs for the 30 Taurus-Auriga sources analyzed in this paper. Filled circles are the
flux values listed in Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11. Triangles are upper limits. Error bars are shown if
larger than the data points. The solid black line indicates the best fitting model, and the gray lines
show all models that also fit the data well (defined by χ2 − χ2best < 3, where χ2 is the value per
datapoint). The dashed line shows the SED of the stellar photosphere in the best fitting model.
Figure 1.11: Reproduced from Robitaille et al. (2007). Observed (black points) and modelled spectral
energy distributions for the CTTSs AA Tau and BP Tau. In each plot, the dashed line shows the contribu-
tion from the central star, and the solid black line shows the best fit model assuming excess continuum
emission from accretion shocks at UV wavelengths, and a circumstellar disc at IR wavelengths.
(Strom et al. 1989; Najita et al. 2007). The SEDs of these objects imply that their discs have
evolved to a state where they are optically thin out to ∼1-20 AU.
1.3.1 Circumstellar discs and accretion
Circumstellar discs are formed as a result of the conservation of angular momentum and
the gravitational collapse of molecular clouds. Discs begin to form immediately after the
beginning of the collapse and in general last∼10 Myr. For a recent review of the formation and
evolution of protoplanetary discs, see Williams & Cieza (2011). Although there are indirect
indicators of the presence of circumstellar discs around CTTSs, such as IR excess emission in
SEDs and the eclipsing of the central star by the warped inner disc edge (see the case of AA
Tau discussed in Section 4.1.1), direct imaging of circumstellar discs is also possible. This was
first carried out by O’dell & Wen (1994) and McCaughrean & O’dell (1996). McCaughrean &
O’dell (1996) used the Hubble Space Telescope to observe dark silhouettes against the bright
background of the Orion Nebula. The discs in their sample extend up to 1000 AU from the
central star.
Early disc and accretion models, such as the one presented by Lynden-Bell & Pringle
(1974), assumed that discs extend all the way to the stellar surface and accretion occurs
onto the star through a boundary layer. Although stars with weak fields may accrete through
a boundary layer, CTTSs appear to have magnetic fields that are strong enough to truncate
their discs far from their surfaces. Ghosh et al. (1977), Ghosh & Lamb (1979a), and Ghosh
& Lamb (1979b) developed a model for accretion onto magnetic neutron stars where cir-
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cumstellar disc material is disrupted at the Alfvén surface, which is where the kinetic energy
density in the disc is balanced by the magnetic energy density. Outside the Alfvén surface, disc
material orbits the central star at Keplerian velocities. Inside of the Alfvén surface, the flow of
material is dominated by the magnetic field and is highly sub-Keplerian. Therefore, material
accretes onto the central star and is channelled along magnetic field lines. When the mate-
rial impacts the stellar surface, it causes accretion shocks at high densities (ne ∼ 1012 − 1013
cm−3) and temperatures of a few MK (typical CTTS coronal temperatures are ∼ 10 MK). This
model was applied to CTTSs by Camenzind (1990) and Koenigl (1991). Evidence that discs
are truncated far from the stellar surface, and not at a boundary layer at the stellar surface,
comes from several sources. If material accreted onto the stellar surface through a bound-
ary layer, it would be expected to add significant amounts of angular momentum to the star,
which contradicts the fact that CTTSs have relatively slow rotation rates. The shapes of CTTS
SEDs are consistent with holes separating the stellar surface from the inner edge of the disc,
and inverse P-Cygni profiles are consistent with matter falling towards the stellar surface at
large velocities. Furthermore, the locations of hotspots on the surfaces of stars inferred from
Doppler Imaging maps to produce maps of Ca II IRT excess emission imply that accretion is
chanelled by magnetic fields onto the stellar surface (Donati et al. 2010a; Donati et al. 2011a;
Donati et al. 2011b).
Early magnetospheric accretion models generally assumed that the star’s magnetic field
was a pure axisymmetric dipole. If this was the case, accreting material would flow along
large dipolar field lines and impact the stellar surface at high latitudes in axisymmetric bands
extending around the entire star. However, in most cases, the magnetic fields for CTTSs tend
to be significantly more complex than axisymmetric dipoles, and have dipole components that
are tilted with respect to the star’s axis-of-rotation.
Romanova et al. (2003) and Romanova et al. (2004) used full 3D MHD accretion sim-
ulations to investigate accretion onto stars with inclined dipole fields. They found that the
structure of the inner edge of the accretion disc, the trajectories of the accretion streams, and
the distribution of accretion footpoints can be significantly affected by the tilt in the dipole
component of the field (even for inclination angles of ∼ 5◦). This non-axisymmetric accretion
has several observational consequences, such as introducing rotational modulation in a star’s
lightcurve due to the complex distribution of hotspots on the stellar surface. They also con-
firmed the earlier suggestion by Terquem & Papaloizou (2000) that a tilted dipole component
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can cause a warped inner disc, similar to what is seen on the CTTS AA Tau (Bouvier et al.
1999).
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, there is now a sample of CTTSs with published ZDI mag-
netograms. This has made it possible to study accretion onto stars with real magnetic field
geometries. Gregory et al. (2006b) and Gregory et al. (2008) used a simple accretion model
and potential field extrapolations of realistic magnetic fields based on ZDI magnetograms to
show that more complex field structures can have a significant effect on magnetospheric ac-
cretion. They found that when the field is not a simple dipole, accretion footpoints can be
distributed at a range of latitudes and in complex patterns. Long et al. (2011) performed
3D MHD simulations of accretion onto the CTTS BP Tau. BP Tau’s magnetic field can be ap-
proximated as the sum of a 1.2 kG dipole, and a 1.6 kG octupole, both tilted with respect
to the star’s axis-of-rotation. They found that the disc is disrupted several stellar radii from
the stellar surface, and accreting material falls in two streams towards each of the star’s poles
along large dipolar field lines. Closer to the star, the octupole component dominates over the
dipole component, and material falls along octupolar field lines to high latitudes. Due to the
presence of the octupole component of the field, the latitudes at which accretion impacts the
stellar surface in this case are higher than what would be expected for the pure dipole case.
Romanova et al. (2011) presented similar simulations for the magnetic field of V2129 Oph.
V2129 Oph’s magnetic field can be approximated as the sum of a 0.35 kG tilted dipole and a
1.2 kG octupole (Donati et al. 2007). Romanova et al. (2011) found that as accreting material
left the disc, it would fall along large dipolar field lines towards high latitudes. However, as
material gets closer to the star, the octupole component begins to dominate over the dipole
component and each accretion stream is broken into two streams, with one heading towards
high latitudes (higher than if the field was a pure dipole), and the other heading towards
mid-latitudes. These simulations are discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.
1.3.2 CTTS magnetic fields
Before magnetic fields were detected on TTSs, several studies attempted to estimate their
strengths based on magnetospheric accretion models (Koenigl 1991; Collier Cameron & Camp-
bell 1993; Shu et al. 1994). The first detection of a magnetic field on a TTS was given by
Basri et al. (1992) who observed increases in the equivalent widths of photospheric Zeeman-
sensitive absorption lines which were not present in Zeeman-insensitive lines for the WTTS
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TAP 35. The enhanced equivalent widths, which were a result of Zeeman-splitting, were con-
sistent with field strengths of ∼1 kG. The next direct detection of a magnetic field on a WTTS
came from Donati et al. (1997) who used spectropolarimetric observations to detect fields on
V410 Tau and HD 283572. The first detection of a field on CTTSs came from Guenther et al.
(1999) who detected fields on three CTTSs, and one WTTS. They found surface averaged field
strengths of 2.35 kG and 1.1 kG for the CTTSs T Tau and LkCa 15 respectively. Johns-Krull
et al. (1999b) were the first to successfully apply the Zeeman broadening technique to a CTTS.
They presented optical and IR spectra for BP Tau and observed significant broadening in the
Ti I (2.22 µm) photospheric absorption line which they could only account for by Zeeman
broadening consistent with surface averaged field strengths of 2.5 kG. Johns-Krull (2007)
presented magnetic field measurements for 14 CTTSs (including AA Tau, BP Tau, and TW
Hya) and found surface average field strengths of between ∼1 kG and ∼3 kG. The measured
field strengths were found to be significantly larger than the predictions of magnetospheric
accretion models, which is unsurprising given that these accretion models assume dipole ge-
ometries. Further unresolved measurements of magnetic fields on CTTSs showed that they
indeed possess strong kG fields (Yang et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2008; Yang & Johns-Krull 2011).
These results are summarized by Reiners (2012).
It is often necessary to be able to resolve the field structures of CTTSs. For instance, in
order to estimate the distance from the star at which the disc is truncated by the magnetic
field, it is necessary to know the strength of the dipole component of the field, and this cannot
be inferred from surface averaged field strengths. In recent years, a large number of ZDI
magnetograms have been published for CTTSs as part of the Magnetic Protostars and Planets
project (MaPP). In Section 1.1, I review some of the results of ZDI studies for main-sequence
stars which have shown that the strength and structure of a star’s magnetic field is a function
of the star’s internal structure. Similar results are seen in the sample of CTTSs, though the
situation is complicated by the fact that the internal structure of pre-main sequence stars is
determined by both mass and age. Pre-main sequence stars of all masses are initially fully
convective, and develop radiative cores as they age. The age at which this happens is a strong
function of stellar mass, with higher mass stars developing radiative cores at much earlier ages
than lower mass stars. There are currently ten such stars with published ZDI magnetograms
(Donati et al. 2010a; Donati et al. 2008a; Hussain et al. 2009; Hussain et al. 2009; Skelly et
al. 2012; Donati et al. 2011b; Donati et al. 2007; Donati et al. 2011a; Donati et al. 2010b;
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Donati et al. 2011c). Of these ten stars, only one (V2247 Oph; ∼0.36 M) is of such a low
mass that it will never develop a radiative core, and this star possesses a weak, highly complex,
non-axisymmetric field. Two of the other nine stars (AA Tau and BP Tau) have yet to develop
radiative cores, both of which have fields that are dominated by strong axisymmetric dipole
and octupole components. The other stars in the sample (including MT Ori which may have
developed a radiative core, or may be very close to developing a radiative core) generally
show much weaker dipoles and much more complex, non-axisymmetric fields. These results
are summarised by Gregory et al. (2012) who proposes that the magnetic topology of a star
can be predicted by its position on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.
1.3.3 X-ray emission
Using Einstein observations of the Orion Nebula Cluster, Ku & Chanan (1979) suggested that
some of their X-ray sources may be TTSs. Feigelson & Decampli (1981) observed several
TTSs with Einstein and estimated X-ray luminosities of ∼ 1030 − 1031 erg s−1, a factor of
∼ 105 greater than what is observed on the Sun. Since then, several large X-ray surveys, most
specifically the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS; Neuhaeuser et al. 1995), the Chandra Orion
Ultradeep Project (COUP; Preibisch et al. 2005), and the XMM-Newton extended survey of the
Taurus molecular cloud (XEST; Güdel et al. 2007), have significantly increased our knowledge
of X-ray emission processes on CTTSs.
X-ray emission from CTTSs comes from a variety of mechanisms, the most important of
which is emission from hot magnetically confined coronal plasma in most cases. Whereas
plasma temperatures in the solar corona are typically a few MK, the plasma temperatures
responsible for X-ray emission from TTSs can be as high as 50 MK and are typically above 10
MK. On the main sequence, the level of X-ray emission observed is strongly correlated with
rotation rate (see Fig. 1.9), with the fastest rotators showing the strongest X-ray emission, up
until rotation periods of a few days, at which point, the X-ray emission saturates. TTSs show
no correlation between X-ray emission and rotation rate. Instead, X-ray emission is strongly
correlated with stellar mass and stellar luminosity, as shown in Fig. 1.12. X-ray emission is
also correlated with stellar surface area, however, not as strongly as it is with stellar mass
(Güdel et al. 2007). This suggests that the Lx dependence on mass is more fundamental
than the dependance on stellar surface area. By assuming that all X-ray emission originates
in isothermal magnetically confined coronae in hydrostatic equilibrium, Jardine et al. (2006)
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M. Güdel et al.: XMM-Newton extended survey of Taurus 375
Table 13. XEST parameter statistics.
Parameter Samplea Median Mean Std. N
dev.b
X-ray parameters
βc DEM −1.25 −1.49 0.95 99
log Tc
0
[K] DEM 6.90 6.90 0.28 119
log Tc,d
1
[K] 2-T 6.79 6.76 0.21 94
log Tc,d
2
[K] 2-T 7.37 7.38 0.25 105
log Teav [K] DEM 7.04 7.03 0.24 123
2-T 7.05 7.08 0.32 125
log Nd
H
[cm−2] DEM 21.57 21.52 0.67 123
2-T 21.53 21.50 0.65 123
log Le
X
[erg s−1] DEM 29.82 29.76 0.77 123
2-T 29.80 29.72 0.78 125
log LX/L
e, f
∗ DEM −3.56 −3.55 0.50 116
2-T −3.56 −3.58 0.56 118
Fundamental parameters
AV [cm
−2] all 1.46 2.80 3.38 116
1 10.20 9.52 1.93 6
2 1.95 3.30 3.61 57
3 0.87 1.36 1.56 38
det 1.35 2.60 3.36 97
log L
f ,g
∗ [L#] all −0.34 −0.46 0.82 146
1 0.08 −0.01 0.49 16
2 −0.25 −0.33 0.61 60
3 −0.43 −0.44 0.59 46
det −0.30 −0.33 0.71 119
log(age) f ,h [Myr] all 0.39 0.38 0.46 112
1 0.05 0.23 0.54 9
2 0.43 0.44 0.42 52
3 0.39 0.32 0.35 43
log(mass) f ,g [M#] all −0.29 −0.37 0.43 123
1 −0.17 −0.23 0.22 10
2 −0.25 −0.27 0.31 54
3 −0.39 −0.40 0.34 43
log(P)i [d] all 0.69 0.64 0.28 69
1 0.63 0.54 0.32 10
2 0.77 0.73 0.21 35
3 0.58 0.56 0.33 22
log(M˙) j [M#yr−1] all −8.08 −8.20 1.21 57
Notes: Only results from XMM-Newton have been considered.
For multiple detections, parameters were averaged.
a DEM: from DEM fit; 2-T : from 1-T or 2-T fit; all; all objects;
1, 2, 3; object types; det = X-ray detected objects.
b Standard deviation of distribution.
c Only non-fixed fit parameters for detections considered.
d Only non-zero values for detections considered.
e Only detections considered.
f Only for known L∗ above the ZAMS.
g For multiples, value for primary if available.
h For multiples, logarithmic average of components if available.
i Upper limits are adopted as measured values.
j Average of reported range if at least one non-upper limit given.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of the LX (derived from the
DEM models) as a function of the (stellar, photospheric) bolo-
metric luminosity L∗ for all spectrally modeled TTS and pro-
tostars, and also including BDs. We again exclude the peculiar
spectral sources with two absorbers, the protostar L1551 IRS5,
the three stars with gradually decaying light curves (DH Tau =
XEST-15-040, FS Tau = XEST-11-057, V830 Tau = XEST-
04-016), and also all sources located below the ZAMS in
the HRD. For stars observed and detected twice, we again
plot the logarithmic average of LX. Most stars cluster between
























Fig. 12. X-ray luminosity LX (based on DEM fits) vs. stellar mass M for
all detected XEST sources (Chandra sources and Herbig stars are not
included), or upper limits (arrows). For multiple systems, the primary
mass has been used if available. Symbols defining the object type are
given in the lower right corner. The horizontal bars for some objects
show the ranges of masses derived from literature L∗ and Teff , while
the circle is centered at the adopted M. The straight line gives a linear
regression using the logarithmic values for the X-ray detections, and the









































Fig. 13. X-ray luminosity LX (based on DEM fits) vs. stellar luminos-
ity L∗ for all X-ray detected XEST sources (Chandra sources, Herbig
stars, and objects “below” the ZAMS not included), or upper limits (ar-
rows). For multiple systems, total (“system”) luminosity L∗ has been
used. Symbols defining the object type are given in the lower right cor-
ner. The horizontal bars for some objects show the ranges of literature
values for L∗, while the circle marks the adopted L∗.
(see Preibisch et al. 2005 for a similar analysis for the Orion
sample). The value LX/L∗ = 10−3 corresponds to the saturation
value for rapidly rotating main-sequence stars. One key parame-
ter that drives the X-ray output is obviously L∗.
We finally present the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) of
our Taurus sample in Fig. 14. The XLF has been calculated us-
ing the Kaplan-Meier estimator in the ASURV software package
(Lavalley et al. 1992) that considers upper limits to LX also. Non-
detections for which no reasonable upper limit can be given were
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log Le
X
[erg s−1] DEM 29.82 29.76 0.77 123
2-T 29.80 29.72 0.78 125
log LX/L
e, f
∗ DEM −3.56 −3.55 0.50 116
2-T −3.56 −3.58 0.56 118
Fundamental parameters
AV [cm
−2] all 1.46 2.80 3.38 116
1 10.20 9.52 1.93 6
2 1.95 3.30 3.61 57
3 0.87 1.36 1.56 38
det 1.35 2.60 3.36 97
log L
f ,g
∗ [L#] all −0.34 −0.46 0.82 146
1 0.08 −0.01 0.49 16
2 −0.25 −0.33 0.61 60
3 −0.43 −0.44 0.59 46
det −0.30 −0.33 0.71 119
log(age) f ,h [Myr] all 0.39 0.38 0.46 112
1 0.05 0.23 0.54 9
2 0.43 0.44 0.42 52
3 0.39 0.32 0.35 43
log(mass) f ,g [M#] all −0.29 −0.37 0.43 123
1 −0.17 −0.23 0.22 10
2 −0.25 −0.27 0.31 54
3 −0.39 −0.40 0.34 43
log(P)i [d] all 0.69 0.64 0.28 69
1 0.63 0.54 0.32 10
2 0.77 0.73 0.21 35
3 0.58 0.56 0.33 22
log(M˙) j [M#yr−1] all −8.08 −8.20 1.21 57
Notes: Only results from XMM-Newton have been considered.
For multiple detections, parameters were averaged.
a DEM: from DEM fit; 2-T : from 1-T or 2-T fit; all; all objects;
1, 2, 3; object types; det = X-ray detected objects.
b Standard deviation of distribution.
c Only non-fixed fit parameters for detections considered.
d Only non-zero values for detections considered.
e Only detections considered.
f Only for known L∗ above the ZAMS.
g For multiples, value for primary if available.
h For multiples, logarithmic average of components if available.
i Upper limits are adopted as measured values.
j Average of reported range if at least one non-upper limit given.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of the LX (derived from the
DEM models) as a function of the (stellar, photospheric) bolo-
metric luminosity L∗ for all spectrally modeled TTS and pro-
tostars, and also including BDs. We again exclude the peculiar
spectral sources with two absorbers, the protostar L1551 IRS5,
the three stars with gradually decaying light curves (DH Tau =
XEST-15-040, FS Tau = XEST-11-057, V830 Tau = XEST-
04-016), and also all sources located below the ZAMS in
the HRD. For stars observed and detected twice, we again
plot the logarithmic average of LX. Most stars cluster between
























Fig. 12. X-ray luminosity LX (based on DEM fits) vs. stellar mass M for
all detected XEST sources (Chandra sources and Herbig stars are not
included), or upper limits (arrows). For multiple systems, the primary
mass has been used if available. Symbols defining the object type are
given in the lower right corner. The horizontal bars for some objects
show the ranges of masses derived from literature L∗ and Teff , while
the circle is centered at the adopted M. The straight line gives a linear
regression using the logarithmic values for the X-ray detections, and the









































Fig. 13. X-ray luminosity LX (based on DEM fits) vs. stellar luminos-
ity L∗ for all X-ray detected XEST sources (Chandra sources, Herbig
stars, and objects “below” the ZAMS not included), or upper limits (ar-
rows). For multiple systems, total (“system”) luminosity L∗ has been
used. Symbols defining the object type are given in the lower right cor-
ner. The horizontal bars for some objects show the ranges of literature
values for L∗, while the circle marks the adopted L∗.
(see Preibisch et al. 2005 for a similar analysis for the Orion
sample). The value LX/L∗ = 10−3 corresponds to the saturation
value for rapidly rotating main-sequence stars. One key parame-
ter that drives the X-ray output is obviously L∗.
We finally present the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) of
our Taurus sample in Fig. 14. The XLF has been calculated us-
ing the Kaplan-Meier estimator in the ASURV software package
(Lavalley et al. 1992) that considers upper limits to LX also. Non-
detections for which no reasonable upper limit can be given were
Figure 1.12: Reproduced from Güdel et al. (2007). X-ray luminosity as a function of stellar mass (left
panel) and stellar luminosity (right panel) for the sample of pre-main sequence stars observed as part
of the XEST pr j ct.
s owed that this mass ependence can arise naturally from variations in surface gravities and
coronal sizes (see Fig. 1.13).
By considering the magnetic flux and X-ray emiss on observed from the quiet Sun, solar
active regions, the entire solar disc, dwarf stars, and T Tauri stars, Fisher et al. (1998) and
Pevtsov et al. (2003) showed that the relationship between total unsigned magnetic flux and
X-ray emission is almost linear over 12 orders of magnitude. This is shown in Fig. 1.8. Johns-
Krull (2007) presented magnetic field measurements for 14 CTTSs using the broadening of
Zeeman-sensitive spectral lines. Using these measurements, and the relation of Pevtsov et al.
(2003), they predicted X-ray luminosities for their stars and compared these predictions to
observed values from the literature. They found that the observed X-ray luminosities are
typically an order of magnitude below the predicted values. A similar result was found by
Yang & Johns-Krull (2011) for a larger sample of TTSs, and is shown Fig. 1.14. They suggest
that this may be due to the strong fields of TTSs suppressing convection over much of the
stellar surface.
One peculiar feature of X-ray emission from TTSs is the fact that the X-ray luminosities
are on verag slightly ower for CTTSs than for WTTSs. This effect was identified in the
Taurus-Auriga star forming region by Neuhaeuser et al. (1995) who found median X-ray lu-
minosities of ≈ 1029.7 erg s−1 for WTTSs and ≈ 1029.1 erg s−1 for CTTSs. This result was
initially controversial because it was not found in other star-forming regions, but the contra-
dictory results were probably caused by the use of different indicators to classify CTTSs (i.e.
accretion proxies or disc proxies) and the result has since been confirmed (Flaccomio et al.
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X-ray emission from T Tauri stars 921
and hence to suffer more interaction with any discs that may be
present. This may have significant implications for the nature of the
interaction between the stellar field and the disc and the exchange
of torques between them, since for these higher mass stars it may
well be that the disc intercepts not the closed (dipolar) field of the
star, but the open field of its wind.
2.2 Active disc
Up to this point, we have considered only the situation where each
star has a passive disc. Each star’s corona then extends out until
the pressure of the coronal gas exceeds that of the magnetic field
confining it, causing the field to open up and release the gas into
the stellar wind. For the lower mass stars, however, whose coronae
extend to distances greater than the corotation radius, the presence
of a disc extending in as far as the corotation radius may disrupt
this field. If this disruption is extreme, the presence of a disc may
alter the structure of the stellar corona by shearing those field lines
that pass through it, causing them to become open and therefore
allowing coronal gas to escape in a wind (Lynden-Bell & Boily
1994; Lovelace, Romanova & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1995). We refer
to this as an active disc. This process is likely to reduce the overall
X-ray EM, since it converts closed field lines that could contain hot
X-ray emitting coronal gas into wind-bearing open field lines that
will be dark in X-rays. This effectively places an upper limit on the
size of the corona, since closed field lines cannot extend beyond the
corotation radius. This would have the greatest impact on the lower
mass stars whose coronae are naturally more extended because of
their lower surface gravity. The X-ray emission from stars whose
coronae did not extend as far as the corotation radius would be
affected much less severely.
We therefore take the extent of the corona to have a maximum
value of the location of the inner edge of the disc which we take
to be at the corotation radius. We then calculate the EM of the gas
contained in each stellar corona for a range of values of both the
mean magnetic field at the stellar surface and the base pressure of the
corona. We show in Table 1 the values of the base gas and magnetic
pressure that give the minimum value of D [as defined by (6)] and
show in Fig. 6 both the observed and the calculated EMs at these
best-fitting values. The presence of an active disc clearly gives a
rather better fit to the EMs at both the temperature ranges. This is
mainly because of the lower mass stars which have coronae that
extend beyond the corotation radius and whose EM is suppressed
by the action of the disc stripping the corona. As a result, these
stars have a lower EM than would be produced with a passive disc
Figure 6. EMs for both the high-temperature (left-hand panel) and low-temperature (right-hand panel) ranges from the COUP sample. Crosses show the
observed values while triangles show the values calculated for a dipole field with values of the base magnetic and plasma pressures that give the best fit to the
data. We assume that each star has an active disc in the sense that the maximum extent of the corona is limited by the inner edge of the disc which is assumed
to be at the corotation radius. The solid line is the best fit to the calculated values, while the dotted line is the best fit to the observed values, assuming the errors
quoted for the values of log(EM).
and so the slope of the fitted line is larger and closer to that found
for the observed EMs. While the calculated densities (as shown
in Fig. 4) are still lower than the observed ones, they are a little
higher than if the disc is assumed to be passive and the slope of
their variation with mass is greater. This is because the best-fitting
value of the base pressure (and hence the base density) is higher
for an active disc where the typically smaller sizes of the stellar
coronae require higher densities to match the observed EMs. The
lower temperature coronae with the smaller scaleheights are less
affected by the presence of the disc and their density increase is
typically less when an active disc is present.
2.3 Surface hotspots
Observations of magnetic fields on T Tauri stars and modelling of
accretion signatures suggest that the fraction of the surface area of
the star that is covered in accreting hotspots is very small, of the order
of a few per cent (Muzerolle et al. 2003; Calvet et al. 2004; Valenti
& Johns-Krull 2004; Muzerolle et al. 2005; Symington et al. 2005).
We can place an upper limit on this by determining which field lines
(in a corona whose size is limited only by pressure balance) would
intersect the disc. Some subset of these field lines will be capable
of supporting an accretion flow. We can determine this surface area
fraction F by calculating the area of the two annuli on the stellar
surface that lie between !m (the footpoint of the last closed field
line) and !KCR (the footpoint of the field line that passes through
the corotation radius). As a fraction of the total stellar surface area
this gives
F = cos!m − cos!KCR. (8)
This fraction is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the coronal extent.
If the corona does not extend out as far as the inner edge of the
disc, then only those open-field lines that pass close to the equator
will intersect the disc. Since these are likely to come from the polar
regions, their area coverage at the stellar surface is very small. For
those coronae that do extend beyond the inner edge of the disc,
the area of the surface covered by those field lines that cross the
disc depends on both the value of the corotation radius and also the
maximum extent of the corona as determined by pressure balance.
This can be seen from (4) since, if the stellar radius is sufficiently
small compared to either the corotation radius or the maximum
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Figure 1.13: Reproduced from Jardine et al. (2006). Mass dependence of observed (crosses) and pre-
dicted (triangles) coronal X-ray emission measures for stars observed as part of the Chandra Orion Ul-
tradeep Project (COUP; Preibisch et al. 2005) for high-temperatures (left panel) and low temperatures
(right panel). Predicted emission measures come from assuming isothermal coronae in hydrostatic
equilibrium (see the model presented in Section 2.5 of this thesis) and show that the observed mass
dependence of X-ray emission can arise naturally from variations in surface gravities and coronal sizes.
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Table 5
Magnetic Field Properties and X-ray Luminosities
Object B¯ Beq Predicted logLX Observed logLX
(kG) (kG) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)
2MASS 05353126−0518559 2.84 0.99 31.16 30.37
V1227 Ori 2.14 0.87 30.49 30.20
2MASS 05351281−0520436 1.70 1.03 30.65 29.65
V1123 Ori 2.51 1.00 30.98 30.65
OV Ori 1.85 1.07 30.73 N/A
V1348 Ori 3.14 1.00 30.86 30.63
LO Ori 3.45 0.99 30.75 <30.23
V568 Ori 1.53 1.07 30.47 30.04
LW Ori 1.30 1.00 30.37 29.63
V1735 Ori 2.08 1.35 N/A N/A
V1568 Ori 1.42 0.93 30.61 <30.38
2MASS 05361049−0519449 2.31 1.42 30.85 30.69
2MASS 05350475−0526380 2.79 1.02 30.81 30.45
V1124 Ori 2.09 1.67 30.70 30.29
1030 1031 1032





















Figure 7. Observed X-ray luminosity plotted against the predicted X-ray
luminosity for the Orion, Taurus/Auriga, and TWA stars. The solid line is
the line of equality, and the dashed line is where the predicted value is 10 times
the observed one. The triangles represent the Orion stars from this work. The
filled circles represent the TWA stars from Paper IV, and the hollow diamonds
are the Taurus/Auriga stars from Johns-Krull (2007).
These values are listed in Table 5, where we compare them with
the observed values reported by Flaccomio et al. (2003) and
Getman et al. (2005). The typical uncertainty in the observed
Lx is 0.2 dex. The comparison is also plotted in Figure 7. On
average, the predicted Lx values of the ONC stars are larger than
the observed ones by a factor of 4.9 ± 1.4. This suppression of
the X-ray emission is consistently found as well for the Taurus
and TWA stars, also shown in Figure 7, though the reduction is
different in each region.
Large flares are thought to be responsible for harder X-ray
emission on TTSs, while softer, persistent X-ray emission may
be generated by so-called microflares that release energy from
stressed magnetic fields in the coronae of these stars (Gu¨del et al.
2003; Arzner et al. 2007). On the Sun, these stresses are believed
to be built up by convective motions acting on the footpoints
of coronal loops. For TTSs, strong surface magnetic fields may
decrease the efficiency by which convective gas motions are
able to move footpoints around and build up these magnetic
stresses. Thus, in addition to listing the measured magnetic
field strengths based on model 3, B¯, we also list in Table 5
the equipartition field strength, Beq = (8piPg )1/2. This quantity
is calculated assuming that the magnetic pressure, Beq2/(8pi ),
is in balance with the surrounding unmagnetized photospheric
gas pressure, Pg. We use the gas pressure from a location
in the model atmospheres where the local gas temperature is
approximately equal to the effective temperature of the star.
This level in the stellar photosphere is in the vicinity where
the observed continuum forms, so the gas pressure here should
be generally greater than the regions where the Ti i lines form,
setting an upper limit. The ratio of the observed field strength
to the equipartition field strength ranges from 1.3 to 3.9 for the
ONC stars, indicating the dominance of magnetic pressure over
gas pressure in the photospheres of these TTSs. This dominance
of magnetic pressure may partially prohibit the production of
X-ray emission. Since these ratios of the ONC stars are close
to those of the TWA stars, it is likely no coincidence that in
Figure 7 the observed X-ray luminosities of most ONC stars are
smaller than the predicted values by a similar factor as those of
the TWA stars.
5. CONCLUSION
By modeling the Zeeman broadening in three magnetically
sensitive Ti i lines, we consistently measure kilogauss-level
magnetic fields in the photospheres of 14 TTSs in the ONC.
We find a systematic decrease of stellar magnetic flux from
the young Orion region (∼1 Myr), through the Taurus region
(∼2 Myr), to the TWA (∼10 Myr). This finding supports a
primordial origin of the magnetic fields on TTSs, though recent
convective dynamos by Christensen et al. (2009) are able to pro-
duce magnetic fields that have strengths consistent with observa-
tions. Because convective motions are likely partially inhibited
by the dominance of magnetic pressure over unmagnetized gas
pressure in the stellar photospheres, the strong magnetic fields
could also be responsible for the suppression of X-ray emis-
sion on TTSs relative to that expected from main-sequence star
calibrations.
This paper is based on observations obtained with the Phoenix
infrared spectrograph, developed and operated by the National
Optical Astronomy Observatory.
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Figure 1.14: Reproduced from Yang & Johns-Krull (2011). Observed X-ray luminosities against values
predicted based on the measured field strengths and the relation between X-ray emission and magnetic
flux of Pevtsov et al. (2003) for a sample of TTSs. The solid line represents the line of equality and the
dashed line is an order-of-magnitude below the solid line.
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2003; Getman et al. 2005b; Güdel et al. 2007). Several mechanisms might be responsible
for this effect, such as X-ray absorption by circumstellar discs in CTTSs, absorption by dense
material in accretion columns, the inhibition of magnetic activity by accretion, and decreased
activity in CTTSs due to their lower rotation rate.
One source of X-ray emission in CTTSs is accretion shocks where accreting material im-
pacts the stellar surface. Accreting material should impact the stellar surface at approximately
free-fall velocities, thus heating chromospheric plasma to several MK, causing it to emit a soft
X-ray spectrum. Using data from the COUP sample, Preibisch et al. (2005) found no evidence
of a correlation between X-ray emission and mass accretion rate (in fact, they found a weak,
statistically insignificant anti-correlation). Although this does not prove that accretion shocks
are not responsible for some X-ray emission in CTTSs, it does show that X-ray emission is
not primarily generated in accretion shocks. Further evidence that accretion shocks are not
the primary mechanism of X-ray emission in CTTSs comes from the plasma temperatures de-
rived from the X-ray spectra of these stars, which are usually of the order ∼ 10 MK (Getman
et al. 2005b; Güdel et al. 2007) whereas accretion is unlikely to be able to deposit enough
energy on the surfaces of accreting stars to heat the plasma to temperatures above a few MK
(Preibisch et al. 2005). One star where this appears not to be the case is the close-by CTTS
TW Hya. Analysis of the X-ray spectrum of this star shows that its X-ray emission is dominated
by emission from a low-temperature (∼ 3 MK) and high density (∼ 1012 cm−3) plasma. This





Methods in modelling stellar coronae
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I use magnetic field extrapolations of stellar surface magnetograms
to model the 3D coronal field structures of hypothetical and real stars. Using these extrapo-
lations, I model closed X-ray emitting coronae and magnetospheric accretion. In this chapter,
I describe the models used in the next three chapters. This chapter is set out as follows: in
Section 2.1, I describe the surface flux transport model used to generate the simulated sur-
face magnetograms used in Chapter 3; in Section 2.2, I give a brief introduction to spherical
harmonics; in Section 2.3, I describe how spherical harmonics are used to describe the 2D
magnetic fields over the surfaces of stars; in Section 2.4, I describe the potential field model
used to extrapolate surface fields to higher radii; in Section 2.5, I explain the model used to
predict coronal plasma pressures from magnetic field structures; in Section 2.6, I explain the
magnetospheric accretion model used to predict circumstellar disc truncation radii and model
accretion onto CTTSs.
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2.1 Magnetic flux transport models
The solar magnetic field can roughly be broken down into two parts: the strong small scale
field found within active regions, and the weak large scale general field found over the rest of
the surface1. The strong small scale field probably originates in the transition region between
the Sun’s radiative core and its convective outer envelope, known as the tachocline. Due to the
rapid radial variation in rotation rate in the tachocline, strong magnetic fields are generated,
and through magnetic buoyancy, the field rises through the convection zone and emerges onto
the solar surface in the form of bipolar active regions which can be seen in visible light as dark
sunspots (for a review of solar dynamo models, see Charbonneau 2010). The weak large scale
field is a product of the time evolution of the strong small scale field.
The number of bipolar active regions, and therefore the number of sunspots, on the so-
lar surface varies periodically over 11-year activity cycles (Schwabe 1844). The latitudes at
which sunspots are visible starts high at the beginning of each cycle and decreases slowly over
the course of the cycle. Sunspots come in pairs, with the leading spot at lower latitudes to
the trailing spot (this is known as ‘Joy’s law’). Hale et al. (1919) showed that the two spots
in each pair had opposite magnetic polarities, with all of the leading spots in a given hemi-
sphere having the same polarity, which is opposite to the polarities of the leading spots in the
other hemisphere. Furthermore, they discovered that the polarities reverse between sunspot
cycles (collectively this is known as ‘Hale’s polarity law’). Babcock (1959) discovered that the
Sun’s polar magnetic field also reverses polarity during solar maximum, as can be seen in the
magnetic butterfly diagram shown in Fig. 2.1. Therefore, the 11-year sunspot cycle is in fact
a 22-year magnetic cycle.
Leighton (1964) showed that the weak large scale solar field could be generated by the
transport over the solar surface of magnetic flux from active regions. This was based on the
discovery of supergranulation which is a rapidly evolving pattern in the velocity field over the
solar surface. The pattern consists of cells with typical diameters of ∼30 Mm and horizontal
velocities directed towards the edges of each supergranule of ∼200 m s−1 (Rieutord & Rincon
2010). The supergranular pattern evolves rapidly on the timescale of a few days. Due to the
1This is a simplification as the general solar surface is covered in highly complex field structures on very small
scales, known as the solar magnetic carpet. At any time, the amount of magnetic flux emerging onto the solar
surface is dominated by these very small scale fields. However, as these fields have much shorter lives than
the larger field structures seen in active regions, at any time, the magnetic flux on the surface is dominated by
magnetic flux that has emerged as larger active regions.
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Figure 2.1: Solar magnetic butterfly diagram. Image credit: NASA/MSFC/David Hathaway.
horizontal motions, magnetic flux is expelled to the boundaries of each supergranular cell,
and as the supergranual pattern evolves, magnetic flux is moved over the solar surface in
what can be approximated as a random walk. Leighton (1964) modelled this random walk
as a diffusion of magnetic flux over the surface of the Sun, described by diffusion constant
D. In this model, when magnetic fluxes of opposite polarity overlap, they cancel each other
out, leaving a weaker field given by the sum of the original opposite polarity fields. Coupled
with Joy’s law and Hale’s polarity law, this model is able to explain several aspects of the solar
activity cycle. Since the trailing spots in each sunspot pair emerges onto the solar surface
closer to the poles than the leading spot, as magnetic flux spreads out, the flux from the
trailing spots reach the poles before the flux from the leading spots. As the trailing spots of
each sunspot pair have the same polarity, and the opposite polarity to what they had in the
previous sunspot cycle, the combined flux from the large number of trailing spots cancels out
the polar field from the previous cycle, and causes the observed polar polarity reversal half
way through the cycle. Similarly, the flux from the lower latitude leading spots diffuses across
the equator and overlaps with the opposite polarity flux from the leading spots in the opposite
hemisphere.
Previously, Babcock & Babcock (1955) and Babcock (1961) had suggested that a poleward
flow of magnetic flux from the trailing spots could cause the polarity reversal of the polar
field in the middle of each sunspot cycle. In their model, this is a result of a large scale
meridional surface flow towards the poles, and not a result of diffusion. Using Doppler shift
measurements, this meridional flow was discovered, and measured to have a velocity of ∼ 10
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m s−1 (Duvall 1979).
It turns out that both supergranular diffusion and meridional flow are necessary to prop-
erly account for the Sun’s polar field. Devore et al. (1984) showed that without meridional
flow, the flux transport model is only able to produce a dipole-like field distribution at the
poles, and not the ‘topknot’ structure that is seen, i.e. where the field is more concentrated
at the poles than would be expected for a pure dipole field. However, assuming a meridional
flow of 10 m s−1 over the entire surface leads to the magnetic flux being too concentrated
at the poles, with field strengths of several tens of Gauss. Combining these two processes
such that the evolution of the field is a result of diffusion and a latitude-dependent meridional
flow which peaks at low latitude and then reduces to zero at higher latitudes leads to a larger
polar cap with more reasonable field strengths. This model is also able to explain the ‘surges’
of magnetic flux towards the poles seen in magnetic butterfly diagrams (Wang et al. 1989).
For a historical review of the development and use of the flux transport model, see Sheeley
(2005). The flux transport model in its modern form, as described by van Ballegooijen et al.
(1998) and Mackay et al. (2004)2, includes the effects of the emergence of bipolar active
regions, meridional flow, differential rotation, and supergranular diffusion to evolve the radial





















where θ is the colatitude, u(θ) is the latitude dependent meridional flow, Ω(θ) is the differen-
tial rotation, and Q is a source term describing the emergence of field onto the solar surface.
Typically, the photospheric diffusion constant is taken to be ∼ 450 km2 s−1. For the Sun, the
meridional flow is approximately given by
2The description of the flux transport model given here is primarily based on the description given in Mackay et al.
(2004). Although the model has been described in several papers, I concentrate on Mackay et al. (2004) because
I use the surface magnetograms from their two simulated stars in Chapter 3.
3Baumann et al. (2006) argues that as the current flux transport model only considers diffusion in two dimensions
(i.e. over the stellar surface), the rate at which fields decay are underestimated, and it is necessary to account for
diffusion in the radial direction. This addition to the model corresponds to an extra diffusion term in Eqn. 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Images courtesy of Joe Llama. Magnetograms showing the time evolution of a single bipo-
lar active region over one year using the flux transport model and solar values of diffusion, differential
rotation, and meridional flow. The evolution results in a significant reduction in the field strengths that
cannot be seen in these magnetograms. From top to bottom, the magnetograms have maximum field
strengths of 300 G, 22 G, and 0.5 G.
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u(θ) =
−u0 sin(piλ/λ0), |λ|< λ0,
0, |λ|> λ0.
where λ is the latitude (defined by λ = pi/2− θ) and λ0 is the latitude at which the merid-
ional flow vanishes. Solar values for u0 and λ0 of ∼ 11 m s−1 and ∼ 75◦ are determined




13.38− 2.30 cos2 θ − 1.62cos4 θdeg day−1 (2.2)
The solar meridional flow and differential rotation profiles are shown in Fig. 2.3.
The surface flux transport model has not only been used to investigate the evolution of
the magnetic field over the surface of the Sun, but has also been used to explore magnetic
activity on other stars. Schrijver & Title (2001) used flux transport models to show that active
stars with enhanced magnetic cycles are able to form polar caps with fields comparable in
strength to those found in sunspots. Such strong polar fields have been observed on young
stars, such as the CTTS AA Tau discussed in Chapter 4. Mackay et al. (2004) showed that
the solar parameters are not able to reproduce the complex multi-polarity polar field struc-
tures seen at high latitudes in the ZDI magnetogram of AB Dor produced by Donati & Collier
Cameron (1997). Instead, they found that such patterns can be reproduced if magnetic flux
is emerged at higher latitudes and an enhanced meridional flow of ∼ 100 m s−1 is assumed.
The magnetograms produced by flux transport models are also useful because they contain
a large amount of magnetic flux in small scale active regions that are not reproduced in ZDI
magnetograms. Based on the magnetograms of Mackay et al. (2004), I studied how this miss-
ing flux affects our ability to model stellar coronae and magnetospheric accretion (Johnstone
et al. 2010; Chapter 3 of this thesis). Similarly, Llama et al. (2012) used different simulated
magnetic cycles to explore what can be learned about stellar activity cycles by photometric
observations of planetary transits over starspots.
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Figure 2.3: Solar meridional flow (upper panel) and differential rotation (lower panel) profiles as
a function of latitude. The meridional flow is defined such that negative values correspond to flows
towards the pole with a latitude of 90◦.
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2.2 Spherical harmonics
Spherical harmonics is a method for describing 3D functions that satisfy Laplace’s equation
in spherical polar coordinates. It can also be used to describe 2D functions defined over the
surfaces of spheres. The following is an outline of the standard derivation of the spherical
harmonic solution of Laplace’s equation that can be found in most textbooks.
Consider a 3D function, f , which satisfies Laplace’s equation4
∇2 f (r,θ ,φ) = 0 (2.3)


























A separable solution to this equation is of the form f (r,θ ,φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ). Substituting











































It can be seen that neither λ nor m can be functions of the coordinates r, θ , or φ 5. Substi-


























As the LHS is a function of r only, and the RHS is a function of θ and φ only, and as this equation must hold for
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λ sin2 θ −m2Θ(θ) = 0 (2.10)
Finding the solutions to these three equations leads to an expression for the function f .
Eqn. 2.9 is trivial to solve and has the solution
Φ(φ) = Aeimφ (2.11)
where A is a constant. As the function f (r,θ ,φ) must be single valued at every point
Φ(φ) = Φ(φ + 2pi) (2.12)
















6Eqn. 2.8 and Eqn. 2.9 are true by the definitions of λ and m given in Eqn. 2.6 and Eqn. 2.7. For Eqn. 2.10
substitute Eqn. 2.6 into Eqn. 2.5 to get











































λ sin2 θ −m2Θ(θ) = 0
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and therefore, m must be an integer.
Eqn. 2.10 is much less trivial to solve. It is the well known Legendre’s associated equation
(or the general Legendre equation) with x = cosθ , the solutions of which are the associated
Legendre polynomials7. In order for the solutions of Eqn. 2.10 to be finite at θ = 0 and at
θ = pi, the function λ must be of the form l(l + 1) where l is an integer, and the associated
Legendre polynomials of the second kind, Q lm(cosθ), must be dismissed. The associated
Legendre polynomials of the first kind are given by











Putting these two together gives




(1− x2) d f
d x

+λ f = 0
the solutions of which are the Legendre polynomials. This equation can be solved using Frobenius’ method by






It can be shown that
a j+2 =

(α+ j)(α+ j+ 1)−λ
(α+ j+ 1)(α+ j+ 2)

a j
In order for this series solution to be finite at x =±1, it must terminate (i.e. have a finite number of terms). This
can only happen if either a0, or a1 is zero, and if λ is of the form l(l + 1), where l is an integer. Depending on
the value of l, and the arbitrary choice of α as either −1, 0, or 1, the series terminates at even or odd values of
j. If at an even value, then a1 must vanish, and thus all odd terms of j must vanish, and if at an odd value, then
a0 must vanish, and thus all even terms of j must vanish. This leads to the Legendre polynomials of the first kind
(Legendre polynomials of the second kind corresponds to the cases where the series does not terminate) being
made up of either all even or all odd powers of x , which alternate depending on whether l is even or odd. When
it comes to the spherical harmonic description of a magnetic field, this means that the axisymmetric components
of the field (i.e. the m= 0 components) are antisymmetric about the equator for components with odd values of










The term (x2 − 1)l expands into a polynomial with the highest power of x being 2l. As this
polynomial is differentiated l +m times with respect to x , if m > l the associated Legendre
polynomials vanish. Therefore there are no terms in the solution to Laplace’s equation where
m > l. It is important to note here that the above equations do not include the Condon-
Shortley phase, which is a (−1)m term that is often included at the beginning of Eqns. 2.13
and 2.15. The first few associated Legendre polynomials, in terms of cosθ , are given by
P00 = 1 (2.16)
P10 = cosθ (2.17)




(3cos2 θ − 1) (2.19)






(5cos3 θ − 3cosθ) (2.22)
P31 =−32(5 cos
2 θ − 1) sinθ (2.23)
P32 = 15cosθ sin
2 θ (2.24)
P33 =−15 sin3 θ (2.25)
(2.26)








= l(l + 1)R(r) (2.27)
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R2(r) = Br
−(l+1) (2.29)
Given that the weighted sum of solutions to a differential equation is itself a solution, we
can finally write the full solution to Laplace’s equation as









2.3 Stellar surface magnetic fields
Although the description of 3D functions using Eqn. 2.30 is limited to functions that satisfy
Laplace’s equation, any 2D function defined over the surface of a sphere can be described
in polar coordinates as a spherical harmonic expansion8. In this section, I outline how the
magnetic fields over the surfaces of stars are described using spherical harmonics.
2.3.1 The Br , Bθ , and Bφ magnetic components
In Section 2.4, I show that a potential magnetic field can be described using a scalar potential










The magnetic field is given by B = −∇Ψ, and assuming that it falls off to zero at r =∞, the
alm coefficients vanish and the three components of the magnetic field over the surface of a








8This can be seen by considering that any 2D function defined over the surface of a sphere can be considered as
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where clm = blm(l + 1)R
−(l+2)∗ . Alternatively, if the field is not assumed to be zero at r =∞,





























l(Rss/R∗)−(2l+1)+ l + 1
(2.38)
and the coefficients Blm are given by
Blm =−almRl−1∗ + blm(l + 1)R−(2l+1)∗ (2.39)
This is the potential-field source-surface model derived in Section 2.4.
Surface fields can also be represented in a non-potential way. Donati et al. (2006b) and
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βlmX lm(θ ,φ) + γlmZlm(θ ,φ)

(2.42)

































where γlm = 0 and βlm = −αlm = clm for the case of a potential field. Eqn. 2.43 is common
in spherical harmonics, and often contains the Condon-Shortly phase term.
2.3.2 The determination of the clm and Blm coefficients
In this section, I will prove that the coefficients clm, or equivalently Blm in the potential-field
source-surface (PFSS) model, are given by
clm =















Substituting Eqn. 2.32 into this gives
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Plm(cosθ)Pl ′m′(cosθ) sinθdθ (2.48)
All the terms in this expression can be broken down into three types satisfying the following
conditions
Type A. m= m′, and l = l ′ (this corresponds to a single term in the sum)
Type B. l 6= l ′ and m= m′
Type C. m 6= m′
I will now show that all of the Type B and Type C terms vanish, leaving the only term that
satisfies the Type A conditions.




Plm(cosθ)Pl ′m′(cosθ) sinθdθ =
2[(l +m)!]
(2l + 1)[(l −m)!]δl ′,l (2.49)
where δl ′,l is the Kronecker delta function. As l 6= l ′ for Type B terms, the integral over latitude
in Eqn. 2.48 vanishes, and therefore all Type B terms vanish.























and therefore, all Type C terms vanish9.
The only term that does not vanish is the Type A term. Eqn. 2.48 then reduces to
9The third step is due to the fact that both m and m′ are integers, which means that m−m′ must be a non-zero
integer when m 6= m′. Therefore, sin[(m−m′)2pi] = 0 and cos[(m−m′)2pi] = 1.
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Plm(cosθ)Pl ′m′(cosθ) sinθdθ (2.54)
As m = m′, the inegral over φ becomes 2pi, and the integral over θ is given by the orthog-
onality condition in Eqn. 2.49. Equating the above to the original expression given in Eqn.
2.47 gives
clm =








Or equivalently, Blm in the PFSS model is given by
Blm =








2.3.3 The negative m components
In this section, I show how the spherical harmonic components with negative values of m are
related to the positive m value components, and I show that the negative m value components
can be neglected by doubling the strengths of the positive non-zero m value components.
Eqn. 2.55 shows that the real and imaginary parts of clm are given by





Br(θ ,φ)Plm(cosθ) sinθ cos(mφ)dθdφ (2.57)





Br(θ ,φ)Plm(cosθ) sinθ sin(mφ)dθdφ (2.58)
Rewriting Eqn. 2.55 in terms of −m gives
cl,−m =






Br(θ ,φ)Pl,−m(cosθ)eimφ sinθdθdφ (2.59)
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The associated Legendre polynomials for the positive and negative m value components are
related by
Pl,−m(cosθ) = (−1)m (l −m)!(l +m)! Plm(cosθ) (2.60)
Substituting this into Eqn. 2.59 gives







where the real and imaginary parts of cl,−m are given by





Br(θ ,φ)Plm(cosθ) sinθ cos(mφ)dθdφ (2.62)





Br(θ ,φ)Plm(cosθ) sinθ sin(mφ)dθdφ (2.63)
Combining these with Eqn. 2.57 and Eqn. 2.58 gives
Re{cl,−m}= (−1)m (l +m)!(l −m)!Re{clm} (2.64)
Im{cl,−m}= (−1)m+1 (l +m)!(l −m)! Im{clm} (2.65)
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where δm,0 is the Kronecker delta function. This effectively means that the negative m value
components can be disregarded by doubling the strengths of the non-zero positive m value
components. The sums over all of the l and m components in the spherical harmonic expan-
sion of Br(θ ,φ) can be broken down into sums over all terms with m = 0, m > 0, or m < 0.





























Expanding the expression inside the sum out into its real and imaginary parts and substituting
in expressions for Pl,−m, Re{cl,−m}, and Im{cl,−m} gives10
Re{cl,−mPl,−m(cosθ)e−imφ}= Re{clmPlm(cosθ)eimφ} (2.70)
Im{cl,−mPl,−m(cosθ)e−imφ}=−Im{clmPlm(cosθ)eimφ} (2.71)













= (−1)m (l +m)!
(l −m)!







Re{clm} cos mφ − Im{clm} sin mφ Plm(cosθ) (2.75)
= Re{clmPlm(cosθ)eimφ} (2.76)
Similar reasoning leads to the expression for the imaginary components.
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It is important to note that the above equation is actually only true for the real part of Br . In
the spherical harmonic expansion of a function that considers both the positive and negative
m value components, the resulting function is real because the imaginary parts of the positive
m value components cancel out with the imaginary parts of the negative m value components,
due to the result given in Eqn. 2.71. However, in the above equation, this cancellation does
not happen, and the resulting function is complex.
2.3.4 The ‘complexity’ of a magnetic field
It is often useful to discuss the fraction of magnetic energy held within each spherical har-
monic component near the stellar surface. This can be used as a measure of the dominance of
each component. In general, the energy held in the magnetic field is calculated by integrating
the magnetic energy density, otherwise known as the magnetic pressure, over the stellar sur-
face. Since the magnetic energy density is an energy per unit volume, this does not actually
give an energy. If the energy density is also integrated radially outwards from the surface by
a small distance ∆r, the field can be assumed to be uniform over this distance and the energy










It is important to remember that when the magnetic energy held within a surface field is
discussed, what is really meant is the energy held within a small volume surrounding the star.
When a field is the superposition of two fields, it is not generally the case that the energy
of the total field is the sum of the energies held within each component. However, when the
field is described as a spherical harmonic expansion, the magnetic energy in the field is the sum
of the magnetic energies held within each spherical harmonic component. This can be expressed
as
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where Elm is the energy held within each spherical harmonic component.
At several points in this thesis, I refer to the ‘complexity’ of a star’s magnetic field. In
general, this term refers to the fraction of magnetic flux held in small scales structures, such
as the active regions seen on the solar surface at times of strong activity. It is often desirable
to represent the complexity of a magnetic field as a single parameter. In this thesis, I use the









2.4 Modelling 3D coronal field structures
In the absence of electric currents, and ignoring electric fields, Ampère’s circuit law states that
∇× B = 0 (2.82)
Such a field is called a potential field (or current-free field) and can be described using the
magnetic scalar potential Ψ by the following formula 11
B =−∇Ψ (2.83)
Given that ∇ · B = 0, the magnetic scalar potential is a solution of Laplace’s equation and can










11Note that describing the magnetic field using a scalar potential only is only valid in the case of a potential
field. This can be seen by the fact that ∇ × (∇A) vanishes for any scalar field A. Thus, if B = −∇Ψ, then
∇× B =−∇× (∇Ψ) = 0
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Thus, by Eqn. 2.83, we get


















































































where clm = blm(l + 1)R
−(l+2)∗ .
On medium scales in the stellar corona, this model may be a good approximation. How-
ever, far from the star, coronal magnetic fields are blown open by coronal plasma and become
approximately radial. We can simulate the effect of the opening up of field lines by hot coro-
nal plasma on the magnetic field structure using the almr
l−1 terms in Eqns. 2.85, 2.86, 2.87
by assuming that at a certain radius, called the source surface radius Rss, the magnetic field is
entirely radial, i.e. Bθ (Rss,θ ,φ) = Bφ(Rss,θ ,φ) = 0. This is the potential-field source-surface
(PFSS) model, originally developed by Altschuler & Newkirk (1969). The effect of the source
surface on the field structure is shown in Fig. 2.4. The source surface assumption implies that
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2 M. Jardine, A. Collier Cameron, J.-F. Donati, S.G. Gregory & K. Wood
Figure 1. Magnetic structure of a dipole field that has been dis-
torted by the outward pressure of the hot coronal gas trapped on
the field lines. Beyond some radius (shown dotted) the pressure
of the hot coronal gas is large enough to force open the mag-
netic field lines. An example is shown of the last closed field line
that intersects the equatorial plane at a radial distance rm and
emerges from the stellar surface at a co-latitude Θm. If the coro-
nal temperature and hence pressure is increased, or the stellar
field strength is decreased, then rm moves inwards and the angle
Θm increases. As a result, the fraction of the stellar surface that
is covered in closed field capable of confining X-ray emitting gas
decreases.
served in the COUP sample, extremely large flares have also
been detected. Estimates of plasma densities based on these
flare observations are in the range of (1 − 8) × 1010cm−3
(Favata et al. 2005). The derived lengths of the flaring loops
are around the location of the co-rotation radius ( 5R!) for
the most reliable estimates, although some loop lengths ap-
pear to much greater, suggesting perhaps that these flares
have taken place in loops that link the star and the sur-
rounding disk.
The X-ray data from COUP therefore suggest that T
Tauri stars have coronae that are structured on a variety
of length scales, ranging from compact loops on scales
of a stellar radius to much longer structures on the scale
of the inner regions of an accretion disk. Observations
of T Tauri magnetic fields also point to a very complex
field structure, with localised regions of high field strength
on the stellar surface. Unpolarized Zeeman-splitting
measurements for photospheric lines with high Lande
g-factors typically yield field strengths on T Tauri stars
of order 2 to 3 kG (Johns-Krull, Valenti & Koresko 1999;
Johns-Krull, Valenti & Saar 2004), with surface fill-
ing factors of order some tens of percent. Similarly,
the observed splittings of the circularly-polarised Zee-
man σ components in the He I 5876 line indicate
that the accretion streams impact the stellar surface
in regions where the strength of the local magnetic
field is of order 3 to 4.5 kG (Guenther et al. 1999;
Johns-Krull, Valenti & Koresko 1999;
Symington et al. 2005). As Valenti & Johns-Krull (2004)
point out, unpolarised Zeeman-broadening measurements
are sensitive to the distribution of magnetic field strengths
over the stellar surface, but yield little spatial information.
Circular polarization methods such as Zeeman-Doppler
imaging give better spatial information about the magnetic
polarity distribution, but have limited ability to determine
field strengths at the level of the photosphere.
The rate at which the field strength declines with ra-
dial distance from the star depends on the complexity of
the magnetic polarity distribution on the stellar surface. On
the Sun, much of the flux emerging from small-scale bipolar
regions in the photosphere connects locally to nearby re-
gions of opposite polarity. The locally-connected field lines
do not contribute to the coronal field at heights greater than
the footpoint separation. As a result, the power-law depen-
dence of the average coronal field on height steepens with in-
creasing field complexity. A simple model assuming a global
dipole with a surface field strength of order 2 to 3 kG would
probably assume too high a value for the surface field, and
allow it to decline too slowly with radial distance.
Zeeman-Doppler images of post-T-Tauri stars give us a
much better idea of the complexity of the magnetic field,
and hence of the rate at which it falls off with height. The
surface resolution of a Zeeman-Doppler image is determined
by the ratio of the star’s rotational line broadening to that
of the intrinsic line profile convolved with the instrumen-
tal resolution. On length scales smaller than a resolution
element, the circular polarisation signals from small-scale
field concentrations of opposite polarity cancel. The Zee-
man broadenings seen in unpolarised light, however, do not.
The “field strengths” in Zeeman-Doppler images are in effect
magnetic flux densities, averaged over a surface resolution
element (Donati & Collier Cameron 1997). For this reason,
the highest flux densities seen in Zeeman-Doppler images are
always less than the maximum field strengths determined
from unpolarised Zeeman splittings. Potential-field extrapo-
lations from Zeeman-Doppler images should give a realistic
measure of the field strength as a function of height beyond
a few tenths of a stellar radius above the photosphere.
The X-ray coronae of these pre-main sequence stars
appear therefore to display a degree of spatial complex-
ity and activity that is similar to that of their very active
(saturated or supersaturated) main sequence counterparts,
but with some significant differences. These differences (the
suppression of X-ray emission and the greater scatter in
the Lx − M! relation) appear to be related to the pres-
ence of active accretion. For main sequence stars the ob-
served variation with rotation rate of both the magnitude
of the X-ray emission its rotational modulation can be ex-
plained by the centrifugal stripping of the outer parts of
the corona (Unruh & Jardine 1997; Jardine & Unruh 1999;
Jardine 2004). This becomes important once the star is ro-
tating sufficiently rapidly that its co-rotation radius is within
the corona. Ivanova & Taam (2003) have shown that this
process can also reduce the angular momentum loss rate of
rapid rotators (relative to more slowly rotating stars) with-
out requiring a saturation of dynamo activity at high rota-
Figure 2.4: Reproduced from Jardine et al. (2006). The effect of the source surface assumption on the
field structure of a simple dipole.
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We define Blm as
Blm =−almlRl−1∗ + blm(l + 1)R−(l+2)∗ (2.93)


















−alm l r l−1 − blm(l + 1)r−(l+2)= Blm(R∗) blm(l + 1)r−(l+2) − alm l r l−1
blm(l + 1)R
−(l+2)∗ − alm lRl−1∗
 (2.94)
= Blm(R∗)
 blm(l + 1)r−(l+2) + blm l r l−1R−(2l+1)ss
blm(l + 1)R




(l + 1)r−(l+2)R−(l+2)∗ + l r l−1R−(2l+1)ss Rl+2∗






















+ l + 1
 (2.97)
For Bθ and Bφ:
−almr l−1 + blmr−(l+2)= Blm(R∗) almr l−1 + blmr−(l+2)
blm(l + 1)R




r l−1R−(2l+1)ss Rl+2∗ − r−(l+2)Rl+2∗


















+ l + 1
 (2.100)
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+ l + 1
 (2.105)
At the source surface, glm(Rss) = 0, causing the field to become completely radial. Beyond the
source surface, the flm(r) function increases with distance from the star, which is physically
unrealistic, and therefore the PFSS model does not apply for r > Rss. If the source surface
radius is set to the stellar radius, glm(R∗) = 0, and therefore the field becomes completely


























+ l + 1
 (2.107)
If the source surface is set very far from the star, it has a negligible effect on the surface field
and gl(R∗) = −1/(l + 1). In this case, the PFSS model reduces to the potential field model
without a source surface. This can also be seen from the relationship between Blm, alm, and
blm. The parameters alm and blm are related to Blm by
13
13By definition
Blm = blm(l + 1)R
−(l+2)
∗ − alm lRl−1∗




Substituting seperately for alm and blm gives
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−(2l+1)+ l + 1 Blm (2.109)
When Rss = ∞, we get alm = 0 and blm = (l + 1)−1Rl+2∗ Blm as in the potential field model
without a source surface.
In Section 2.3.2, I prove that the parameter Blm can be calculated from Br(R∗,θ ,φ) using
Blm =






Br(R∗,θ ,φ)Plm(cosθ) sinθ e−imφdθdφ (2.110)
Since all three components of B between the stellar surface and the source surface are defined
entirely by the values of Blm, this is sufficient to prove that the 3D structure of B is defined
entirely by the Br component at the stellar surface in the potential field model and in the PFSS
model.
Throughout this thesis, I extrapolate fields using the field extrapolation code developed
by van Ballegooijen et al. (1998).
Blm =−alm(l + 1)R2l+1ss R−(l+2)∗ − alm lRl−1∗
Blm = blm(l + 1)R
−(l+2)











lRl−1∗ R−(2l+1)ss + (l + 1)R
−(l+2)∗
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2.5 Modelling the closed X-ray emitting corona
2.5.1 Coronal plasma from magnetic fields
It is desirable to use coronal magnetic fields to make predictions about the structure of coronal
plasma. In this section, I introduce the coronal plasma model used in Chapters 3 and 4. This
model has previously been used by Jardine & Unruh (1999), Jardine et al. (2002), Jardine
et al. (2006), Gregory et al. (2006a), Hussain et al. (2007), Johnstone et al. (2010), and
Arzoumanian et al. (2011). In this model, the following assumptions are made
• The corona is isothermal, in hydrostatic equilibrium along each field line, and corotating
with the stellar surface. This is based on the solar analogy where both the isothermal and
hydrostatic equilibrium assumptions are reasonable (Aschwanden & Nitta 2000). The
hydrostatic equilibrium assumption implies that along a magnetic field line, the plasma
pressure is given by








where p0 is the plasma pressure at the base of the field line, m is the average molecular
mass, T is the coronal temperature, and gs is the component of the effective gravity






−GM∗/r2+ω2r sin2 θer+ ω2r sinθ cosθeθ (2.113)
where M∗ is the stellar mass, r is the distance from the centre of the star, ω is the stellar
surface angular velocity, θ is the colatitude (ranging between 0 and pi radians), and er
and eθ are unit vectors.
• The plasma pressure at the base of the corona is proportional to the magnetic pressure,
such that
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p0(θ ,φ) = KB0(θ ,φ)
2 (2.114)
This is similar to the result of Wang et al. (1997) who modelled the solar corona using
field extrapolations of synodic magnetograms and fit their model to green light obser-
vations of the corona by assuming that the plasma electron density varies as ne ∝ Bn0 .
They found that n ∼ 0.9 gave the best agreement between their models and the ob-
servations. Their models and the green light observations are reproduced here in Fig.
2.5. This assumption leads to much greater plasma densities in active regions where the
magnetic field is strong, similar to what is seen in the solar corona (∼ 109− 1010 cm−3
in active regions and ∼ 107− 108 cm−3 in the quiet sun; Aschwanden 2001).
• Magnetic field lines are blown open if the plasma β becomes greater than unity at any
point along the magnetic loop. Based on the analogy with the solar corona where coronal
holes are dark in X-rays, the plasma pressure in regions of open field is set to zero. The
dominance of the closed corona over the open corona in X-ray emission is mostly due to
the large difference in plasma densities between the open and closed regions, and not
to the differences in temperatures between the two (e.g. Munro & Jackson 1977).
Using this model, plasma pressures throughout the coronal volume can be predicted, and









where ne is the electron number density, the factor of 2 is a result of the assumption that half
of the particles in the plasma are electrons, and the integral is over the entire coronal volume.
The free parameters in this model are the values of the proportionality constant K and
the coronal temperature. In Chapter 4, I determine these parameters for a sample of classical
T Tauri stars by using published temperatures and emission measures that have been fitted
to observed X-ray spectra. For each star, the value of K is scaled to fit the observed emission
measure. Typical values of log K ∼−7 to−5 are necessary to reproduce the observed emission
measures. This is similar to the values found by Jardine et al. (2006) who applied the model
described here to the sample of pre-main sequence stars observed as part of the Chandra Orion
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No. 1, 1997 GREEN LINE CORONA 423
FIG. 4.ÈLine plots comparing the observed intensities on 1996 July 27
(dotted) with the intensities calculated using a scaling law of the form
(solid). The arbitrarily normalized intensities are shown asnfootPSBfootT0.9a function of position angle (measured eastward or counterclockwise from















of high-latitude enhancements may be seen at the west limb,
one in the north, the other in the south. These earlike struc-
tures are a manifestation of the (l\ 3, m\ 0) magnetic
octupole conÐguration (consisting of two polarity zones in
FIG. 5.ÈCoronal Ðeld conÐguration on 1996 February 1, computed
from the MWO photospheric Ðeld map for CR 1905. Gray-scale contours
indicate the strength and polarity of the photospheric Ðeld (see Fig. 2
legend).
FIG. 6.ÈGreen line corona on 1996 February 1. T op: LASCO C1
image (00 :40 UT). Bottom: simulation based on scalingnfootPSBfootT0.9law. The highest intensities are shown as black.
each hemisphere) which characterizes the large-scale photo-
spheric Ðeld during the declining phase of the sunspot cycle :
as indicated by Ðeld lines emanating from theFigure 8,
polar regions tend to connect to lower-latitude Ñux of the
opposite polarity, forming an arcade system thatmore or less
encircles the Sun in each hemisphere. The simulations (Fig.
bottom; suggest that the strong photospheric9, Fig. 10)
Ðelds underlying these arcade systems are the source of the
high-latitude green line enhancements. The poleward foot-
points of these arcades are located not in active regions but
in the large-scale unipolar areas of the quiet Sun.
4.4. 1996May 3
Figures show the coronal Ðeld conÐguration for11È13
May 3, the observed and simulated images of the green line
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424 WANG ET AL. Vol. 485
FIG. 7.ÈLine plots comparing the observed intensities on 1996 Feb-
ruary 1 (dotted) with the intensities calculated using the nfootPSBfootT0.9sc ling law (solid). The intensities are shown as a function of position angle
(measured eastward from the north pole) and are in the same arbitrary
units as in The linear correlation coefficients have the values 0.69Fig. 4.







corona, and a plot of the observed and calculated intensities
at three radii. The distinctive high-latitude enhancements
are again present in both the C1 image and the model.
4.5. 1996 June
To obtain an overall perspective on the structure of the
green line corona near sunspot minimum, we now analyze a
FIG. 8.ÈCoronal Ðeld conÐguration on 1996 April 9, computed from
the MWO photospheric Ðeld map for CR 1908. Gray-scale contours indi-
cate the strength and polarity of the photospheric Ðeld (see legend).Fi . 2
FIG. 9.ÈGreen line corona on 1996 April 9. T op: LASCO C1 image
(11 :35 UT). Bottom: simulation based on scaling law. ThenfootPSBfootT0.9highest intensities are shown in black.
sequence of C1 observations extending over an entire solar
rotation. shows the WSO photospheric Ðeld forFigure 14
CR 1910 (1996 June 1 to June 28) in the standard Carring-
on format. The map is dominated by the same active
region complex, centered just below the equator near longi-
tude 260¡, which appears subsequently (in regenerated
form) at the east limb on 1996 July 27. Elsewhere, very little
activity is present and the large-scale photospheric Ðeld is
essentially axisymmetric, with positive-polarity (negative-
polarity) Ñux concentrated toward the north (south) pole.
We have constructed Carrington format maps of the Fe
XIV j5303 emission at di†erent radii, using west limb data
from a succession of daily C1 images spanning the interval
June 8ÈJuly 4. (The dates of the C1 observations lag those of
th magnetograph measurements by 7 days because the
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No. 1, 1997 GREEN LINE CORONA 425
FIG. 10.ÈLine plots comparing the observed intensities on 1996 April 9
(dotted) with the intensities calculated using the scalingnfootP SBfootT0.9law (solid). The intensities are shown as a function of position angle
(measured eastward from the north pole) and are in the same arbitrary
units as in The linear correlation coefficients have the values 0.62Fig. 4.







latter were recorded around central meridian rather than at
the west limb.) The resulting synoptic maps of the green line
corona are displayed in the left column of atFigure 15







right column of shows the corresponding inten-Figure 15
sity maps computed using the scaling lawSBfootT0.9 (eq.
FIG. 11.ÈCoronal Ðeld conÐguration on 1996 May 3, computed from
the MWO photospheric Ðeld map for CR 1908. Gray-scale contours indi-
cate the strength and polarity of the photospheric Ðeld (see legend).Fig. 2
FIG. 12.ÈGreen line corona on 1996 May 3. T op : LASCO C1 image
(15 :29 UT). Bottom: simulation based on scaling law. ThenfootPSBfootT0.9highest intensities are shown as black.
The intensity level in each panel of has been[8]). Figure 15
adjusted arbitrarily so that the brightest features appear as
black.
The dominant feature of both the observed and simulated
coronal intensity maps is the large patch of emission cen-
tered around the active region but spread over a consider-
ably wider range of latitudes and longitudes. Smaller,
fainter patches also appear near the equator between longi-
tudes 0¡ and 180¡ ; this emission overlies weak bipolar mag-
netic regions that are barely visible in the photospheric Ðeld
map Of perhaps greatest interest is the ridge of(Fig. 14).
enhanced emission appearing at high latitudes in each
hemisphere. As suggested in our discussion of the 1996
April 9 image, these pole encircling ridges are associated
with the strong, closed Ðelds bordering the polar coronal
Fi ure 2 5: Repr duced from W g et al. (1997). Upper pane s: green light observations of the solar
corona with the LASCO C1 coronagraph on SOHO from February 1996 (left), April 1996 (middle), and
May 1998 (rig t). Lower panels: simulations based on p te tial field x rapolations of sim ltaneous
synodic magnetograms and the assumption that at the base of the corona, the electron density scales




2.5. Modelling the closed X-ray emitting corona
Ultradeep Project. They found that values of log K ∼−6 to −4 gave good fits to the observed
emission measures.
One feature of the coronal model is that there is a maximum amount of material that
can be held in the closed corona (although the observed emission measures for the sample of
classical T Tauri stars considered in Chapter 4 are all significantly below the maximum value
that can be held by their fields). This is due to the assumption that magnetic field lines are
blown open if the plasma β becomes greater than unity at any point along the magnetic loop.
At low values of K , as K increases, the plasma densities increase, leading to an increase in the
total emission measure. However, this also corresponds to a decrease in the size of the closed
corona, as the higher densities mean the plasma pressure is able to overcome the magnetic
pressure at smaller distances from the star. At some point, the effect of the decrease in the size
of the corona overcomes the effect of the increase in the plasma densities, leading to a rapid
drop off in emission measure. This is shown in Fig. 2.6. One consequence is the fact that any
observed emission measure below the maximum can actually be reproduced by two values of
K . However, the coronae that are predicted by the higher K values have unrealistically high
densities (ne ∼ 1013 cm−3) and unrealistically small coronae. Thus, the higher values of K
should be disregarded.
Throughout this thesis, I apply the coronal plasma model described above using code
written by Jardine & Unruh (1999).
2.5.2 The extent of the closed corona
To first approximation, the closed corona exists in regions where the magnetic pressure dom-
inates over the plasma pressure. In order for there to be a closed corona at all, at the base
of the corona the magnetic pressure must far exceed the plasma pressure. As magnetic pres-
sure falls off with radius faster than plasma pressure in hydrostatic equilibrium, at some point
above the star, the plasma pressure will dominate the magnetic pressure. The point where the
two pressures balance is approximately the point where the closed corona is truncated. This
is where
pT = pB (2.116)
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Figure 2.6: Predicted emission measures (upper panel), average electron densities (middle panel),
and coronal extents (lower panel) as a function of the proportionality constant K from Eqn. 2.170 for
the PFSS extrapolation of the observed magnetic field of AA Tau with a source surface set at 7.63 R∗.
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where pB is the magnetic pressure and pT is the thermal pressure. The plasma pressure as a
function of radius is given by Eqn. 2.111, which if integrated in radius from the stellar surface













The rate at which magnetic pressure falls off with radius depends on the complexity of
the field. In general, the field strength of the l spherical harmonic component of a field
falls of with radius as (r/R∗)−(l+2) if no source surface is assumed. In reality, the field is
made up of several spherical harmonic components and near the star approximately falls
of as (r/R∗)−(<l>+2), where < l > is the field complexity parameter described in Section
2.3.414. For potential field extrapolations of two CTTSs, Fig. 2.7 shows that this assumption
is reasonable. However, this assumption is only reasonable relatively close to the star and if
energy is only distributed over a few spherical harmonic components (as it is in low resolution




























where rmax is the radius at which the closed corona is truncated.
One of the unexpected results of this analysis is the fact that the coronal truncation radius
is not a function of the strength of the magnetic field. This is a result of the assumption in
the coronal plasma model that the plasma pressure at the base of the corona is proportional
to the magnetic pressure (p0 = KB20). A different assumption will be that plasma pressure is
proportional to the magnetic field strength raised to a different power, i.e. p0 = KBn0 , where
14This is only a good assumption at a small range of radii near the star. Very close to the star, this underestimates
the rate at which the field strength falls off with radius. Very far from the star, the field fall off with r−3, and this
assumption drastically overestimates the rate at which the field falls off with radius. Luckily, it appears that in
most cases the corona is truncated within the range of radii where this is a good approximation.
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Figure 2.7: Radial dependance of field strength for AA Tau (upper panel) and CV Cha (lower panel),
with values of < l > of 1.11 and 6.54 respectively. The full lines show the numerical calculations using
a potential field with a massive source surface radius. The dashed lines show the analytical prediction
assuming B = B∗r−(<l>+2).
n 6= 2. In that case, if n < 2 (as in Wang et al. 1997) the coronal plasma model will predict
that stronger magnetic fields are able to hold onto the coronal plasma to higher radii than
weaker fields. On the other hand, if n > 2, then stronger fields will be able to hold onto the
closed corona less far from the star than weaker fields.
2.6 Modelling magnetospheric accretion
Strong magnetic fields on CTTSs are able to truncate circumstellar discs several stellar radii
from the star and channel accreting material onto the stellar surface along magnetic field
lines. In Chapter 5, I use potential field extrapolations from a sample of CTTSs to estimate
the disc truncation radii, and the trajectories of accreting material. In this section, I describe
the model used in Chapter 5.
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2.6.1 The disc truncation radius
Several methods for calculating the disc truncation radius are given in the literature. A simple
method for estimating the disc truncation radius is to assume that the disc is truncated at the
Alfvén surface where the energy density of the star’s magnetic field is balanced by the kinetic
energy density of the disc. Alternatively, an upper limit for the radius at which accretion can
occur is the radius at which the magnetic torque balances the internal viscous torque in the
disc (Bessolaz et al. 2008). In this model, I assume accretion from the disc occurs between
the Alfvén surface radius and the torque balance radius.
The Alfvén surface radius for spherical accretion
In this section, I consider the case of ‘spherical accretion’ where spherically symmetric accre-
tion occurs onto the star by material that free-falls from infinity under the force of gravity.
I repeat the derivation of the Alfvén surface radius as a function of mass accretion rate and
magnetic field strength given by Elsner & Lamb (1977).
The material is assumed to have zero kinetic energy at infinity, and therefore at any radius,






Take a sphere with radius r centered on the centre of the star: assuming mass conserva-
tion, the mass accretion rate onto the star, M˙a, is the rate at which mass passes through the
surface of this sphere. This is given by
M˙a = 4pir
2ρ(r)v(r) (2.121)
where ρ(r) is the mass density.
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where B∗ is the magnetic field strength at the stellar surface15and µ1 is the magnetic moment,
given by µ1 = B∗R3∗.
For the case of spherical accretion, Elsner & Lamb (1977) presented an expression for the
Alfvén surface radius, rA, at which the magnetic energy density balances the kinetic energy



















It is important to note that this equation has been derived using the definition of magnetic
energy density, B2/8pi, that assumes cgs units. If the derivation had been in SI units, the

















where µ0 is the permeability of free space.
The Alfvén surface radius for accretion from a disc
Although Eqn. 2.124 gives the radius of the Alfvén surface for the case of spherical accretion,
the value of rA for the case of magnetospheric accretion from a disc scales with the stellar
mass, mass accretion rate, and the strength of the magnetic field in the same way. Thus the









where k is a factor that accounts for the difference between magnetospheric accretion from
15Elsner & Lamb (1977) do not define at which point on the stellar surface is the magnetic field strength equal to
B∗. When I consider the case of accretion form a disc, B∗ is the field strength at the stellar equator.
16This is not the ‘Alfvén radius’ used when studying stellar winds which is the radius at which the wind speed is
equal to the speed of Alfvén waves though the wind.
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a disc and spherical accretion. Long et al. (2005) used values of rA calculated from MHD
accretion simulations to estimate that k ∼ 0.5 for magnetospheric accretion. In this equation,
µ1 = B∗R3∗, where B∗ is the equatorial magnetic field strength of the dipole component of the
field.
Eqn. 2.124 is derived by assuming that the field is an axisymmetric dipole. However, the
magnetic fields of real accreting stars are rarely completely dipolar. In most cases, the disc
will be truncated far from the star, such that only the dipole component of the field needs to
be taken into account. However, in cases where the dipole component is very weak and the
disc is truncated close to the star, or where the dipole component is highly non-axisymmetric,
it may be necessary to take into account realistic field geometries when calculating rA.
For a field that is described entirely by a single spherical harmonic component of order l,








where µl = B∗Rl+2∗ . Repeating the derivation presented in the last section, the Alfvén surface












where A is a factor, similar to k in Eqn. 2.126, that accounts for the difference between
magnetospheric accretion from a disc and spherical accretion, and A= 2−7/2 is equivalent to
taking k = 0.5. However, this is not useful when the field is described by multiple spherical







Substituting Eqns. 2.120 and 2.122 into this, but making no assumption about the magnetic
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where once again, C is a factor that accounts for the difference between magnetospheric
accretion from a disc and spherical accretion, and C = 16 is a equivalent to taking k = 0.5.
Using an extrapolated field, the Alfvén surface can then be found by taking B2 at each radius
to be the average value of B2 over all longitudes in the equatorial plane and finding the point
at which B2 equals the RHS of this equation.
The torque balance radius
Star-disc magnetic interactions are capable of transferring angular momentum between the
star and the disc. As the magnetic field lines anchored on the stellar surface will tend to
corotate with the star, whether the magnetic field exerts a positive or negative torque on any
part of the disc depends on whether that part of the disc is rotating faster or slower than the
central star. Outside the corotation radius, the magnetic field exerts a positive torque on the
disc, and inside the corotation radius, it exerts a negative torque. The differential magnetic





where Bz is the z component of the magnetic field in cylindrical coordinates, and Bφ is the
φ component of the field in spherical polar coordinates and can be generated by differential
rotation between the star and the disc (Clarke et al. 1995). Due to the difference in rotation
rate between the disc and the star (except for at the corotation radius), the magnetic field
lines connecting the star and the disc become twisted. As in Gregory et al. (2008), we estimate
that this twist is 45◦, and therefore |Bz| = |Bφ |, and as Bz = Bθ in the equatorial plane, the





The magnetic torque is not the only torque that acts on the material in the disc: an internal
viscous torque is also present. Through internal viscosity, an annulus of the disc will exert
a spin-up torque on a neighbouring annulus if the neighbouring annulus has a lower orbital
angular velocity. Thus, in a Keplerian accretion disc, as the angular velocity, Ω = (GM∗/r3)1/2,
decreases with increasing radius, angular momentum will be transported through the disc
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away from the central star. At the same time, material is moving inwards through the disc.
Assuming that the rate at which mass is transfered through the disc, M˙a, is uniform at all










Close to the star, the magnetic torque dominates over the viscous torque. However, the
differential magnetic torque falls off with radius rapidly and the differential viscous torque
increases with radius, therefore there will be a point where the two torques balance. Inside of
this point, the magnetic torque dominates over the viscous torque. If this point is inside the
corotation radius, the disc material will be slowed down by the magnetic torque and will fall














where rt is the torque balance radius. As in Gregory et al. (2008), I locate this point by using
B2θ averaged over all longitudes in the equatorial plane and finding the radius at which the
LHS of this equation equals the RHS.
If the magnetic field is assumed to be an axisymmetric dipole, in the equatorial plane









The tilted dipole field
The method given by Elsner & Lamb (1977) for calculating the Alfvén surface radius assumes
that the field is a simple dipole that is aligned with the rotation axis. However, ZDI stud-
ies have shown that CTTSs often have field structures that depart significantly from simple
axisymmetric dipoles (see Chapters 4 and 5). In the previous sections, I give the Elsner &
Lamb (1977) expression for the Alfvén surface radius without making any assumptions about
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the field structure. Here I explore the effect that having tilted dipole fields has on the Alfvén
surface radius and the torque balance radius.
To explore the effect of the dipole tilt angle, I take a fictitious star of mass 1 M, radius 1
R, mass accretion rate of 10−9 M yr−1, and a dipole field with a strength of 1000 G at the
magnetic poles. When the dipole field is not tilted, the Alfvén surface radius is found to be
2.53 R∗, and the torque balance radius is 6.78 R∗. As shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2.8, as
the dipole tilt angle is increased, the Alfvén surface radius increases and the torque balance
radius decreases. The Alfvén surface radius for the aligned dipole case is 2.53 R∗, and for
the perpendicular case is 3.31 R∗. The increase in the Alfvén surface radius as the dipole is
tilted is due to an increase in the average field strength in the equatorial plane, as shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2.8. This increase in the field strength causes the magnetic energy
density to dominate over the kinetic energy density of the disc further from the star. Similarly,
the decrease in the torque balance radius as the dipole is tilted is due to the decrease in Bθ
in the equatorial plane. When the dipole is tilted at 90◦, Bθ becomes zero in the equatorial
plane and the torque balance radius, as predicted using Eqn. 2.134, is no longer outside of
the star. This is due to the fact that as the dipole tilt angle increases, the assumptions made in
deriving the equation for the torque balance radius become less valid, and the torque balance
radius argument is not physically realistic for dipoles that are significantly tilted.
The dipole+octupole field
I will now explore the effect of adding an axisymmetric octupole component to an axisym-
metric dipole field. This is important as a large number of the ZDI magnetograms for CTTSs
have dominant dipole and octupole components (especially BP Tau, TW Hya, and V2129 Oph
discussed in Chapter 4). Assuming the same stellar parameters as in the last section and an
axisymmetric field that is the sum of an octupole of strength 1000 G and a dipole, I investigate
the effects of varying the strength of the dipole component from 2000 G, where it is aligned
with the octupole component, to -2000 G, where it is anti-aligned.
The dependences of the Alfvén surface radius and the torque balance radius on the strength
of the dipole component in the dipole+octupole field is shown in Fig. 2.9. When the dipole
and octupole components are aligned, they add up constructively at the poles, and destruc-
tively at the equator. Thus, the addition of a strong octupole component that is aligned with
the dipole component causes the field to be weaker in the equatorial plane, which causes the
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Figure 2.8: Upper panel: the dependence of the predicted Alfvén surface radius (solid line) and torque
balance radius (dashed line) on the dipole tilt angle. The dot-dashed line shows the radius of the stellar
surface. Middle panel: the dependence on radius of the value of B2 averaged over all longitude in the
equatorial plane for dipoles with tilt angles 0◦ (full line), 45◦ (dashed line), and 90◦ (dot-dashed line).
Lower panel: the dependence on radius of the value of B2θ averaged over all longitude in the equatorial
plane for dipoles with tilt angles 0◦ (full line), 45◦ (dashed line), and 90◦ (dot-dashed line).
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Alfvén surface radius to move closer to the star. For the 1000 G aligned dipole discussed in
the last section, the Alfvén surface radius was 2.53 R∗. For the case of a 1000 G dipole and
a 1000 G octupole, the Alfvén surface radius is 2.30 R∗. On the other hand, when the dipole
and the octupole are anti-aligned, they add up constructively at the equator which pushes the
Alfvén surface radius away from the star. The case of a -1000 G dipole gives an Alfvén surface
radius of 2.69 R∗.
When the dipole component is 2000 G, it dominates at all radii. Thus, as the dipole
is weakened, the Alfvén surface radius moves towards the star. However, when the dipole
becomes weaker than the octupole, the radius dependence of the field at the equator becomes
more complicated. The solid line in the lower panel of Fig. 2.9 shows how B2 varies with
radius for an 800 G dipole. In this case, the octupole field is stronger at the poles than the
dipole, but still weaker than the dipole at the equator. Close to the star, the dipole dominates
over the octupole in the equatorial plane, but the octupole significantly decreases the strength
of the dipole field. As the distance from the star is increased, the octupole falls off with
radius faster than the dipole, and thus the amount by which the octupole cancels out the
dipole decreases, which leads to an initial increase in the field strength with radius. However,
further from the star, the decrease in strength of the dipole with radius begins to dominate
and the overall field strength begins to decreases with increasing radius. This means that in
some situations, there might be two solutions to the Alfvén surface radius equation, in which
case the larger solution should be taken as the disc truncation radius. For the case of the 300
G dipole, shown as the dashed line in the lower panel of Fig. 2.9, the situation is even more
complicated. Near the star, the octupole component is stronger than the dipole component
in the equatorial plane. Thus, as the distance from the star increases, the decrease in the
strength of the octupole dominates over the decrease in the amount by which the octupole
and dipole cancel each other out, and thus the field strength decreases. However, further
from the star, the dipole component begins to dominate and the field strength increases with
increasing radius for the same reason as in the 800 G dipole case, and then decreases again
at large distances from the star.
When the dipole component is strong, as it decreases in strength, the Alfvén surface radius
moves towards the star, due to the fact that the field strength in the equatorial plane decreases.
However, as the dipole weakens, while it is still aligned with the octupole component, the two
components cancel each other out close to the star, as described above. Thus, with a dipole
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of ∼700 G, the dipole and the octupole cancel each other out near the star so strongly that
the magnetic field is too weak at all radii to truncate the disc outside of the star. This can be
seen in Fig. 2.9. However, as the dipole component weakens further, the octupole component
begins to dominate close to the star and the Alfvén surface radius begins to increase again.
When the dipole vanishes, the disc is truncated entirely by the octupole at ∼1.5 R∗. As
the dipole component becomes anti-aligned with the octupole, the two components add up
constructively in the equatorial plane, and thus the Alfvén surface radius is pushed away from
the star as the dipole component increases in strength.
A similar behavior can be seen in Fig. 2.9 for the torque balance radius, however, the
torque balance radius begins to increase with decreasing dipole strength at a lower value of
the dipole field strength than for the Alfvén surface radius. This is due to the fact that the
torque balance radius is always further from the star than the Alfvén surface radius where the
dipole component is more dominant.
2.6.2 Accretion columns
When the inner and outer radii of the disc at which accretion can occur has been estimated, it
is possible to use a field extrapolation to model accretion onto the star. I assume that accretion
occurs along every field line that connects the star to the disc between the inner and outer
radii at which accretion can occur. I then use a field extrapolation to estimate the trajectories
of accretion streams.
Assuming that the magnetic flux is uniform along the accretion column gives for some
point s along the accretion column
B(s)A(s) = BdAd (2.136)
where Bd and Ad are the magnetic field strength and the area of the accretion column at the
inner edge of the disc, and B(s) and A(s) are similar values for the point s along the field line.
Similarly, assuming mass conservation along the accretion column gives
ρ(s)v(s)A(s) = ρd vdAd (2.137)
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Figure 2.9: Upper panel: the dependance of the Alfvén surface radius (solid line) and torque balance
radius (dashed line) on the strength of the dipole component in the dipole+octupole field, where the
octupole component has a strength of 1000 G at the magnetic pole and is aligned with the dipole
component when the dipole component has a positive strength. Lower panel: the dependence on
distance from the star for a dipole+octupole field in the equatorial plane with a dipole component of
800 G (solid line) and 300 G (dashed line).
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where ρd and vd are the mass density and velocity at inner edge of the disc. Putting these


















where in this equation, the vd term is negligible, except for close to the disc. Since the value
of ρd vd is unknown, Eqn. 2.138 can be expressed in terms of the mass accretion rate, which
can be taken as an input parameter to this model. Assuming that the inner edge of the disc
is at a uniform density and that material is leaving the disc at a uniform rate over the inner
edge of the disc, the mass accretion rate is given by
M˙a = ρd vdAd,total (2.140)








Assuming that accretion is coming entirely from between radii rin and rout , and that at any




out − r2in) (2.142)
2.7 Summary
The following is a summary of the key points from this chapter.
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• The time evolution of the magnetic field over the surface of the Sun can be modelled
using the effects of the emergence of bipolar active regions, meridional flow, differential





















• The magnetic field at the surface of a star can be described as a spherical harmonic ex-
pansion. If the field is assumed to fall off to zero far from the star, the three components






























































• The values of clm, or Blm, in the above equations can be calculated from the radial
component of the surface field according to
clm =

















• The associated Legendre polynomials with negative m values are related to those with
positive m values using
Pl,−m(cosθ) = (−1)m (l −m)!(l +m)! Plm(cosθ) (2.153)
The real and imaginary parts of cl,−m are related to the real and imaginary parts of clm
by
Re{cl,−m}= (−1)m (l +m)!(l −m)!Re{clm} (2.154)
Im{cl,−m}= (−1)m+1 (l +m)!(l −m)! Im{clm} (2.155)
and the negative m value components can be ignored in any spherical harmonic expan-















• The energy of a surface magnetic field can be defined as the integral of B2 over the
stellar surface, and is the sum of the energies of each spherical harmonic component.
The ‘complexity’ of a magnetic field can be quantified in a simple way as the energy
weighted average l value that described the field. This is given by
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• The coronal plasma pressure can be modelled using the magnetic field structure, and by
assuming that the corona is in hydrostatic equilibrium, and at the base of the corona,
the plasma pressure is proportional to the magnetic pressure. This gives












−GM∗/r2+ω2r sin2 θer+ ω2r sinθ cosθeθ (2.169)
p0(θ ,φ) = KB0(θ ,φ)
2 (2.170)
• Assuming that magnetic field lines are blown open by coronal plasma when the plasma
β becomes greater than unity at any point along the field line means that there is a
maximum radius to which the magnetic field can hold onto the closed corona. This


















• Circumstellar discs are truncated by stellar magnetic fields approximately at the Alfvén
surface radius where the magnetic energy density becomes equal to the kinetic energy
density in the disc. For an axisymmetric dipole field of strength µ1, where µ1 = B∗R3∗
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where C ∼ 16.
• The maximum radius at which accretion can occur is the radius at which the magnetic














• Accretion stream trajectories can be modelled using field extrapolations by assuming
that all field lines that connect the stellar surface to the inner edge of the disc between
the radii rA and rt are accreting. The velocity and density of accreting material that left

















where B∗ and Bd are the magnetic field strengths at the base of the accretion stream
and the point where the material leaves the disc respectively, and Ad,total is the area of
the inner edge of the disc from which accretion can occur.
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The role of missing magnetic flux in stellar
surface magnetograms
As described in the previous chapter, ZDI magnetograms can be used to infer the 3D structures
of coronal magnetic fields. These structures can be used to model stellar coronae and star-disc
interactions, instead of relying on arbitrary assumptions about the field geometries. However,
the ZDI technique is unable to recover some or most of the magnetic flux at the stellar surface
for several reasons.
1. Starspots are the stellar analogue of sunspots, and are present on a large number of ob-
served stars (for a review, see Berdyugina 2005 and Strassmeier 2009). In some cases,
Doppler Imaging of stellar surfaces has shown massive dark spots covering significant
fractions of the stellar surface. For instance, Donati et al. (2011a) found that the clas-
sical T Tauri star V2129 Oph possessed a large dark polar starspot covering ∼6.5% of
the stellar surface. The suppression of the Zeeman signature in photospheric absorption
lines from regions of the stellar photosphere covered in dark spots is likely to cause
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magnetic field strengths in these regions to be underestimated. Berdyugina (2005) ar-
gues that the differences between observed starspot filling factors and magnetic filling
factors, along with the fact that regions of intermediate brightness have been observed
to contain the strongest magnetic fields on ZDI magnetograms, indicates that the fields
from starspot umbrae have yet to be detected.
2. In order for the ZDI technique to work, the stellar axis of rotation must be inclined
relative to our line-of-sight by an amount that means we are not observing the star
pole-on or equator-on. As the technique relies on the Doppler shift of different parts of
a star’s surface due to the star’s rotation, ZDI does not work for stars being viewed purely
pole-on as no Doppler shift would be seen. On the other hand, if a star is being viewed
equator-on, the effect that a magnetic feature has on Zeeman-sensitive spectral lines
would not depend on which hemisphere the feature is in (for example, a feature 20◦
above the equator would be indistinguishable from a feature 20◦ below the equator) and
therefore, the ZDI technique is not able to determine in which hemisphere a feature lies.
Therefore, it is necessary for the star’s rotation axis to be inclined with respect to our
line-of-sight by amount less than 90◦1. The ZDI technique suffers from the fundamental
limitation that it will never be able to map magnetic fields over the entire surface of a
star because it is not possible for the technique to be applied to stars where the entire
surface is visible.
3. Magnetic detection techniques that are based on detecting circular polarisation signa-
tures in stellar spectra suffer from missing magnetic flux due to the finite resolution of
ZDI magnetograms. This is due to the fact that the circular polarisation signature from
an unresolved area is only sensitive to the average magnetic field in that area. If an area
of the stellar surface containing a mixture of opposite polarity regions is unresolved,
the circular polarization signals from these regions will cancel each other out, causing
only weak fields to be measured. As ZDI relies on fitting magnetograms to circular po-
larisation signatures, it suffers from missing magnetic flux. As ZDI magnetograms are
generally produced by fitting a series of spherical harmonic components, the resolution
of a magnetogram can be expressed as the highest order spherical harmonic component
that can be measured with any accuracy. This is given by
1Throughout this thesis, the stars ‘inclination angle’ is defined as the angle between our line-of-sight and the stellar
rotation axis, such that if we are viewing a star from directly above its pole, it will have an inclination angle of
0◦.
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Star v sin i (km s−1) lmax Reference
V374 Peg 36.5 10 Morin et al. (2008a)
GJ 51 12.0 5 Morin et al. (2010)
GJ 1156 17.0 6 Morin et al. (2010)
GJ 1245 7.0 4 Morin et al. (2010)
WX UMa 5.0 4 Morin et al. (2010)
DX Cnc 13.0 6 Morin et al. (2010)
GJ 3622 3.0 2 Morin et al. (2010)
V2129 Oph 14.5 8 Donati et al. (2011a)
TW Hya 4.0 5 Donati et al. (2011b)
τ Boo 15.9 8 Fares et al. (2009)
AA Tau 11.3 5 Donati et al. (2010a)
ξ Bootis A 3.0 5 Morgenthaler et al. (2011)
Table 3.1: Compilation of values of lmax for several stars that have been studies using the ZDI tech-
nique.
lmax ∼ 2pi v sin iFW HM (3.1)
where v sin i is the projected rotational velocity, and FW HM is the full-width half-
maximum (expressed as a velocity), a measure of the width of the unpolarised line
(Morin et al. 2010). The value of FW HM is a function of the stellar photospheric tem-
perature, with larger temperatures giving broader lines, and is typically ∼ 9 km s−1 for
inactive M dwarfs (Morin et al. 2008a). Quickly rotating stars with low photospheric
temperatures have the highest resolutions. Table 3.1 gives values of lmax for some of the
stars that have had the ZDI technique applied to them. Typically lmax is between 4 and
8, with the best resolution on the rapid rotator V374 Peg. It should be noted that the
ZDI magnetogram for V374 Peg shows a very simple, almost pure dipole configuration,
despite its high resolution (Morin et al. 2008a).
Since we use ZDI magnetograms to model stellar magnetic processes, it is important to
understand how missing magnetic flux limits our ability to model stellar coronae and star-disc
interactions. This is especially important for modelling X-ray emitting coronal plasma, which
on the Sun is dominated by small scale active regions as shown in Fig. 3.1. In this chapter,
I explore these limitations using surface magnetograms for two simulated stars. These stars
have been simulated using the surface flux transport model described in Section 2.1. Since
all of the information about these magnetic fields is known, I simulate the effects of missing
magnetic flux on these magnetograms.
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Figure 3.1: The Sun’s X-ray emitting corona at a time of maximum activity in 1992. The corona is
dominated by emission from small-scale field structures that would not be reproduced on most ZDI
magnetograms. The solar X-ray image is from the Yohkoh mission of ISAS, Japan. The X-ray telescope
was prepared by the Lockheed-Martin Solar and Astrophysics Laboratory, the National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan, and the University of Tokyo with the support of NASA and ISAS.
3.1 Simulating surface magnetograms
The surface radial field magnetograms for the two simulated stars that I use in this chapter
were produced by Mackay et al. (2004). These stars are designated the ‘active star’ and the
‘inactive star’ based on the fact that they are analogous to the relatively active star AB Dor,
and the relatively inactive star, the Sun, respectively. Both stars are assumed to have diffusion
constants D of 450 km2 s−1 and are simulated to have periodic variations over 11-year activity
cycles, with the latitudes at which magnetic flux is emerged started high at the beginning of
each cycle and moving towards the equator as the cycle progresses. The stars have also been
simulated to show polarity reversals between each cycle. The two stars differ only in the range
of latitudes at which flux is emerged, and the speed of the meridional flow. For the active star,
flux is emerged between latitudes 10◦ and 70◦, and a meridional flow of 100 m s−1 is taken.
For the inactive star, flux is emerged between latitudes 10◦ and 40◦, and a meridional flow of
11 m s−1 is taken.
Butterfly diagrams showing the activity cycles for both of these stars are given in Fig. 3.2.
For the inactive star, the polar field reversals are seen in the middle of each cycle, as seen
on the solar surface (see Fig. 2.1), and for the inactive star, due to the high latitudes of flux
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Figure 3.2: Butterfly diagram showing the latitudes of magnetic flux over two 11-year activity cycles
for the active star (upper panel) and inactive star (lower panel).
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Figure 3.3: Plots showing the variations of total unsigned magnetic flux (upper row), the strength of
the dipole component of the field (middle row), and field complexity defined as the energy weighted
average l value that describes the field (lower row) for the active star (left column) and the inactive
star (right column).
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Figure 3.4: Surface radial field magnetograms for the active star (left column) and the inactive star
(right column) at a time of a relative maximum in magnetic activity (upper row) and relative minimum
in magnetic activity (lower row). The black contour lines indicate where the field strengths are above
500 G.
emergence and the strong meridional flow, polar field reversals occur approximately between
cycles. Fig. 3.3 shows the variations in the total unsigned magnetic flux, the dipole field
strength, and the field complexity over the course of a simulated cycle for both stars. For the
active star, the total unsigned magnetic flux varies by a factor of five over the cycle and is well
correlated with the strength of the dipole component of the field. However, the complexities
of the magnetograms, as measured by the energy weighted average l value, does not vary by
much over the course of the cycle. For the inactive star, there are much smaller variations in
the total unsigned flux, but much larger variations in the dipole field strength and the field
complexity. Interestingly, for the active star, the field is always so complex that the value of
< l > is significantly above what could be reproduced using the ZDI technique, whereas for
the inactive star, during times of activity minimum, the field complexity is low enough that it
could be fully reproduced by high resolution ZDI magnetograms. Examples of magnetograms
at maximum and minimum times in the cycle for both stars are shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.2 Simulating missing magnetic flux
Based on the solar analogy, I assume that starspots exist in regions of strong magnetic field
and I simulate the presence of starspots by setting the field strengths to zero in all areas of the
surface magnetograms where the radial component of the field is stronger than 500 G. The
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locations of these regions are indicated by the black contour lines in Fig. 3.4.
The obscuration of a portion of the star’s surface due to a tilt in its rotation axis is sim-
ulated by setting to zero the field strength in an entire hemisphere. This corresponds to a
limiting case where the star’s rotation axis is parallel with our line-of-sight and we can only
see one hemisphere. If a star actually had this tilt angle, the features on its surface would
not be Doppler shifted as the star rotates, and stellar magnetograms would be impossible to
produce. Even though this does not correspond to a physically realistic situation, I consider
it as it provides the most severe limitation on the fraction of the stellar surface that is visible.
It is worth noting that while the very early ZDI maps were produced by reconstructing the
radial component, or all three vector components, of the field at each point on the surface in-
dependently (Brown et al. 1991, Donati et al. 1999), the more recent reconstructions (Donati
et al. 2001, Donati et al. 2006b, Morin et al. 2008a) describe the field in terms of spherical
harmonics whose amplitudes are fitted to the line profiles. This allows the reconstruction of
magnetic modes that are symmetric or antisymmetric about the equator and therefore some
indication of the global symmetry of the field can be obtained by comparing the fit to the data
of the modes, even if some portion of one hemisphere is out of view.
I simulate the effect of limited resolution in two different ways, approximately correspond-
ing to the two techniques used for fitting ZDI magnetograms mentioned above. In the first
method, I simulate low resolution by smearing the surface field such that the original maps,
with a latitudinal resolution of just over 1◦ and an equal longitudinal resolution at the equa-
tor, are replaced by maps with latitudinal resolution of around 11◦ degrees and a longitudinal
resolution of around 8◦ at the equator. Each new surface grid element contains a field with a
strength that is the area weighted mean of the field strengths in the old elements contained
within it. This simulates the low resolution magnetograms produced by the first ZDI tech-
nique. In the second method, I cut all spherical harmonic components with l greater than
some cutoff value lmax . Fig. 3.5 shows magnetograms that have been degraded using the two
methods.
In the next section, I discuss the effects of simulating missing magnetic flux due to starspots,
a hemisphere out-of-view, and a limited resolution based on the first method discussed above.
The effects of a limited resolution based on the second method is discussed separately in
Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Magnetograms showing the effects of the simulated low resolution on surface magne-
tograms for the active star at a time of maximum activity. From top to bottom, these magnetograms
correspond to the original magnetogram, the smeared magnetogram, the magnetogram with only
the spherical harmonic components below l = 10 considered, and the magnetogram with only the
spherical-harmonic components below l = 5 considered. From top to bottom, the maximum field
strengths for each of these magnetograms are 1214 G, 731 G, 403 G, and 161 G.
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Star ∆Φspots (%) ∆Φhemisphere (%) ∆Φsmeared (%)
Active 19 52 17
Inactive 11 51 10
Table 3.2: Percentage drop, averaged over one activity cycle, in total magnetic flux, Φ, over the stellar
surface for both stars. This drop is due to the suppression of magnetic field in dark starspots and
an entire hemisphere out of view and the cancellation of opposite polarity magnetic fields due to the
smearing of the stellar surface magnetogram.
3.3 Results I2
3.3.1 The surface magnetograms
I now discuss the effects of applying the degrading techniques discussed in the last section on
the magnetograms themselves.
One way of visualising the effect of degrading the surface magnetograms is by looking at
the strengths of each spherical harmonic component. This is shown in Fig. 3.6 for periods
of maximum activity during the magnetic cycles. The first column shows the distribution of
power across the modes for both the active star (upper panel) and the inactive star (lower
panel). The magnetic field of the active star has power distributed across a much greater
range of modes than the inactive star, corresponding to its more complex field. The second
column, illustrating the effect of dark star spots, shows the influence on the field structure of
cutting out all regions of field above 500 G. This clearly has a greater effect on the field of
the more active star since it has a greater coverage of these strong-field regions. While some
power is removed from all of the modes, it is the high-order modes that are most strongly
suppressed, while the dominant low-order modes are largely unaffected. The third column
illustrates the effect of removing field from the unobserved hemisphere. This has a significant
effect on the field structures of both stars. It allows power to be distributed more evenly over
the different modes, giving the effect of blurring the plot. The fourth column illustrates the
effect of smearing the original magnetogram. This removes power from some of the higher
order components while leaving the lower order components unchanged. As the strength of
higher order components decreases with increasing distance from the star faster than lower
order components, this affects the field on smaller scales more than on larger scales.
Table 3.2 shows the percentage drop (averaged over the stellar activity cycle) in the total
unsigned surface magnetic flux for both the active and inactive stars. The case where an entire
2This section is based on Johnstone et al. (2010).
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Figure 3.6: Plots showing the strengths of each spherical harmonic component. Results are shown for
the full data case (first column), the field cutoff above 500 G (second column), the field cutoff in an
entire hemisphere (third column), and the field smeared (forth column) for both the active star (upper
row) and the inactive star (lower row).
hemisphere is cut from the surface magnetograms presents the largest drop in magnetic flux
of about 50% on average. For the active star, the case where the surface magnetogram is
smeared gives a large drop in magnetic flux due to cancellation of opposite polarity field.
Although these stars show large unsigned magnetic fluxes over their entire magnetograms,
according to Gauss’ law for the magnetic field (
∮
B.dS = 0) the total signed flux must always
be zero (in the absence of magnetic monopoles). However, when regions of the magnetograms
are suppressed, if more flux of one polarity is lost, this condition will not be satisfied. This is
the case when the fields stronger than 500 G and when the field in an entire hemisphere is
suppressed, although in both cases, the total signed flux is usually smaller than 2% of the total
unsigned flux. In these calculations, the surface magnetograms are represented as the sum
over many spherical-harmonic components. The total signed flux for each individual com-
ponent is zero and thus for the spherical-harmonic expansion of the surface magnetograms
is also zero. The extrapolated magnetic fields, in most cases, cannot perfectly represent the
original surface magnetograms when regions of the magnetograms are suppressed. Instead of
being zero, the total unsigned flux in the hemisphere that is suppressed after the extrapolation
is usually around 5 - 10% of its original (unsuppressed) value.
3.3.2 The magnetic field structure, accretion and open flux
Extrapolated magnetic fields for both stars are given in Fig. 3.7. These diagrams show the field
structure at a time of maximum activity. For the active star, the strong octupolar component of
the field is very clear in all cases except where the field in the lower hemisphere is suppressed.
One of the reasons why understanding the structure of stellar magnetic fields is important
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Figure 3.7: Extrapolated coronal fields for the active star (right) and the inactive star (left). Presented
for the full data (first row), the field cut off above 500 G (second row), the field cutoff in an entire
hemisphere (third row), and the field smeared (fourth row). Open field lines are plotted in blue and
closed field lines in red.
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Figure 3.8: Butterfly diagrams for the active star (top row) and inactive star (bottom row) for the
full case (left column), suppression of the field stronger than 500 G (middle column) and suppression
of the field in an entire hemisphere (right column). The black regions show the latitudinal locations
where field lines able to support accretion from a circumstellar disc attach to the stellar surface.
is that it will help to understand magnetospheric accretion onto pre-main sequence stars from
their circumstellar discs. In this section, I discuss the effects of missing information in on
calculated accretion filling factors and the latitudes at which accreting field lines attach to
the stellar surface. For both stars and at all times, the effect of lowering the resolution of the
surface magnetograms is insignificant and will not be discussed here.
The locations on the stellar surface where accretion can take place are calculated by trac-
ing field lines from every grid point on the stellar surface. For these calculations, the global
magnetic fields are extrapolated assuming a source radius of 10 R∗. All field lines that cross
the equator and extend to radii between 0.5Rco and 1.0Rco, where Rco is the equatorial coro-
tation radius, are assumed to be able to support accretion. In this case, Rco is calculated
assuming the star has solar mass and radius and a rotation period of 2.5 days. Thus, Rco has
a value of approximately 8 R∗.
Fig. 3.8 shows the latitudes at which field lines that can support accretion connect with
the stellar surface over an entire activity cycle superimposed on magnetic butterfly diagrams.
When the fields with strengths above 500 G are suppressed, there is only a small effect on
the accretion filling factors for the inactive star. The active star shows small increases at some
times during the cycle with an increase in the number of low latitude regions contributing to
accretion at most times in the cycle. The most significant effect on the accretion filling factors
and latitudes comes in the case where the field is suppressed in an entire hemisphere. This
is clear for both stars and is due to the fact that without regions of stronger and weaker field
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Star ∆ fspots (%) ∆ fhemisphere (%) ∆ fsmeared (%)
Active 15 26 48
Inactive 9 -2 20
Table 3.3: Percentage increase, averaged over one activity cycle, in the fraction of open flux to total
flux, f = ∆(Φopen/Φtotal), for fields with missing information due to starspots, an entire hemisphere
out of view, and a limited resolution for both active and inactive stars.
in the invisible hemisphere, field lines that are being traced from the visible hemisphere can
connect to anywhere with no preferred location. However, when an entire hemisphere is out
of view, the accretion pattern in the visible hemisphere tends to remain the same.
Another important aspect of the magnetic structure and accretion is the magnetic pres-
sure in the equatorial plane, which determines the field’s ability to disrupt the circumstellar
disc. Fortunately the missing information causes no significant change in the strength of the
magnetic field in the equatorial plane, and its variation as a function of distance from the
surface.
Finally, I briefly explore the effect that the missing information has on calculated open
magnetic fluxes. The two important aspects are the fraction of open flux to total flux, and the
latitudinal distribution of open field. These are important as they can affect the rate at which
stars lose angular momentum through stellar winds. In every case, the missing information
causes a large drop in the total open flux due to the drop in total unsigned flux. Table 3.3
gives the average percentage drop in the fraction of open flux to total flux for each case. In
almost every case the missing information causes an increase in the fraction of open flux to
total flux. The effect of the missing information not only decreases the open flux and the total
flux, but also changes the nature of that flux. Typically the flux that is lost is closed such that
the loss of information leads to a greater fraction of the flux through the stellar surface being
open.
For both the active and inactive stars, the open flux tends to be located at the stars’ poles.
The latitudinal distribution of the open flux is not generally affected by the missing informa-
tion for both stars. An exception to this is the case of the suppression of the field stronger




Star ∆ne,spots (%) ∆ne,hemisphere (%) ∆ne,smear (%)
Active -81 15 -35
Inactive -68 -1 -45
Table 3.4: Percentage increase, averaged over one activity cycle, in coronal electron density, ne, av-
eraged over the volume of plasma in closed magnetic loops. Results given for both stars due to the
absence of magnetic fields in starspots, a hemisphere out of view, and the effects of having a surface
magnetogram with a reduced resolution.
3.3.3 The coronal density and emission measure
The coronal plasma model used here is described in Section 2.5. The density at each point
in the corona is determined by assuming isothermal, hydrostatic balance along the field line
through that point. The one free parameter in this process is the pressure at the base of each
field line. Since this is assumed to be proportional to the magnetic pressure, any degrading of
the surface magnetic map will affect the modelled coronal pressure and hence the modelled
density. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 3.9 which shows histograms of the number of volume
elements in the coronal model at specific electron densities for a time close to cycle maximum.
The results are presented for both stars and all cases under consideration. The most significant
impact on the distribution of pressures, and hence densities, in the corona is for the case where
the strongest fields are removed. Since this cuts out the regions of strongest field, it also cuts
out the highest density values, as can be seen by the loss of the high-density tail in the second
column of Fig. 3.9. This could be detected observationally as an enhancement of the densities
derived from X-ray lines (e.g. Testa et al. 2004) compared to the model values for the same
emission measures. The fraction by which the models would underestimate the densities as a
result of the loss of information in the magnetograms is shown in Table 3.4. In the cases of
missing information due to starspots and a limited resolution, large decreases in the average
electron densities are seen. In the case of missing information in an entire hemisphere, there
is no large decrease in the electron densities with little change in the inactive star and the
active star showing a small increase.
The alterations of the modelled coronal densities are a response to changes in the surface
magnetograms and are also apparent when the emission measures are calculated. Fig. 3.10
shows the variations of emission measures and the rotational modulation of the emission
measures for just over one 11-year activity cycle for both stars. In all cases, the variation in
emission measure closely follows the variation in total magnetic flux over the activity cycle.
For the active star, predicted emission measures are fairly robust and are only significantly
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Figure 3.9: Histograms showing the number of grid points (normalised to a peak of unity) in the
corona with specific electron densities for the active star (top row) and the inactive star (bottom row).
The cases of the full data case (first column), the field cutoff above 500 G (second column), the field
cutoff in an entire hemisphere (third column), and the field smeared (forth column) are given.
Figure 3.10: Emission measures over one 11-year activity cycle for the active star (upper row) and
inactive star (lower row). Results are shown for the full data case (first column), the field cutoff above
500 G (second column), the field cutoff in an entire hemisphere (third column), and the field smeared
(forth column). The thickness of the lines show the rotational modulation with the tops of the lines
corresponding to the maximum and the bottoms of the lines corresponding to the minimum in visible
emission measures as the stars rotate.
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Figure 3.11: Drop in calculated emission measure for both active and inactive stars against the spot
filling factor (fraction of stellar surface area with field above 500 G) for the active star (green) and
inactive star (purple). The thin black line shows the equation log∆EM = 54 f 0.013s .
affected by the removal of the field in the spots. The very large drop in the emission measure
is due to the large fraction of the surface covered in fields greater than 500 G. The inactive star
has many fewer strong field regions and consequently a much larger rotational modulation.
It is also much more severely affected by both the removal of the spot fields and also by the
removal of the field in the lower hemisphere. In both these cases, the form of the variation
is changed (indeed the cyclic nature of the variation is all but lost when the spot fields are
removed). For both the active and inactive stars, the smearing of the maps has the least effect,
while the removal of the spot fields has the greatest effect. It is only for the inactive star,
however, that the form of the cycle is changed. This suggests that calculating stellar coronal
emission measures from ZDI magnetograms may fail to reproduce the cyclic variations in
emission measures for some stars even if magnetic cycles are present.
The large drops in the modelled emission measures due to the suppression of the strongest
fields from the surface magnetograms clearly depends on the spot filling factors. This is shown
in Fig. 3.11 for both stars. The dependance on spot filling factors is approximately the same
for both stars.
3.4 Results II: the effects of missing high-order spherical-harmonic
components3
3This section is based on a talk that I gave at the Bcool collaboration meeting in Toulouse in December 2011. The
calculations presented here are not included in Johnstone et al. (2010) and are thus presented separately.
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In this section, I investigate the effects of degrading the simulated magnetograms by cutting
all spherical harmonic components above lmax = 10 and lmax = 5 separately. This simulates
the effects of finite resolution in ZDI magnetograms that have been produced by fitting the
strengths of spherical harmonic components directly to line profiles. I only consider the active
star in this section.
Fig. 3.5 shows the effect of degrading a single magnetogram. Butterfly diagrams showing
the effects over an entire cycle are given in Fig. 3.12. The degraded magnetograms in Fig. 3.5
are missing all of the small scale field structures seen in the original field. The lmax = 10 mag-
netogram contains some small scale structures, but these do not resemble the structures seen
in the original. The lmax = 5 magnetogram contains no small scale field, and looks similar to
a typical ZDI magnetogram. The maximum field strengths for the degraded magnetograms
are significantly reduced. The original magnetogram has fields of ∼1200 G in the mid latitude
active regions, and fields of ∼ 200 G near the poles. The polar field strengths of the degraded
magnetograms are not affected, but the field strengths in the mid-latitude active belts are dra-
matically reduced, with fields of only a few hundred G remaining. This is shown in Fig. 3.13.
The total unsigned magnetic fluxes over two activity cycles for the degraded magnetograms
are shown in Fig. 3.14. For the lmax = 10 case, the flux is typically 60-80% of the original
value4. For the lmax = 5 case, the flux is typically 30-50% of the original value. In both cases,
a larger fraction of flux is lost at times of high activity.
Using the PFSS model, I have extrapolated these field to all radii within the corona by
assuming a source surface at a radius of 2.5 R∗. Fig. 3.15 shows how the total unsigned
magnetic flux depends on the distance from the stellar surface (here I define the total unsigned
magnetic flux at a specific radius as the unsigned flux integrated over a spherical shell centered
around the star at that radius). As shown above, at the stellar surface the flux is significantly
lower in the degraded magnetograms. However, in the original case, where the higher order
spherical-harmonic components dominate the field at the stellar surface, the field strength
falls off with radius much faster than in the other two cases. By about a quarter of a stellar
radius from the surface, the fields in these three cases are almost indistinguishable, in both
4For the lmax = 10 case, at one time during the minimum between the two activity cycles, the total unsigned flux
is actually increased by the degrading of the maps. It is possible for the addition of a higher order spherical
harmonic component to decrease the total unsigned flux. This can be demonstrated by considering a simple
case: take two surface magnetograms, one of which is an axisymmetric dipole with a polar field strength of 1 G,
and the other is an axisymmetric octupole with a polar field strength of 0.5 G, where the positive polarity poles
for both these fields coincide. If you make a magnetogram that is the composite of these two maps, the total
unsigned flux for this case is less than the total unsigned flux for the pure dipole case.
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Figure 3.12: Butterfly diagrams showing the effects of degrading the magnetograms corresponding
to the original case (upper panel), the lmax = 10 case (middle panel), and the lmax = 5 case (lower
panel).
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Figure 3.13: Diagram showing the maximum radial field strengths as a function of latitude, over an
entire hemisphere for the magnetograms given in Fig. 3.5. The full line corresponds to the original
case, the dashed line corresponds to the lmax = 10 case, and the dash-dot line corresponds to the
lmax = 5 case.
strength and structure.
Using the coronal plasma model described in Section 2.5, I calculate the global coronal
emission measures at each point in the activity cycles for each case. These can be seen in
Fig. 3.16. As is shown in the last section for the case where the high field strengths in active
regions were cut from the magnetograms, the degrading of the magnetograms correspond
to a large decrease in the predicted coronal emission measures. For the lmax = 10 case, the
emission measures are typically reduced by an order of magnitude. For the lmax = 5 case,
they are reduced by up to three orders of magnitude. This is due to the fact that the plasma
pressure at the base of the corona is assumed to be proportional to the magnetic pressure.
In the degraded cases, the surface field strengths are significantly lower, giving much lower
coronal pressures.
It is interesting to look at the sizes of the coronal X-ray emitting structures. Fig. 3.17
shows how much of the total emission measure is contained within magnetic loops of different
lengths for the original case and for the lmax = 5 case. In the original case, the emission
is dominated by contributions from closed field lines smaller than 0.7 R∗, with negligible
contributions from larger structures. However, in the lmax = 5 case, as the small scale field
structures are missing, the emission comes equally from field lines of all sizes betwen 0.2 R∗
and 1.9 R∗. Interestingly, in the lmax = 5 case, there is a large increase in the amount of
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Figure 3.14: Upper panel: the total unsigned fluxes over two activity cycles for original case (upper
line), the lmax = 10 case (middle line), and the lmax = 5 case (lower line). Lower panel: the fraction of
the flux in the original magnetograms held in the degraded magnetograms over two activity cycles for
the lmax = 10 case (upper line) and the lmax = 5 case (lower line).
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Figure 3.15: Total magnetic flux as a function of the distance from the star for the original field (solid
line), the lmax = 10 field (dashed line), and the lmax = 5 field (dash-dot line).
Figure 3.16: The total coronal emission measure over almost two activity cycles. The full line corre-
sponds to the original case, the dash-dot line corresponds to the lmax = 10 case, and the dashed line
corresponds to the lmax = 5 case.
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Figure 3.17: Bar chart showing the contribution to the total emission measure from closed magnetic
loops of different lengths for the original case (black bars), and the lmax = 5 case (blue bars).
emission coming from larger field lines as the removal of the small scale field structures allow
long field lines to connect to stronger field in the low latitude activity belts.
3.5 Reconstructing missing flux in starspots and the curious case
of V2129 Oph
It may be possible to correct for the underestimation of magnetic field strengths in dark re-
gions of the stellar surface. This can be done using Doppler Imaging brightness maps to predict
the locations of these dark regions and add magnetic flux back into the ZDI magnetograms.
Arzoumanian et al. (2011) explored this possibility for the two rapidly rotating low mass stars
V374 Peg and AB Dor5. Based on Doppler Imaging brightness maps, they added magnetic flux
of different strengths and randomly chosen polarities into the observed ZDI magnetograms.
They found that since both stars have very complex brightness maps, with many low latitude
dark spots, adding flux into the magnetograms in this way increases the complexity of the
magnetic fields on small scales. Using the same coronal plasma model that I use in this thesis,
they found that this has a large effect on the predicted coronal plasma structures. This can
be seen by comparing the predicted rotational modulations of X-ray emission from the altered
fields with those of the original fields. This is shown in Fig. 3.18 for the case of V374 Peg.
They repeated the calculations for a large number of different combinations of randomly cho-
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sen spot polarities and showed that different combinations of polarities lead to significantly
different coronal plasma structures.
One young accreting CTTS that has been extensively studied is V2129 Oph (see Section
4.1). Donati et al. (2007) and Donati et al. (2011a) produced ZDI magnetograms for V2129
Oph based on observations taken in June 2005 and July 2009. They found that the star’s
magnetic field is dominated by a strong tilted octupole and a weaker tilted dipole of strengths
1.2 kG and 0.35 kG respectively. Donati et al. (2007) also produced a Doppler Imaging surface
brightness map and a Ca II IRT excess emission map. The radial field, surface brightness, and
Ca II IRT excess emission maps are shown in Fig. 3.19. They found that V2129 Oph possesses
a large dark polar starspot which coincides spacially with a region of strong radial field and
Ca II IRT excess emission.
Ca II IRT excess emission likely originates in accretion shocks so the Doppler Imaging
map shows that accretion is impacting the stellar surface primarily at high latitudes. By
extrapolating the June 2005 ZDI magnetogram, and assuming a simplified accretion model
to calculate which field lines are accreting, Donati et al. (2007) and Jardine et al. (2008)
showed that V2129 Oph’s magnetosphere must extend to at least 7 R∗ from the star’s centre
for their predicted accretion footpoints to coincide with the areas of high Ca II IRT excess
emission. Romanova et al. (2011) carried out 3D MHD simulations of accretion onto V2129
Oph. The simulations used, as their initial magnetic field, a superposition of a tilted dipole
and a tilted octupole of strengths 0.35 kG and 1.2 kG respectively. They found that using
these field strengths, they were only able to reproduce the observed accretion rate of 10−8.4
M yr−1 (Donati et al. 2007) if the disc is truncated close to the stellar surface, at about 3.4
R∗. However, this would lead to a significant component of accretion impacting the stellar
surface at low latitudes contrary to what is indicated by the Ca II IRT excess emission map.
They were able to produce simulations where the disc was truncated at 6.8 R∗, and thus the
polar accretion spots dominate over the low-latitude accretion spots. However, this lead to
mass accretion rates that are an order of magnitude below the observed value. They found
that this problem could be resolved if the dipole component was made twice as strong as the
June 2005 observations suggest.
In this section, I explore the possibility that the dipole component of V2129 Oph’s mag-
5They used ZDI magnetograms and Dopper imaging maps from Donati et al. (2006a) for V374 Peg, and from
Hussain et al. (2007) for AB Dor.
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Figure 8. X-ray emission measure for both stars. The first 2 plots correspond to V374 Peg. on the left added spots at 500 G in the
middle at 1000 G, the dots are the values for each realisation and the straight horizontal line corresponds to the value of the ZDI map.
The plot on the right corresponds to the 3 different realizations of spots for AB Dor.
the star is proportional to the square of the surface magnetic
field strength:
P0 ∝ B20 . (10)
The ratio between the pressure at the surface of the star
and the surface magnetic pressure is denoted by K. Jardine
et al. (2006) provides a detailed explanation of how P0, the
coronal base pressure, can be scaled to the magnetic pressure
at a field line foot point. In this work this value is taken
to be 3 × 10−6. The plasma pressure within any volume
element of the corona is set to zero if the field line is open,
or if at any point along the field line the plasma pressure
is greater then the magnetic pressure, which means β > 1
(where β = P/Pmag with Pmag =
B2
2µ0
, µ0 being the vacuum
permeability or the magnetic constant). This mimics the
effect of a high gas pressure forcing closed magnetic field
lines to open up.
From the pressure we calculate the density in the corona
assuming the plasma to be an ideal gas
ne = P/ kB T. (11)
The coronal mean density is then evaluated for each star
using the new spot-magnetograms.
For V374 Peg, the values of the mean densities typically
increase after adding spots to the ZDI original map by an
amount determined by the magnitude of the magnetic flux
added (since the base pressure and density both scale with
the square of the magnetic field strength). On the contrary,
in the case of AB Dor, the coronal mean density can either
increase or decrease the original value obtained by the ZDI
naked map. This may be due to the increase of open flux
because of the addition of magnetically strong, high latitude
spots. The added magnetic field opens a greater fraction of
coronal flux, allowing more plasma to escape as a stellar
wind, and hence decreasing the value of the coronal mean
density.
6.2 X-ray emission measure
The optically thin X-ray Emission Measure is determined by
integrating the squared density along lines of sight through
the corona.
Figure 9. X-ray rotational modulation corresponding to V374
Peg. The dots represent the modulation calculated from the ZDI
map. The lines represent the X-ray rotational modulation using
the created maps (ZDI + spot maps) with spots defined by a
brightness level above 0.05 with a magnetic intensity of 1000 G.




Since the emission depends on the square of the density
it must be greatest in the dense regions. The pressure is
always higher near the star’s surface, so is the density of the
plasma and consequently the main emission measure comes
from small structures close to the corona.
The variation of the X-ray emission measure follows
closely the variation of the coronal density. The X-ray emis-
sion of V374 Peg calculated using the ZDI naked map is
6.5 × 1051 cm−3, the values vary between (5.5 − 10) ×
1051 cm−3 when the added spots are at 500 G and between
(6 − 20) × 1051 cm−3 when the added spots are at 1 kG.
In the case of AB Dor the X-ray emission measure varies
between (0.3 − 15) × 1052 cm−3 while the value extracted
form the original ZDI map is 0.7× 1052 cm−3.
6.3 Filling factor in the corona
Clearly, considering the magnetic field that may be present
in the spots increases the predicted X-ray emission measure,
by almost one order of magnitude for V374 Peg and two
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
Figure 3.18: Reproduc d from Arzoumanian et al. (2011). The rotation modulation of the coronal
X-ray emission measure for the observ d ZDI magnetogram f V374 Peg (blue dots), and for the mag-
netograms that have been altered by the addition of 1 kG strength field int dark photospheric regions
of the original ZDI magnetogram (other lines).
netic field may not have been fully reproduced in the ZDI magnetogram due to the suppression
of the Zeeman signature within the large polar starspot. One problem with this interpretation
is the fact that the ZDI magnetogram was not only fit to photospheric absorption lines, but
was also fit to circular polarization signals in accretion related emission lines. As the location
of the accretion hotspot appears to coincide with the dark polar spot, it is possible that this
compensates for the suppression of the circular polarization signal in photospheric absorption
lines. Based on the surface brightness map, I add magnetic field into the original ZDI mag-
etogram and show that this gives a large increase in the strength of V2129 Oph’s large scale
dipole, while having lit le effect on ther parameters.
3.5.1 Reconstructing the polar field
In this section, I propose a simple model for adding magnetic field to V2129 Oph’s ZDI mag-
netogram based on the Doppler imaging brightness map. I assume that the actual large-scale
magnetic field f V2129 Oph (i.e. the field that would have been observed had there not
been a polar starspot) can be described as the sum of the observed field, Br,0(θ ,φ), and an
additional field Br,+(θ ,φ), such that
Br(θ ,φ) = Br,0(θ ,φ) + Br,+(θ ,φ) (3.2)
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Figure 3.19: The surface of V2129 Oph (Donati et al. 2007). Upper panel: ZDI magnetogram for the
radial component of the magnetic field. Middle panel: Doppler Imaging brightness map. Lower panel:
Ca II IRT excess emission map. .
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Figure 3.20: Upper panel: the original surface magnetogram for V2129 Oph. Middle panel: the addi-
tional field to be added to the original field. Lower panel: the sum of the above two fields. The black
and green regions show the predicted locations of accretion footpoints assuming disc truncation radii
of 6.8 R∗ and 3.4 R∗ respectively.
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In order to calculate the addition map, it is necessary to assume a plausible relation be-
tween the stellar surface brightness and the magnetic field strength that is to be added. As a
first approximation, I assume that the strength of the additional component of the radial sur-
face field is linearly proportional to the brightness. I further assume that the field polarities
of the additional magnetogram are the same as those in the observed ZDI magnetogram. This
can be expressed as






where A(θ ,φ) represents the surface brightness and ranges from 0 for maximally bright and
1 for minimally bright, and C is the constant of proportionality.
It is necessary for the signed magnetic flux integrated over the entire stellar surface to
be zero. Given that the observed surface brightness map contains a dark polar spot in only
the visible hemisphere, flux balance will not be maintained when field is added based on
this brightness map. Therefore, I add a spot into the invisible hemisphere of the brightness
map that is identical to the spot in the visible hemisphere but shifted in longitude so that
it coincides with the magnetic pole on the other hemisphere. This configuration has some
plausibility based on the configuration of the magnetic field in the invisible hemisphere. If the
dark polar spot in the visible hemisphere is a result of the suppression of convection by the
strong polar magnetic field, it is possible that there may also be a spot on the opposite pole, if
such strong field strengths are present there too.
Given this model, I find that a value of the proportionality constant in Eqn. 3.3 of ∼1400
G is necessary to double the strength of the dipole component of V2129 Oph’s field.
3.5.2 Results
Fig. 3.20 shows the observed ZDI magnetogram, the additional magnetogram, and the final
composite magnetogram. Table 3.5 tabulates some of the properties of these magnetograms.
The predicted locations of accretion footpoints are shown in Fig. 3.20 for disc truncation
radii of 3.4 R∗ and 6.8 R∗. In the composite magnetogram, due to the strong polar field
strengths, even with the small disc truncation radius, accretion primarily impacts the stellar
surface at high latitudes. This may be surprising given that the addition of field into the
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Magnetogram Ed (%) Bdip (G) Bquad Boct < l > θdip Φtot (1025 Mx)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Observed 15.2 284 146 1625 2.96 24◦ 12.2
Addition 21.7 258 9 511 3.62 21◦ 3.14
Total 9.6 527 154 2127 3.02 18◦ 15.3
Table 3.5: Parameters for the three surface magnetograms shown in Fig. 3.20. From left to right,
the columns correspond to the percentage of magnetic energy in the dipole component, the strength
of the dipole component, the strength of the quadrupole component, the strength of the octupole
component, the field complexity parameter <l>, the tilt angle of the dipole component, and the total
unsigned magnetic flux.
observed magnetogram actually increases the strength of the octupole component more than
the dipole component. However, this is due to the increase in the polar field strengths and not
an increase in the field strengths at lower latitudes. Thus, accretion can still be expected to be
directed towards high latitudes. The fraction of energy held within the dipole component of
the field is actually reduced in the composite map. The other parameters which charactarise
the magnetograms are little effected by the addition of flux into the observed magnetogram.
3.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, I have analysed the effects of missing magnetic flux in ZDI magnetograms on
the magnetograms themselves, and on our ability to model coronal magnetic fields, coronal
X-ray emitting plasma, and magnetospheric accretion. I used surface magnetograms for two
simulated stars over solar-like 11-year activity cycles where all of the information about the
fields was known. I used the potential-field source-surface model to extrapolate the surface
radial fields to all radii, and the coronal plasma model to calculate the coronal emission mea-
sures and rotational modulations for these simulated stars. The calculations were repeated
for several cases to simulate the absence of information due to starspots, limited spatial res-
olution and limited surface visibility due to a tilt in a star’s rotation axis. The results were
compared in order to understand the limitations of reconstructing coronal magnetic fields in
the absence of this information. In all cases, the field structures and emission measures are
affected to various degrees.
In the presence of the simulated starspots, the global flux levels calculated from the surface
magnetograms are reduced, but the field structure is not drastically affected on large scales.
The largest change in the field comes on a smaller scale from the loss of the mid-latitude ac-
tive regions. These results suggest that the presence of starspots does not significantly affect
the extrapolation of large scale coronal fields but is relevant for studying smaller scale field
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structures. This does however lead to the largest decrease in the emission measure from the
original case of the three effects studied, hinting that missing magnetic flux in starspots may
be one of the largest problems when modelling stellar X-ray emission. The rotational mod-
ulation of emission measures are also significantly affected when the strongest field regions
are lost. The loss of field measurements in dark spotted regions has the greatest impact on
the gas pressures inferred from the magnetic field extrapolations. In particular, it reduces the
maximum gas pressures (and hence densities) that can be predicted.
Using the Doppler Imaging technique, it is possible to determine the positions and sizes of
starspots of sufficient sizes on the surfaces of stars. One possible solution to the problems that
starspots introduce may be to artificially impose field into the surface magnetograms. This has
been explored by Arzoumanian et al. (2011). Another possible solution may be to detect the
fields within starspots directly. Using molecular lines that are only formed in starspot umbrae,
Berdyugina (2002) and Berdyugina et al. (2008) were able to detect Stokes V signals on at
least four M dwarfs.
The missing information due to a lack of visibility of an entire hemisphere has a greater
effect on the final field structure than that of the loss of high field strength regions. In this case,
it appeares that the magnetic energy is weaker and more spread out over different spherical
harmonic components. The estimated coronal gas pressures and emission measures are not
significantly affected, though on average half of the high pressure regions of the stellar corona
are preserved. However, the emission measures drop significantly on the rare occasions during
the stellar cycle when most of the magnetic flux happens to be in the hemisphere out of view.
This is a problem for estimating the emission measure from real stars as one will not be able
to know how much magnetic flux covers the missing regions of the observed star.
The observed drop in emission measure for both these cases is due to a loss of the highest
pressure coronal gas that fills the volume above the high field strength regions. The modelled
gas pressures depend on the assumption that the pressure at the base of closed field lines is
proportional to the magnetic pressure (p0 ∝ B20). Due to this assumption the variations in
gas pressures and emission measures for both stars closely follow the total magnetic flux. If
a weaker dependance on the magnetic pressure is taken (p0 ∝ Bα0 where α < 2), then the
dependance of the emission measure on the regions of high field strength would be reduced,
and a stronger dependance (α > 2) would have the opposite effect.
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The final case of taking into account the finite resolution limitation on observational re-
constructions of surface magnetic fields has a simplifying effect on the extrapolated field. This
suggests that the resolution is only an issue when studying highly complex fields, such as those
seen during epochs of maximum activity in the solar cycle. Cutting the high-order spherical
harmonic components from the magnetograms, has a significant effect on the field structure
close to the stellar surface and the coronal plasma structure. Close to the star, this causes all
of the small scale active regions to be lost. As these are most likely responsible for most of the
coronal X-ray emission, this may limit our ability to model coronal plasma structures based
on ZDI magnetograms. It is worth pointing out that it is not clear that ZDI magnetograms are
always missing small scale field. The two young main-sequence stars AB Dor and V374 Peg
are useful examples. Both stars are rapid rotators (Prot ≈ 0.5 days in both cases) and yet the
ZDI magnetograms for AB Dor show highly complex small-scale structures, similar in scale to
what can be seen in the simulated magnetograms considered in this chapter (Donati & Collier
Cameron 1997; Donati et al. 2003), whereas V374 Peg has a simple, dipolar field structure
(Morin et al. 2008a). However, the missing small scale structures do not affect magnetic
field structures on large scales. This implies that the limited resolution of ZDI magnetograms
does not limit our ability to model large scale coronal structures, stellar winds, or magnetic
star-disc interactions.
Calculations involving field lines that cross the equator and extend to a radius that could
coincide with the inner region of a circumstellar disc can be affected in various ways. When
the field in an entire hemisphere is suppressed, the modelled locations of accretion hotspots
are largely unaffected in the visible hemisphere. However, we are unable to reproduce the
location of hotspots in the invisible hemisphere leading to an increase in the calculated accre-
tion filling factors. In order to study accretion onto stars using field structures extrapolated
from ZDI maps, these results suggest that it is better to reproduce plausible field configura-
tions in the hemisphere out of view (as in Gregory et al. 2006b) although it is possible to
reproduce the location and distribution of accretion hotspots in the visible hemisphere, even
with incomplete surface magnetograms.
Finally, I have attempted to reconstruct the missing magnetic flux in a ZDI magnetogram of
the classical T Tauri star V2129 Oph. Doppler Imaging of V2129 Oph shows that it possesses a
large dark polar spot that could cause the magnetic flux to be underestimated in that region. If
this is the case, it could be that the strength of the dipole component has been underestimated,
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making it difficult to model accretion from the star’s circumstellar disc, as models that are able
to reproduce the observed accretion rates show a disc that is truncated too close to the star
with the weakened dipole.
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The magnetic fields and coronae
of classical T Tauri stars
In the last few years, fourteen ZDI magnetograms have been produced for ten classical T Tauri
stars as part of the Magnetic Protostars and Planets (MaPP) project. The stars in the sample
are AA Tau (Donati et al. 2010a), BP Tau (Donati et al. 2008a), CR Cha (Hussain et al. 2009),
CV Cha (Hussain et al. 2009), MT Ori (Skelly et al. 2012), TW Hya (Donati et al. 2011b),
V2129 Oph (Donati et al. 2007; Donati et al. 2011a), V2247 Oph (Donati et al. 2010b), and
both stars in the binary system V4046 Sgr (Donati et al. 2011c)1. For AA Tau, BP Tau, TW
Hya, and V2129 Oph, maps exist from multiple epochs. The main results from this project are
summarized in Section 1.3.
In this chapter, I analyse the sample of magnetograms and model the 3D magnetic fields
1Since this thesis was originally written, two ZDI magnetic maps for the CTTS GQ Lup have been published by
Donati et al. (2012). GQ Lup is a slowly rotating 1.05 M star which has recently developed a radiative core.
The star hosts a magnetic field that is simple and poloidal, with a dominant octupole component. The large scale
magnetic field strengths seen on the stellar surface are stronger than the field strengths for any of the stars in the
sample discussed in this chapter.
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and coronal plasma structures for all of these stars except the two in the V4046 Sgr binary
system. In Section 4.1, I discuss each of the stars in the sample in detail; in Section 4.2,
I present and analyse the ZDI magnetograms for the stars; in Section 4.3, I present the of
results the coronal modelling; in Section 4.4, I summarise and discuss the results. In the next
chapter, I use field extrapolations for most of the stars in the sample to model magnetospheric
accretion processes on each of the stars.
4.1 Stellar sample
4.1.1 AA Tau
AA Tau is one of the most extensively studied stars in the sample. The star has a spectral type
K7 and a photospheric temperature of 4000 K (Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Vrba et al. 1989; Kenyon
& Hartmann 1995; Bouvier et al. 1999). Using the pre-main sequence stellar evolution tracks
of Siess et al. (2000), and the bolometric luminosity of 1 L, Donati et al. (2010a) estimates
that AA Tau has a radius of 2 R, a mass of 0.7 M, and an age of 1.5 Myr. Given its
young age, the star is unlikely to have developed a radiative core. These values are in close
agreement with earlier estimates from evolutionary models (Bouvier et al. 1999) and spectral
energy distribution fits (Chiang et al. 2001; O’Sullivan et al. 2005). Several studies have given
estimates for AA Tau’s projected rotational velocity of 11 km s−1 (Hartmann & Stauffer 1989;
Bouvier et al. 1999; Bouvier et al. 2003; Nguyen et al. 2009) and a rotation period of 8.2 days
(Vrba et al. 1989; Bouvier et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1999; Bouvier et al. 2007). The projected
rotational velocity, rotation period, and stellar radius are consistent with an inclination angle
of ∼ 70◦.
AA Tau shows strong Hα emission, indicating that it is currently undergoing accretion
from its circumstellar disc. For instance, Cohen & Kuhi (1979) measured a Hα EW of 37.1 Å.
Smith et al. (1999) found that the star’s Hα EW varies rapidly over several days, with values
measured in the range 10-35 Å. Similar results were found by Bouvier et al. (1999), Bouvier
et al. (2003), and Bouvier et al. (2007) who also found weak veiling, indicating weak but
ongoing accretion. Using excess continuum emission to calculate the accretion rates for a
sample of CTTSs, Gullbring et al. (1998) and Valenti et al. (1993) measured a mass accretion
rate of 10−8.48 M yr−1 and 10−8.15 M yr−1 respectively. In both cases, AA Tau’s accretion
rate was low in comparison to the other stars in the sample. Large variations in the measured
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accretion rates over several days have been observed by Bouvier et al. (2003) and Donati et al.
(2010a). Bouvier et al. (2003) found that the Hα and Hβ profiles are consistent with accretion
rates of 10−9 to 10−8 M yr−1. Donati et al. (2010a) measured the accretion rate using the
strengths of several emission lines formed in accretion shocks. During their December 2008
observations, the mass accretion rate was found to vary by an order of magnitude, with an
average value of 10−9.2 M yr−1.
The rotation axis of AA Tau has a large inclination angle (∼ 70◦; see Section 4.3 of Bouvier
et al. 1999) with respect to our line-of-sight, which means that it is viewed almost equator-on.
Bouvier et al. (1999) observed AA Tau for a month and found that the star’s visible lightcurve
showed periodic decreases in magnitude of up to∼1.4 mags in all observed wavelength bands.
The period of this variability was found to be approximately 8.22 days with each dip in mag-
nitude lasting several days. Between each dip, the star’s lightcurve showed little significant
variations. They concluded that the central star is being periodically eclipsed by a warp in the
inner edge of its circumstellar disc at the equatorial corotation radius. The duration of each
dip suggests that the warp extends pi radians in longitude. They also noticed that the observed
polarization level was at a maximum during periods of minimum brightness, consistent with
this interpretation. During the eclipse of the central star, unpolarized light from AA Tau’s
photosphere is blocked, whereas polarized light produced by scattering from the disc is less
affected. Follow up studies by Ménard et al. (2003), Bouvier et al. (2003), and Bouvier et al.
(2007) have shown that the shapes of the dips are highly variable, indicating large changes
in the geometries of the eclipsing region on timescales as short as a few days. Bouvier et al.
(2003) even found that the optical eclipse disappeared for a few days in December 1999.
Terquem & Papaloizou (2000) and Romanova et al. (2003) showed that a warp at the inner
edge of an accretion disc can be created if the central star has a large-scale dipole that is tilted
with respect to the stellar rotation axis.
AA Tau hosts a strong magnetic field, first measured by Johns-Krull & Valenti (2000) who
gave a surface averaged field strength of 2.9 kG. Johns-Krull (2007) measured a similar value
of 2.78 kG. Using spectropolarimetric observations taken in December 2008, and again in
January 2009, Donati et al. (2010a) produced ZDI magnetograms for both epochs. Due to the
star’s slow rotation, the magnetograms could only be fit up to the l = 5 spherical harmonic
component. However, both of the magnetograms have most of their magnetic energies in the
dipole component such that AA Tau’s large scale magnetic field is a simple tilted dipole with
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polar field strengths of ∼ 1.6 kG. In the visible hemisphere, the magnetic pole of AA Tau’s
large scale dipole coincides well with regions of low surface brightness and Ca II IRT excess
emission, both mapped using Doppler Imaging (see Fig. 5 of Donati et al. 2010a). The latter
quantity is a proxy for the locations of accretion footpoints and indicates that accretion is
taking place along large scale dipolar field lines, and impacting the surface at high latitudes.
Several X-ray observations of AA Tau are available in the literature and show that the star
is a highly variable X-ray emitter. It was first observed in X-rays in March 1980 and then
again in February 1981 using the Einstein observatory (Walter & Kuhi 1981; Walter & Kuhi
1984). In the March 1980 observations, AA Tau was found to be one of the strongest X-ray
emitters in the sample of twenty-five T Tauri stars, with an X-ray luminosity of 1030.29 erg
s−1. Remarkably, the February 1981 observations failed to yield a detection corresponding to
a decrease in flux by more than a factor of 7.5. The star was later detected by the ROSAT
All-Sky Survey (RASS; Neuhaeuser et al. 1995) which found that it was one of the weakest
X-ray sources in their sample. Grosso et al. (2007) observed AA Tau with XMM-Newton over
two rotation periods along with simultaneous UV and optical monitoring and noticed that it
X-ray emission was highly variable. Although they were able to identify the optical eclipse
of the star from the warped inner edge of the disc, they found no corresponding eclipse in
the X-ray data, indicating that the X-ray emitting regions are located at high latitudes. The
high X-ray variability was interpreted as being a result of a flare temporarily dominating the
star’s X-ray emission. However, they did find that the X-ray absorption peaked during the
second optical eclipse of the star, which they interpreted as being the result of obscuration
from low-density accretion funnels. Using the same X-ray and UV data (though without the
optical data), Schmitt & Robrade (2007) gave a different interpretation. They suggested that
the X-ray emitting regions must be located at low latitudes to account for the peak in X-ray
absorption. An X-ray luminosity of 1030.09 erg s−1 was given as part of the XMM-Newton
extended survey of the Taurus molecular cloud (XEST; Güdel et al. 2007; once again using
the data from Grosso et al. 2007). Using a single temperature fit to the star’s X-ray spectrum,
they derived a plasma temperature of 107.4 K and an emission measure of 1052.46 cm−3.
4.1.2 BP Tau
BP Tau is a K7-type star in the Taurus−Auriga star forming region with a photospheric tem-
perature of 4000 K (Johns-Krull et al. 1999b). Johns-Krull et al. (1999b) estimated that BP
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Tau has a radius of 1.95 R and a mass of 0.65 M. Using the pre-main sequence stellar
evolution tracks of Siess et al. (2000), Donati et al. (2008a) estimated that the star has a mass
of 2.0 M, and an age of 1.5 Myr. Given its young age, BP Tau is likely to still be fully con-
vective. Johns-Krull et al. (1999b) and Donati et al. (2008a) gave similar projected rotational
velocities of approximately 9 km s−1. A slightly higher value of 13.1 km s−1 was estimated
by Nguyen et al. (2009)2. Vrba et al. (1986) used optical photometric monitoring of BP Tau
to derive a rotation period of 7.64 days. Given these parameters, the star’s axis-of-rotation is
inclined at ∼ 45◦ to our line-of-sight.
BP Tau shows signs of ongoing accretion from its circumstellar disc. Gullbring (1994)
and Gullbring et al. (1996) presented optical photometry of the star and showed that it has
almost constant brightness in the observed wavebands. However, they found slow variations
in the star’s brightness which they assumed was the result of non-steady accretion. Various
accretion rate estimates have been derived in the literature. Using excess continuum emission
to calculate the accretion rates for a samples of CTTSs, Gullbring et al. (1998) and Valenti et al.
(1993) measured a mass accretion rate for BP Tau of 10−7.54 M yr−1 and 10−7.6 M yr−1
respectively. Schmitt et al. (2005) used XMM-Newton observations to derive a significantly
lower value of 10−9.05 M yr−1. From the EWs of the Hα, Hβ , and He I D3 emission lines,
Donati et al. (2010b) calculates a value of 10−8.6 M yr−1. Curran et al. (2011) derived mass
accretion rates from several optical emission lines ranging between 10−8.88 and 10−7.86 M
yr−1 depending on which line was used, with an average value of 10−8.34 M yr−1.
BP Tau was the first CTTS star to have its magnetic field detected unambiguously. Johns-
Krull et al. (1999b) presented optical and IR spectra and found significant broadening in the
Ti I (2.2233 µm) photospheric absorption line, which, due to the stars small photospheric
temperature, they could only account for by Zeeman broadening by a field with an average
surface strength of 2.5 kG. However, Johns-Krull et al. (1999a) was unable to detect a net
polarization in photospheric absorption lines, putting an upper limit on the average longitu-
dinal field of BP Tau of ±200 G. This discrepancy indicates that BP Tau’s field deviates from
a simple dipole configuration. They were able to detect a polarisation signal in the He I
(5876 Å) emission line which indicated that the emission was coming from a region of strong
kG field, probably accretion shocks at the magnetic poles. Using fits to unpolarized photo-
2Given the rotation period of 7.64 days, and the stellar radius of 1.95 R, the rotational velocity of BP Tau is 12.6
km s−1, which is lower than the value for the projected rotational velocity of 13.1 km s−1 estimated by Nguyen
et al. (2009), and thus this combination of parameters is not possible.
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spheric absorption lines (mostly K band Ti I lines), Johns-Krull (2007) reported a surface
averaged field strength of 2.17 kG. Using spectropolarimetric observations from February and
December 2006, Donati et al. (2008a) measured strong fields of several kG. Based on these
observations, they produced ZDI magnetograms for each observational epoch. These magne-
togram are both quite similar, being dominated by strong dipole and octupole components.
They were also able to detect strong circular polarization in emission lines associated with
accretion, such as the Ca II IRT lines. The circular polarization signatures in these lines dif-
fered significantly from what was seen in photospheric absorption lines, indicating that they
are formed over different regions of the stellar surface, i.e. accretion footpoints.
BP Tau was first observed in X-rays by Walter & Kuhi (1981) who observed the star in
March 1980 using the Einstein observatory and found that it had a moderate level of X-ray
emission, with a luminosity of 1030.06 ergs s−1. Neuhaeuser et al. (1995) observed the star
with ROSAT, measuring an X-ray luminosity of 1029.85 ergs s−1. They found that the a two
temperature model describes the star’s spectra well, with a low-temperature component of
2.3 MK and a high-temperature component 14 MK. The star was detected by the ROSAT All-
Sky Survey (RASS; Neuhaeuser et al. 1995) which measured an X-ray luminosity of 1029.85
ergs s−1. Gullbring et al. (1997) observed BP Tau with ROSAT and found that the star’s X-ray
emission varied from night to night, but simultaneous optical photometry showed that the
variations in the star’s optical brightness did not correlate with X-ray luminosity, indicating
that the X-ray emission was not primarily originating in accretion shocks. X-ray observations
using XMM-Newton were presented by Schmitt et al. (2005) and Robrade & Schmitt (2006).
Schmitt et al. (2005) showed that a component of the star’s X-ray emission must be coming
from a high-density, low-temperature plasma, most likely from the base of an accretion shock.
Using a multi-temperature model, Robrade & Schmitt (2006) showed that BP Tau’s X-ray
spectra can be well described by emission from a plasma with a low temperature (∼ 2.3
MK) component, and two high temperature components (∼7 MK and ∼25 MK). The high
temperature components dominate over the low temperature component in X-ray emission.
This three temperature fit can be seen in Table 4.3. The same X-ray data was incorporated
into the XEST project (Güdel et al. 2007) where a two temperature component model with
temperatures of 4.8 MK and 22.3 MK, was fitted to the spectrum, with the low-temperature
component slightly dominating3. Based on the same X-ray data, Telleschi et al. (2007) derived
electron densities from the O VII triplet emission lines, which are produced in low temperature
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(∼2 MK) plasma, and showed that it predominantly originates in a high density (ne = 1011.53
cm−3), low temperature plasma, likely to be produced by the accretion shock.
4.1.3 CR Cha
CR Cha is a K2-type CTTS in the Chameleon molecular cloud (Appenzeller & Wagner 1989)
with an effective temperature of 4900 K (Schegerer et al. 2006). Using the pre-main sequence
stellar evolution tracks of Siess et al. (2000), Hussain et al. (2009) estimates that the star has
a radius of 2.5 R, a mass of 1.9 M, and an age of 3 Myr. This implies that the star has
developed a significant radiative core corresponding to 62% of the star’s mass and 57% of the
star’s radius. Nguyen et al. (2009) derived a projected rotational velocity of 35 km s−1, and
Bouvier et al. (1986) (called ‘LHα 332-20’) gives a rotation period of 2.3 days. The rotation
period, projected rotational velocity, and stellar radius are consistent with an inclination angle
of the star’s rotation axis of ∼ 40◦. This is similar to the inclination angle of ∼ 50◦ derived
using Doppler Imaging parameter optimization by Hussain et al. (2009).
Strong emission in Hα and other accretion sensitive emission lines shows that CR Cha is
actively accreting. Analysis of spectropolarimetric observations of the star by Hussain et al.
(2009) failed to detect a circular polarization signal in accretion related emission lines, pos-
sibly indicating that the inner edge of the disc is truncated close to the stellar surface with
accretion footpoints distributed over the stellar surface in regions of opposite polarity mag-
netic field. A mass accretion rate for CR Cha of 10−9.0 M yr−1 was estimated by Hussain
et al. (2009) using the width of the Hα emission line at 10% maximum.
Using spectropolarimetric observations of CR Cha and CV Cha (see below) taken in April
2006, Hussain et al. (2009) clearly detected circular polarization signatures from magnetic
fields. They produced a Doppler Imaging brightness map and a ZDI magnetogram for the
star. The brightness map showed a complex pattern of low latitude spots and a large polar
spot. Due to bad weather and phase coverage, their derived magnetogram has a relatively
poor spatial resolution given its fast rotation rate. Despite the poor spatial resolution, the ZDI
3It may seem here that the two different multi-temperature component spectral fits to the same XMM-Newton
data given by Robrade & Schmitt (2006) and by Güdel et al. (2007) contradict each other. However, this is not
actually the case. The fit from Robrade & Schmitt (2006) has three components with temperatures of 2.3, 7.2,
and 25.1 MK, and emission measures of 3.4, 5.3, and 10.3 ×1052 cm−3. If we combine the two low-temperature
components, using the relation log(T ) = (EM1 logT1 + EM2 logT2)/(EM1 + EM2), we get a single component of
temperature 4.6 MK, and emission measure of 8.7×1052 cm−3. This is in approximate agreement with the values
given by Güdel et al. (2007).
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magnetogram shows surface magnetic fields of up to 400 G covering a large part of the visible
surface in a highly complex pattern of opposite polarity regions. The lack of any polarization
signal in accretion related emission lines is consistent with the star’s weak field truncating the
disc close to the stellar surface, and the star’s highly complex field causing accretion to occur
along non-dipolar field lines and impacting the stellar surface in several regions of opposite
polarity magnetic field, thus causing cancelations in the circular polarization signals from
accretion-related emission.
Feigelson & Kriss (1989) observed CR Cha (called ‘CHX 3’) in X-rays with Einstein and
derived a luminosity of 1030.65 ergs s−1. Using ROSAT, Feigelson et al. (1993) detected CR
Cha (called ‘Lk 332-20’) and derived a value of 1030.1 ergs s−1. Ingleby et al. (2011) presented
Chandra observations of CR Cha, giving a similar value of 1030.3 ergs s−1. Using XMM-Newton
observations, Robrade & Schmitt (2006) fitted a three temperature component model to CR
Cha’s X-ray spectrum. This fit can be seen in Table 4.3. They found that, similar to their results
for BP Tau (discussed above), CR Cha’s X-ray emission is dominated by a high temperature
component, presumable from a magnetically confined corona, but that the star also has a
clear low-temperature component. Analysis of the O VII triplet emission line showed that the
emission line was formed in a high-density plasma (ne = 1011.20 cm−3) probably within an
accretion shock.
4.1.4 CV Cha
CV Cha is a G8-K0 type CTTS in the Chameleon molecular cloud (Appenzeller & Wagner
1989; Hussain et al. 2009) with a photospheric temperature of 4500 K (Stempels & Piskunov
2003). Using the pre-main sequence stellar evolution tracks of Siess et al. (2000), Hussain
et al. (2009) estimates that the star has a radius of 2.5 R, a mass of 2.0 M, and an age of 5
Myr. They also estimate that the star has developed a significant radiative core corresponding
to 92% of the star’s mass and 75% of the star’s radius. Stempels & Piskunov (2003) derived
a projected rotational velocity of 28 km s−1, and Bouvier et al. (1986) gives a rotation period
of 4.4 days. This is quite similar to the value of 25 km s−1 derived using Doppler Imaging
parameter optimization by Hussain et al. (2009). The rotation period, projected rotational
velocity, and stellar radius is consistent with an inclination angle of the star’s rotation axis of
∼ 60◦. This is quite different to the angle of ∼ 35◦ derived using Doppler Imaging parameter
optimization by Hussain et al. (2009). CV Cha has a binary companion (CW Cha) at a distance
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of ∼1500 AU (Reipurth & Zinnecker 1993).
Strong emission in Hα and other accretion sensitive emission lines shows that CV Cha is
actively accreting. As with CR Cha, analysis of spectropolarimetric observations of the star by
Hussain et al. (2009) failed to detect a circular polarization signal in accretion related emis-
sion lines, possibly indicating that the inner edge of the disc is truncated close to the stellar
surface with accretion footpoints distributed over the stellar surface in regions of opposite
polarity magnetic field. A mass accretion rate for CV Cha of 10−7.5 M yr−1 was estimated by
Hussain et al. (2009) using the width of the Hα emission line at 10% maximum.
Spectropolarimetric circular polarization signatures of magnetic fields were detected for
CV Cha by Hussain et al. (2009). As with CR Cha discussed above, they produced a Doppler
Imaging brightness map and a ZDI magnetogram for the star. The brightness map showed a
complex pattern of low latitude spots and a large polar spot. The ZDI magnetogram showed
surface magnetic fields of up to 500 G covering a large part of the visible surface in a highly
complex pattern of opposite polarity regions.
Unfortunately, very few X-ray observations of CV Cha are available in the literature. Feigel-
son & Kriss (1989) observed CV Cha (called ‘CHX 19’) in X-rays with Einstein and derived a
luminosity of 1030.1 ergs s−1. Using ROSAT, Feigelson et al. (1993) detected CR Cha (called
‘Lk 332-21’) and derived a value of 1030.0 ergs s−1.
4.1.5 MT Ori
MT Ori is a K2-type star in the Orion Nebula Cluster with an effective temperature of 4580
K (Hillenbrand 1997). Hillenbrand (1997) estimated that the star (called ‘Source 567’) has a
radius of 8.2 R, a mass of 1.0 M. However, using the pre-main sequence stellar evolution
tracks of Siess et al. (2000), Skelly et al. (2012) estimates that the star has a larger mass
of 2.6 M, and an age of 0.23 Myr. Based on this result, they estimate that the star hosts a
small radiative core which contains 34% of the star’s mass within 10% of the star’s radius.
It is worth noting that there is some doubt over the precise evolutionary status of MT Ori as
the pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks of Tognelli et al. (2011) suggest that it has yet to
develop a radiative core (Gregory et al. 2012) though its relatively large mass means that it
will develop a radiative core at a much earlier age than the other stars in the sample. Rhode
et al. (2001) gave a projected rotational velocity of 22.2 km s−1 and a rotation period of 8.53
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Figure 4.1: Emission measure vs time (left panel) and plasma temperature vs time (right panel) for
MT Ori during the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005b).
days. A similar period was found in the star’s X-ray lightcurve due to rotational modulation
(Flaccomio et al. 2005). These parameters give an inclination angle of ∼ 27◦, which is similar
to the value of ∼ 30◦ derived from Doppler Imaging parameter optimization given by Skelly
et al. (2012).
MT Ori is undergoing active accretion. Using the equivalent width of the Ca II IRT line,
Skelly et al. (2012) estimates that it has a mass accretion rate of 10−9.1 M yr−1, with
variations between 10−9.3 and 10−9.0 M yr−1 during their observations.
Spectropolarimetric circular polarization signatures of magnetic fields were detected for
MT Ori by Skelly et al. (2012). They produced a ZDI magnetogram and found that the
field is moderately axisymmetric and highly complex, with average field strengths of ∼500 G.
The complexity of the field is probably due to the fact that the star has recently developed a
radiative core.
Unfortunately, very few X-ray observations of MT Ori are available in the literature. Feigel-
son et al. (2002) observed the star (called ‘626’) as part of a survey of 1075 sources in the
Orion Nebula Cluster and found an X-ray luminosity of 1031.7 erg s−1. It was observed as part
of the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005b) as ‘COUP Source 932’
and found to have an X-ray luminosity of 1031.9 erg s−1. Getman et al. (2005b) provided a
two-temperature component fit to the star’s X-ray spectrum, which is given in Table 4.3. Both
Feigelson et al. (2002) and Getman et al. (2005b) observed flares on the star, with the COUP
flare reaching a peak luminosity of 1032.77 erg s−1, an order of magnitude above the quiet




TW Hya is a K6-K8 type star in the near-by (∼50 pc) TW Hydrae association and has an
effective temperature of 4000 K (Torres et al. 2003). The association has an age of ∼10 Myr
(Barrado Y Navascués 2006). Yang et al. (2005) estimated the radius and mass of TW Hya to
be 0.93 M and 0.96 R. Using the pre-main sequence stellar evolution tracks of Siess et al.
(2000), Donati et al. (2011b) estimated that the star has a mass of 0.8 M, and a radius of
1.1 R. Based on this result, they estimated that the star hosts a radiative core with a radius
of 0.35 R∗. Due to its large inclination angle, the star has a low v sin i (literature values range
from 4− 15 km s−1 as reviewed by Torres et al. 2003). Using Doppler Imaging parameter
optimization, Donati et al. (2011b) derived a v sin i of 4 km s−1. Weise et al. (2010) derived a
similar value of 6.2 km s−1 and an age of 8 Myr. TW Hya’s rotation period has been measured
through periodic variations in radial velocity to be 3.56 days (Huélamo et al. 2008). These
give an inclination angle of ∼ 15◦.
TW Hya is actively accreting from its circumstellar disc and several estimates for the ac-
cretion rate can be found in the literature. Modelling the star’s Hα emission profile, Muzerolle
et al. (2000) derived an accretion rate of 10−9.3 M yr−1. Given that the X-ray emission of
TW Hya is dominated by emission from a dense, low-temperature accretion shock, Kastner
et al. (2002) used high resolution X-ray spectra to estimate a mass accretion rate of 10−8 M
yr−1. This is significantly different from the value of 10−11 M yr−1 computed from its X-ray
spectrum by Stelzer & Schmitt (2004). Donati et al. (2011b) used the equivalent widths of
several optical emission lines formed as a result of accretion to estimate an accretion rate of
10−8.9 M yr−1. Curran et al. (2011) derived mass accretion rates from several optical emis-
sion lines ranging between 10−9.82 and 10−8.38 M yr−1 depending on which line was used.
They got an average value of 10−9.17 M yr−1.
Yang et al. (2005) observed Zeeman broadening in photospheric absorption lines consis-
tent with a field strength of ∼2.6 kG averaged over the visible surface. Yang et al. (2007)
used high resolution spectropolarimetry to measure an average longitudinal field strength on
TW Hya of 149 G. Assuming a dipole of strength 2.6 kG, they showed that they should ex-
pect to observe an average longitudinal field strength of ∼1 kG. This is significantly greater
than their measured value, which indicates that a large fraction of the stars magnetic flux
is held in small scale field structures that are not observable using spectropolarimetry. They
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also detected significant circular polarization signatures in emission lines formed primarily
in accretion shocks. Donati et al. (2011b) used spectropolarimetric observations from two
epochs (March 2008 and Feb/March 2010) to produce ZDI magnetograms for TW Hya. For
both epochs, strong kG magnetic fields were reconstructed, with an average strength of ∼1.5
kG, and a maximum strength of ∼3 kG in the 2008 magnetogram. In both cases, the field
is dominated by axisymmetric octupole components (∼2.5 kG), and weaker dipole compo-
nents (∼0.5 kG). The dipole and the octupole components are aligned anti-parallel (such that
the positive polarity magnetic pole of the dipole component approximately coincides with the
negative polarity pole of the octupole).
Of the sample of CTTSs considered in this chapter, TW Hya is the most extensively studied
in X-rays. This is due to several factors which make it ideal for studying X-ray emission
processes. The star is located at a distance of only ∼50 pc and is surrounded by little ambient
cloud material, which means that it has a much larger X-ray flux than most CTTSs (Kastner
et al. 2002). Furthermore, the fact that it is being viewed pole-on (i.e. with an inclination
angle i ∼ 0◦), makes it ideal for studying emission from accretion shocks. The star’s X-ray
spectrum is dominated by emission from a low temperature, high density plasma. Kastner
et al. (1999) presented ASCA and ROSAT X-ray observations for TW Hya, and derived an X-
ray luminosity of 1030.3 erg s−1. Kastner et al. (2002) presented a high-resolution sprectum
of TW Hya from Chandra and produced differential emission measure (DEM) fits to selected
emission lines4. They found that their best fit DEM, shown in Fig. 4.2, is dominated by a
low temperature component at 106.5 K and that the lack of O VII emission implies that the
emission is coming from regions of high density (1013 cm−3). This suggests that the low
temperature emission component probably originates in a high density accretion shock. A
similar result was obtained by Stelzer & Schmitt (2004) and independently by Robrade &
Schmitt (2006) using the same XMM-Newton data. Robrade & Schmitt (2006) fitted a three
temperature component model to the star’s X-ray spectrum, which showed a dominant low
temperature (∼3 MK) component. This fit can be seen in Table 4.3. For the other three stars in
their sample, BP Tau, CR Cha, and SU Aur, they found that the X-ray hardness ratio (defined as
HR= (H−S)/(H+S), where H and S are the magnitudes in hard and soft X-rays respectively)
is positively correlated with X-ray brightness, a result consistent with the interpretation that
the variability in these stars comes primarily from the observed flares. However, for TW Hya,
the hardness ratio is negatively correlated with X-ray brightness, indicating that the star’s X-ray
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FIG. 3.ÈLight curve obtained from the 48 ks Chandra/HETG obser-
vation of TW Hya, integrated over 1.7È25 for combined HEG andA! ,
MEG orders [3 to ]3 (excluding zero, which was not usable because of
pileup). Bin sizes are 2 ks. The background is negligible.
of the lack of lines that are diagnostic of this temperature
regime.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. T W Hya and Active, L ate-type Stars :
Similarities and Di†erences
In certain respects, the Chandra/HETGS spectrum of TW
Hya is similar to that of active, late-type, main-sequence or
postÈmain-sequence stars, for which the abundances of Fe
also seem depleted and the abundances of Ne seem
enhanced with respect to solar (e.g., HR 1099, Drake et al.
FIG. 4.ÈRatios of resonance (r), intercombination (i), and forbidden ( f )
lines of Ne IX during the quiescent (Q) and Ñaring (F) states of TW Hya.
Density- and temperature-sensitive diagnostics are represented by the
ratios f/i and ( f] i)/r, respectively. Dashed and dotted curves indicate
contours of constant log and log T , respectively. The results indicaten
ethat, despite an increase of a factor of D2 in count rate at the onset of
the Ñare, there was no measurable change in either or T during then
eobservation.
FIG. 5.ÈDEM as a function of temperature for TW Hya. This DEM is
for the entire observation and thus represents a mean of Ñare and quiescent
states. It was determined by Ðtting low density limit model emissivities to
the observed Ñuxes for many elements with their relative abundances as
free parameters. The hatched region is an upper limit derived from Ñux
upper limits on undetected high-ionization states of Fe.
2001 ; II Peg, Huenemoerder et al. 2001). Figure 6 compares
Chandra/HETGS spectra of TW Hya and such (primarily)
RS CVn systems in the 13.3È15.4 region, which encom-A!
passes the Ne IX triplet and several prominent lines of
highly ionized Fe. For the RS CVn binaries, the X-ray emis-
sion presumably arises in magnetically conÐned coronal
plasma. It is apparent from this Ðgure that the Ne-to-Fe line
ratios of TWHya are somewhat more extreme than, but not
dissimilar to, those of, e.g., II Peg and UX Ari. This
similarityÈand, in particular, the prominence of lines of
highly ionized NeÈcould suggest that at least some of the
X-ray emission from TW Hya originates in strong Ñares
during which material is evaporated from the stellar photo-
sphere. Evidence of such time-dependent abundance anom-
alies has been noted for certain late-type stars (see, e.g.,
Tsuboi et al. 1998 ; Brinkman et al. 2001 ; Audard, &Gu" del,
Mewe 2001 ; see also discussion in Feigelson 2001). In the
present case, however, there is no evidence that (for
example) the overabundance of Ne is more pronounced
while TWHya is in a Ñaring state.
The Ñare observed during our observation of TW Hya
displayed very di†erent behavior from Ñares seen on RS
CVn stars. For example, Huenemoerder et al. (2001) report
a Ñare on II Peg that rose more slowly and decayed expo-
nentially, consistently with solar two-ribbon Ñares (an
arcade of loops undergoing continuous reconnection). In
contrast, the Ñare observed on TW Hya displayed a sharp
rise and nearly linear decay. Kastner et al. (1999) observed
Ñares of similar magnitudes and rise and decay times with
ASCA and noted that the pointed and all-sky survey
ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional Counter count
rates for TWHya di†er by a factor of 2, suggesting that TW
Hya routinely Ñares in this manner.
More importantly, there are signiÐcant di†erences
between the spectra of TW Hya and those of all active,
late-type stars thus far observed with Chandra/HETGS,
particularly in the ratios within the density-sensitive triplet
line complexes of He-like ions (Fig. 6). The high electron
densities implied by the O VII and Ne IX triplets, log n
e
[ 12
(cgs), are 2È3 orders of magnitude higher than those inferred
from Chandra/HETGS spectra obtained thus far for active,
late-type (RS CVn) stars (Canizares et al. 2000 ; Huene-
moerder et al. 2001). It is a long-standing paradigm that
activity in such stars is due to solar-like activity scaled up
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Figure 7. EMD for model D as described in the text.
the observed Heα/Heβ ratio. For a single ion, th optical depth
τ scales as gfoscλ, such that we can then predict the other Ne ix
line ratios. We then find that the Heα/Heγ ratio is overpredicted
by 50%. Since the oscillator strengths decrease rapidly with an
increasing principal quantum number n, only the Heα line might
be affected by resonance scattering. We find instead that all the
Ne ix lin s are aff cted by absorption and rul out esonance
scattering as the absorption mechanism. We conclude that th
absorber is neutral or near-neutral, consistent with the preshock
accreting gas, as suggested by theoretical studies. For example,
Lamzin (1999) considers the absorption by the preshock gas of
the X-ray emitting plasma for different geometries and orienta-
tions. Gregory et al. (2007) use realistic coronal magnetic fields
coupled with a radiative tra sfer code to calculate the obscura-
tion of X-ray emissio by accretion colu ns, nd ugg st that
this effect can explain the observed low X-ray luminosities of
accreting young stars relative to non-accretors.
3.4. Emission Measure Distribution (EMD) and Elemental
Abundances
We present here four models for the EMD4 and elemental
abundances (Table 6). These models serve to illustrate how
values derived from the line ratios affect the global fit to the
spectrum a d to show whether abu dance determinations are
robust. F r all four models, the first-order HEG and MEG spectra
are fit to a set of variable abundance APEC models, using Sherpa
and applying different constraints to the fitted parameters. All
models have acceptable goodness-of-fit values. Model A has
two Te components and a single absorber. Model A should be
appropriate for comparison with other X-ray spectra of cool
stars obtained at lower spectral resolution.
Model B is also a tw -Te model, but with constraint imposed
fro the line ratios. The lower Te is fixed at 2.5 MK and
the single absorber NH is fixed at 1.0 ×1021 cm−2 (a rough
average of the values obtained from line ratios). The Ne-sensitive
forbidden and intercombination line regions are excluded from
the fit.
Table 6 also gives results from multicomponent models C and
D, each with the low Te and a single NH fixed, as in model B.
4 Emission measure is defined as
∫
0.8N2e dV , where the factor 0.8 accounts
for the hydrogen to electron density ratio and the integral is taken over the
volume V. The intensity of a spectral feature I = ε EM /(4piD2), where ε is
the emissivity in units of ph cm3 s−1 and D is the distance to the source. The
function ε depends on Te and is given in steps of log [Te (K)] = 0.1 in
ATOMDB (Smith et al. 2001).
Assuming that the hotter component is coronal in nature, a broad
distribution of Te is reasonable, although the shape is not well
constrained. We broaden the hot component using a Gaussian-
shaped function centered around 12.5 MK. For model C the
entire spectrum is fit simultaneously, with only the forbidden
and intercombination line regions excluded as for model B.
For model D the emission measures for the two components
are fit to line-free regions, identified visually and using APEC
models. The thermal continuum emission fit to line-free regions
is strongly temperature dependent and thus constrains the EMD.
The abundances are then fit to narrow regions centered on the
strong lines. These separate fitting procedures are iterated until
the values stop changing. The resulting model D EMD is shown
in Figure 7. The larger statistical error for the low Te emission
measure in model D compared with model C (Table 6) stems
from the smaller number of bins used in the fits; however, we
expect the systematic errors for model D to be lower, given that
we are only using bins whose information content is secure,
and thus we choose model D to illustrate the model spectrum.5
Figure 8 compares the model D spectra predicted by the broad
“coronal” component and the soft “accretion” component with
the observed spectra. Table 1 lists the origin of each line as
accretion or corona based on model D. An additional component
with Te lower than 2.5 MK can be added to both models C and
D but is not required, as it does not improve the fit significantly.
Similar results are obtained with somewhat different choices of
width and peak Te for the hot component.
Since the line ratios indicate that NH increases with increasing
charge state, we tried adding a second absorber to the high Te
Gaussian component for models B, C, and D. Robust solutions
are difficult to obtain, as the absorption, abundances, and
normalizations of the emission measures do not independently
determine the global X-ray spectrum. We also explored the
possibility that the low and high Te components have different
metal abundances but again without robust results.
Using Te = 2.5 MK, as derived from the Ne ix line ratio,
instead of Te = 3.58 MK as found in model A, has important
implications for interpreting the formation of some of the
emission lines. The ratio of the strong Ne ix Heα to Nex Lyα
line emission drives the model A fit to more than 3.0 MK with
very little absorption. Specifically, only ∼15% of the Nex Lyα
emission arises from the 2.5 MK component, whereas a 3.58 MK
component can produce more than half of the Ne x emission. The
2.5 MK component produces essentially all of the Nvii, Ovii,
O viii, and Ne ix emission and more than half the emission
from Fexvii. The fluxes from these lines formed at 2.5 MK
show no increase over their average value during the flare, as
shown in Figure 1, indicating that the flare is associated with
the hotter corona rather than the accretion shock and justifying
its retention in our analysis. Lines from Mgxii, Sixiii, Sixiv
(Figure 1), and Fexxii are produced by the hotter component
and may participate in the flare. While K02 found that Mgxiwas
overpredicted by their model by a factor of about 3, our models
B, C, and D have no such problem. In fact, for models C and D,
the small flux of the Mgxi resonance line forces the emission
measure to be negligible between ∼3 and 5 MK (Figure 7).
5 The four models are all statistically acceptable; however, it is interesting to
note that none of the models do a good job of fitting all the emission line
fluxes. For example, model D underpredicts Nex Lyα by almost a factor of 2.
We attribute these difficulties primarily to the complexity of the absorption and
secondarily to the few constraints on the shape of the EMD.
Figure 4.2: Upper panel: Reproduced from Kastner et al. (2002) showing a differential emission
measure fit to the high-resolution Chandra spectrum of TW Hya. Lower panel: Reproduced from
Brickhouse et al. (2010) showing an emission measure distribution fit t a 489 ks Chandra observation.
brightness variability is a result of variable accretion. Brickhouse et al. (2010) observed TW
Hya with Chandra for 489 ks and gave an e ission measure distribution spectral fit, shown in
Fig. 4.2, confirming that the star’s emission is dominated by a low temperature plasma. Using
emission lines form d at lower temperature , they derived an electron temperature of 2.5 MK
and a density of 3× 1012 cm−3.
4.1.7 V2129 Oph
V2129 Oph is a K2-typ star in the ρ Oph star-forming r gion and has an effective temperature
of 4500 K (Padgett 1996; Bouvier & Appenzeller 1992; onati et al. 2007). The star forming
region has an age of ∼2-3 Myr and a distance of ∼120 pc (Loinard et al. 2008). Using this
distance, and the star’s luminosity, Donati et al. (2011a) estimated that it has a radius of 2.0
4This was actually the first high-resolution X-ray spectrum to be obtained for any classical T Tauri star (and
probably any pre-main sequence star).
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R, and using the pre-main sequence stellar evolution tracks of Siess et al. (2000), a mass of
2.45 M and an age of 2-3 Myr. They also find that V2129 Oph most likely has a radiative core
of mass 0.3 M and radius 0.3 R. Donati et al. (2007) derived a projected rotational velocity
of 14.5 km s−1, consistent with previous estimates. Weise et al. (2010) derived a similar value
of 13.5 km s−1 and an age of 3 Myr. V2129 Oph (called ‘SR 9’) has been monitored since
1986 as part of the long term photometric program ROTOR. Grankin et al. (2008) estimated
rotation periods at ten epochs between 1986 and 2002 using periodic photometric variability
and derived values between 6.29 and 6.68 days, with an average value of 6.55 days. The
star’s rotation period and radius imply that it has an equatorial rotational velocity of 15.5 km
s−1, which coupled with the stars projected rotational velocity implies an inclination angle of
∼ 69◦. Using parameter optimization with tomographic imaging, Donati et al. (2007) and
Donati et al. (2011a) derived a smaller value of ∼ 60◦. The star also has a faint low mass
companion at a distance of 60-120 AU (Geoffray & Monin 2001).
V2129 Oph is actively accreting from its circumstellar disc. Eisner et al. (2005) estimated
a mass accretion rate of 10−7.5 M yr−1. From the flux in the Ca II 866 nm line in observations
taken in 2005, Donati et al. (2007) obtained a much smaller value of 10−8.4 M yr−1. Based
on the same observations, and observations at a different epoch in 2009, Donati et al. (2011a)
estimated an even smaller value of 10−9.2 M yr−1 for both epochs. Using the same 2009 data,
Alencar et al. (2012) used the equivalent widths of the He I (5876 Å) emission line to derive
mass accretion rates at various points over four rotations of the star. They found that the
accretion rate was generally quite steady at a value of 10−8.8 M yr−1, but it did show two
sudden bursts where the accretion rate increased by approximately a factor of three. Chandra
X-ray observations that were taken simultaneously with the 2009 epoch gave a much smaller
value of 10−10.2 M yr−1. Curran et al. (2011) derived mass accretion rates from several
optical emission lines ranging between 10−10.23 and 10−9.19 M yr−1 depending on which
line was used. They obtained an average value of 10−9.64 M yr−1.
V2129 Oph’s magnetic field has been measured using spectropolarimetric observations
taken in 2005 by Donati et al. (2007). Donati et al. (2011a) provided further spectropolari-
metric observations from 2009 and a reanalysis of the 2005 observations. They find clear
signatures of strong kG magnetic fields and produce ZDI magnetograms for both epochs. In
both cases, the star’s magnetic field is predominantly poloidal (5% of the magnetic energy
was found to be in the toroidal component) and axisymmetric with strong dipole and oc-
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Fig. 6. EMD obtained from the flux measurements of the whole
observation (seg. 1+2).
Fig. 7. EMD obtained from the flux measurements of the two
observing segments.
measured continuum and line fluxes in Table 1. Measured fluxes
were converted into unabsorbed fluxes adopting the hydrogen
column density NH of 8 × 1020 cm−2 derived from the 0th order
spectrum (see Sect. 3.2). For the EMD and abundance recon-
struction we considered all the measured fluxes discarding only
the lines that depend on plasma density, i.e. the intercombination
and forbidden lines of He-like triplets.
Starting from the flux measurements and considering the
peak temperature at which each line is produced (see Table 1) we
reconstructed the EMD over a regular logarithmic temperature
grid with 0.15 dex bins in the logT range between 6.2 and 7.5.
Abundances were estimated for those elements for which at least
one line was measured. Note that the reconstructed EM values
associated to bins at the boundary of the chosen temperature do-
main may be overestimated: artificially limiting the temperature
range of the EMD reconstruction forces to zero the EMD out-
side this range. Plasma at higher and lower temperatures may
however contribute to some of the measured fluxes, and thus
causing the EM values at the boundary bins to be overestimated
in order to account for the observed fluxes.
The EMD and abundances derived from the whole observa-
tion are reported in Table 2 and the EMD is also plotted in Fig. 6.
Figure 6 also shows the 2 temperature model obtained from the
0th order spectrum of the whole observation (see Sect. 3.2). We
Table 2. EMD and abundances of V2129 Oph.
seg. 1 seg. 2 seg. 1+2

























































Abundances are in solar units (Asplund et al. 2005). EMD values are
in cm−3 and have been derived assuming that V2129 Oph is located at
120 pc.
note that the two components of this 2-T model agree very well
with the two hottest peaks of the EMD.
We then derived EMD and abundances of the emitting
plasma considering separately the two observing segments. For
both segments unabsorbed fluxes were evaluated assuming NH =
8×1020 cm−2, because no evidence of absorption variability was
found (see Sect. 3.3.2). No significant variation in plasma abun-
dances can be discerned between seg. 1 and 2, indicating that
the observed variations of line fluxes can be ascribed to EMD
variations only. We therefore repeated the EMD reconstruction
for seg. 1 and 2 freezing the plasma abundances to the values of
the seg. 1+2 model, and leaving as free parameters the EM val-
ues. The thus derived EMD for the two segments are reported in
Table 2, and plotted in Fig. 7. As a consequence of the observed
systematic differences in measured line fluxes, a difference is
seen in the cool plasma component7, with EMD1 > EMD2 at the
1.5σ level in the bin centered on logT = 6.55 (T ∼ 3 − 4MK).
Note that the significance of the time variability is lower for the
EMD than for the line fluxes (see Sect. 3.4.1) because the EMD
reconstruction procedure involves further uncertainty sources
(Kashyap & Drake 1998). However the high confidence level
inferred for the variation of the flux of cool lines indicates that
the EMD variability is indeed real.
3.4.3. Electron density
The plasma density Ne can be constrained, from the high reso-
lution X-ray spectroscopy, by analyzing the He-like line triplets,
and, in particular, the flux ratio between the intercombination
line, i, and the forbidden line, f (Gabriel & Jordan 1969).
Increasing plasma densities result in decreasing f /i ratios. The
intensities of the i and f lines depend on plasma density because
7 Note that the corresponding models obtained without fixed abun-
dances, have EMD values almost identical to those obtained by fixing
them, but the associated EMD uncertainties are larger and the differ-
ences at low temperatures are not significant.
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Figure 4.3: Reproduced from Argiroffi et al. (2011). Emission measure distributions for V2129 Oph
derived from Chandra observations from 2009. Left panel: EMDs for both the first observing segment
(blue) and the second segment (red). Right panel: EMD from both segme ts together and the results
of a two temperature component fit (red points).
tupole components. They also found that the topologies of the magnetic fields from both
epochs are similar, but the strengths of the dip l nd octupol components both inc ease
significantly between 2005 and 2009.
V2129 Oph is a typical X-ray emitter, with an X-ray luminosity of 1030.4 ergs s−1 (Casanova
et al. 1995). During the 2009 spectropolarimetric observations of V2129 Oph discussed above,
Argiroffi et al. (2011) simultaneously observed the star in X-rays with Chandra ov r two sep-
arate 100 ks s gments. They fitted a ni e temperature component EMD model to both ob-
serving segments and found a drop in emission from low temperature plasma between the
segments. This drop was attributed to variable obscurat on of a large high latitude accretion
shock by the accretion column. This interpretation is supported by the simultaneous mag-
netic and accretion study of Donati et al. (2011a), which showed that at the rotation phase
of the second segment of X-ray observations, the geometry of the system will be su h that the
accretion shock will probably have been viewed through th accr ti n column.
4.1.8 V2247 Oph
V2247 Oph is an M2.5 type star in the ρ Oph star-forming region, and has an effective tem-
perature of 3500 K (Gras-Velázquez & Ray 2005). The star forming region has an age of ∼2-3
Myr and a distance of ∼120 pc (Loinard et al. 2 08). Gras-Velázquez & Ray (2005) stimated
that the star has a mass of 0.2-0.4 M and a radius of 2.7 R. Using the pre-main sequence
stellar evolution tracks of Siess et al. (2000), Donati et al. (2010b) estimated that the star has
a mass of 0.36 M, a radius of 2.0 R, and an age of 1 Myr. Thus, V2247 Oph is the lowest
mass star in the sample, and is the only one that is unlikely to develop a radiative core as it
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evolves. V2247 Oph has a projected rotational velocity of 20.5 km s−1 (Bouvier et al. 1986;
Donati et al. 2010b). The star (called ‘SR 12’) has been monitored as part of the long term
photometric program ROTOR. Grankin et al. (2008) estimated rotation periods at five epochs
between 1989 and 1994 using periodic photometric variability and derived values between
3.40 and 3.58 days, with an average value of 3.52 days. The star’s rotation period and radius
imply that it has an equatorial rotational velocity of 18.7 km s−1, which coupled with the star’s
projected rotational velocity implies an inclination angle of ∼ 35◦. Using parameter optimiza-
tion with tomographic imaging, Donati et al. (2010b) derived a smaller value of ∼ 45◦± 10◦.
The star also has a faint low mass companion (Gras-Velázquez & Ray 2005).
V2247 Oph has a very small Hα equivalent width: Cohen & Kuhi (1979) found a value
of 3.6 Å; Bouvier & Appenzeller 1992 found large variations in the Hα EW, with a minimum
value of 4.5 Å, and a maximum value of 8.8 Å. Due to its low Hα EW, the star has often been
classified as a WTTS (e.g. Gras-Velázquez & Ray 2005; Grankin et al. 2008). However, Gras-
Velázquez & Ray (2005) found that the star’s SED showed excess IR emission, consistent with
the presence of a disc and observations taken in January 2002 showed that the star’s Hα EW
had increased to approximately 17.6 Å (Littlefair et al. 2004). From the EWs of the Hα, Hβ ,
and He I D3 emission lines, Donati et al. (2010b) calculates a value of 10
−9.8 M yr−1. This
indicates that V2247 Oph probably has the lowest level of accretion in the sample of CTTSs.
This is consistent with the star’s weak accretion related emission lines.
Donati et al. (2010b) provided spectropolarimetric observations from July 2008 and found
clear signatures of magnetic fields in photospheric absorption lines. They produced a ZDI
magnetogram for the star and found that its magnetic field is highly complex and non-
axisymmetric, with approximately 60% of the magnetic energy held in the toroidal com-
ponent. The magnetic field has a weak ∼100 G dipole component tilted at ∼45◦ to the
axis-of-rotation.
V2247 Oph (called ‘BF-46’) was observed by Imanishi et al. (2003) using Chandra and
was found to have a quiet X-ray luminosity of 1030.2 erg s−1. The star (called ‘SR12A-B’ or
‘ROXN-36’) was observed in X-rays using XMM-Newton by Ozawa et al. (2005). They found
that the star had a typical X-ray luminosity of 1030.3 erg s−1, with a slightly higher luminosity
of 1030.4 erg s−1 during a flare. They were unable to describe the star’s X-ray spectrum with
single or two temperature component models, but found that a three temperature component
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Star M∗ R∗ Prot Age Rco v sin i log M˙a
(M) (R) (days) (Myr) (R∗) (km s−1) (M yr−1)
AA Tau 0.7 2.0 8.22 1.5 7.62 12.3 -9.2
BP Tau 0.7 1.95 7.6 1.5 6.04 9.0 -8.5
CR Cha 1.9 2.5 2.3 3 3.63 35.0 -9.0
CV Cha 2.0 2.5 4.4 5.0 5.7 25.0 -7.5
MT Ori 2.6 8.2 8.53 0.23 2.95 22.0 -9.1
TW Hya 0.8 1.1 3.56 8.0 8.3 5.0 -8.9
V2129 Oph 1.35 2.0 6.53 2.3 8.13 14.5 -9.2
V2247 Oph 0.36 2.0 3.5 1.0 3.42 20.5 -9.8
Table 4.1: Stellar parameters taken from the literature for all of the stars in the sample. From left to
right, the columns correspond to stellar mass, radius, rotation period, age, corotation radius, projected
rotational velocity, and mass accretion rate. For references, see the text of Section 4.1.
model provided an acceptable fit5. V2247 Oph was observed as part of the Deep Rho Oph
XMM-Newton Observation project (DROXO; Pillitteri et al. 2010; as ‘src 53’ and ‘SR 12A’) and
was found to be one of the brightest sources in their sample with an X-ray luminosity of 1030.1
erg s−1. They found that the star’s spectrum was well fit with a three temperature compo-
nent thermal emission model6. This fit can be seen in Table 4.3. A strong low-temperature
component of this fit is at ∼ 5 MK.
4.2 Results: surface magnetograms
In this section, I analyse the sample of ZDI magnetograms. Although Donati et al. (2010a)
presented magnetograms for AA Tau at two separate epochs, the two fields are almost identi-
cal in their structures and strengths and so I only consider the 2009 field here. It is important
to note that I am only considering the potential components of the fields based on the radial
components of the ZDI fits (i.e. for each field I calculate the Bθ and Bφ components from the
Br component using the potential field assumption). This means that the field strengths will
be underestimated in cases where they have significantly toroidal components.
Due to the method that was used to fit the ZDI magnetograms to CR Cha and CV Cha
(Hussain et al. 2009), the published fields do not contain any magnetic flux in the hemisphere
that is out of view. As was shown in Chapter 3, one cannot reproduce reasonable coronal
magnetic field structures when the flux in an entire hemisphere is missing. Thus, for both of
5Fitting to V2247 Oph’s quiet spectrum, they obtained temperatures for the three components of 2.9 MK, 11.3
MK, and 40.6 MK, respectively, with corresponding emission measures of 18.2, 18.6, and 5.6 ×1052 cm−3.
6They actually fitted a three temperature component model to V2247 Oph in order to take account of the fact that
the star’s light was contaminated by light from the fainter source IRS 42/GY 252 (src. 54) which they fitted with
a single temperature model.
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these stars I impose field on the invisible hemisphere by reflecting the magnetograms about
the equator and reverse the polarity of the field.
The radial components of the magnetic fields for the stars in the sample are shown in Fig.
4.4. The magnetograms show significant variations in the field complexities, ranging from a
simple dipole for AA Tau, to a simple octupole for TW Hya, to very complex distributions of
regions of opposite polarity field on V2247 Oph. The field complexities, as measured by the
energy weighted average l value that describes the field are given in Table 4.2. AA Tau has the
simplest field, with a value of < l > of 1.1, which is consistent with its dipolar configuration.
The most complex fields are CR Cha and CV Cha, with values of 6.6 and 6.5 respectively .
It is worth remembering that small scale field structures are likely to be missing from these
magnetograms. If these structures were present, the values of < l > would be much larger7.
The strengths of the dipole, quadrupole, and octupole components for each of the fields
are given in Table 4.2. Other than in the cases of the weak, complex fields of CR Cha, and CV
Cha, all of the fields have dominant even l value components, and weak odd l value compo-
nents. This is a result of the ZDI fitting technique which favors solutions that have a larger
fraction of the magnetic energy in the even l modes, therefore forcing the magnetograms to
be approximately anti-symmetric about the equator. Some justification for this for the CTTS
sample comes from the fact that Doppler Imaging Ca II IRT excess emission maps show dom-
inant accretion spots at high latitudes. This would only be expected if accretion occurs along
large dipole-like field lines extending from the pole in the visible hemisphere through the ac-
cretion disc to the pole in the opposite hemisphere. Thus, one would expect the polarity of
the fields on the two poles to be opposite, as is seen on the Sun.
7In the simulated stellar magnetograms considered in Chapter 3, the values of < l > are typically ∼15 for the
active AB Dor-like star and vary between 4 and 14 for the inactive solar-like star (see Fig. 3.3).
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Chapter 4. The magnetic fields and coronae of classical T Tauri stars
The average surface field strengths on these stars vary between 0.1 kG and 1.6 kG. These
values are lower than the typical values derived for CTTSs using the Zeeman effect in unpo-
larized line profiles. For instance, Johns-Krull (2007) derived field strengths averaged over
the stellar surface for AA Tau and BP Tau of 2.78 kG and 2.17 kG respectively, in contrast to
the value of ∼1 kG derived from the ZDI magnetograms. This discrepancy can be explained
in two ways. Firstly, because I disregard the toroidal components of the field, the average
surface field strengths that I calculate are underestimates of the true field strengths on these
stars. However, neither AA Tau, nor BP Tau have significant toroidal components in their ZDI
magnetograms. Secondly, as the ZDI magnetograms are primarily fit to circularly polarized
line profiles, they suffer severely from the cancelation of unresolved small scale field struc-
tures. Reiners (2012) showed that the surface averaged field strengths derived from Stokes
V measurements are typically much lower than those derived from Stokes I. Strong fields in
unresolved active regions may be distributed over the surfaces of these stars, and may con-
tribute to the strong field strengths derived from unpolarized line profiles, but not to the field
strengths derived from spectropolarimetry.
Fig. 4.5 shows that the complexity of a surface field is correlated with the field strength
averaged over the stellar surface, such that simple fields show the strongest field strengths.
This may be related to the evolution of the internal structure of pre-main sequence stars and
the dynamo processes responsible for the generation of these fields. Pre-main sequence stars
are initially fully convective, and as they evolve, they grow radiative cores. This probably
causes a change in the dynamo mechanisms that produce the large scale fields of these stars
and this change might be visible in the field strengths and structures. I should point out that
the oldest star in the sample, TW Hya, has a strong simple field. However, due to its relatively
low mass, it probably has not developed as substantial a radiative core as some of the younger
higher mass stars in the sample. Alternatively, this correlation might be a result of the finite
resolution of the ZDI technique. If the differences in field the complexities are real, and not
a resolution effect, fields with more complex ZDI magnetograms contain field structures on
smaller scales, and therefore are more susceptible to the cancellation of magnetic flux from
unresolved regions of opposite polarity, therefore making them appear weaker. However, this
explanation is unable to account for the fact that the fields of the two stars in the binary
system V4046 Sgr do not follow this correlation.
7The simulated magnetograms used in Chapter 3 that contained a large number of small-scale active regions that
would not be produced in the ZDI magnetograms had values of < l > of typically around 14-16.
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(a) AA Tau 2010 (b) BP Tau Feb 2006 (c) BP Tau Dec 2006
(d) CR Cha (e) CV Cha (f) MT Ori
(g) TW Hya 2008 (h) TW Hya 2010 (i) V2129 Oph 2005
(j) V2129 Oph 2009 (k) V2247 Oph
(l) V4046 Sgr A (m) V4046 Sgr B
Figure 4.4: The radial components of the ZDI magnetograms for all of the stars in the sample. These
are reproduced from Donati et al. (2010a), Donati et al. (2008a), Donati et al. (2008a), Hussain et al.
(2009), Hussain et al. (2009), Donati et al. (2011b), Donati et al. (2011b), Donati et al. (2011a),
Donati et al. (2011a), and Donati et al. (2010b).
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Figure 4.5: Right-hand panel: correlation between the field complexity parameter < l > and the sur-
face averaged field strength < B > for the sample of ZDI magnetograms. Left-hand panel: correlation
between the field complexity parameter < l > and the strength of the dipole component of the field.
The two stars in the binary system V4046 Sgr are shown as asterisks’.
As the finite ability to spatially resolve field structures is a significant factor in determin-
ing the complexities and strengths of measured fields, it is important to understand to what
extent the differences in the field complexities and strengths between the stars are a result
of different resolution. Fig. 4.6 shows that the complexities of the magnetograms is strongly
correlated with stellar rotational v sin i with the faster rotators having more complex fields
and the slower rotators having less complex fields. Since the resolution of the ZDI technique
is directly proportional to the stellar v sin i, the most obvious interpretation of this result is
that it is a resolution effect. Thus, with the faster rotators, ZDI is able to resolve smaller scale
field structures that remain unresolved on the slow rotators. However, if this interpretation is
correct, it might be expected that the faster rotators will also have the strongest surface av-
eraged fields as they will suffer less from the cancellation of flux in unresolved regions of the
surface. Fig. 4.6 shows that this is not the case, with a very strong anti-correlation between
field strength and projected rotational velocity.
The correlation between field complexity and rotation rate may be a result of star-disc
interactions. TTSs that still possess circumstellar discs have been shown to be slower rotators
than TTSs that do not possess discs. This is thought to be a result of disc-locking, where
magnetic interactions between the star and the region of the circumstellar disc outside of the
corotation radius, and magnetic interactions between the star and accreting material, exerts
spin-down torques on the star, causing the star to rotate slower. Since the strength of the
magnetic interactions between the star and the disc is primarily determined by the dipole
component of the field, the disc-locking theory might predict that stars with stronger dipole
components will be rotating slower as fields with stronger dipoles will be able to connect
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Figure 4.6: Correlations between projected rotational velocity and field complexity (upper panel),
surface averaged field strength (middle panel), and the strength of the dipole component of the field
(lower panel).
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Figure 4.7: Strength of the dipole component of the field against surface averaged field strength (left
panel) and rotation period (right panel).
with the disc outside the corotation radius better than fields with weaker dipoles8. This
correlation is clearly visible in Fig. 4.7 which shows the strength of the dipole component
against rotation period. The main outlier in this plot is the young star MT Ori which has a
long rotation period and a small dipole component. As MT Ori is only ∼0.25 Myr old, and
still has a radius of 8.2 R∗, it is likely that it is an outlier as it has undergone less spin-up due
to contraction than the other stars in the sample. Due to its higher mass, it is likely to have
developed a radiative core at this young age (as opposed to the much older lower mass stars
AA Tau and BP Tau which have not developed radiative cores) and thus has a weak dipole
component. As the strength of the dipole component is positively correlated with the field
complexity and the average field strength, this can explain why the faster rotators appear to
have more complex and stronger fields. In this interpretation, it is still not clear whether the
correlation between field strength and complexity is a resolution effect. It may be that, due
to disc-locking, the stars with the strongest fields are the slowest rotators, and thus, due to
limited spatial resolution have the simplest ZDI magnetograms. On the other hand, it may
be that the correlation between field strength and complexity is real, such that the strongest
fields are the most dipolar, and thus, due to disc-locking, are the slower rotators. The analogy
with the sample of M dwarfs that have been studied using the ZDI technique (see Section 1.1)
would favor the latter interpretation.
8I should note here that this situation is not so simple as stronger dipole components will also lead to a better
connection between the central star and the region of the disc inside the corotation radius which will exert a spin-
up torque on the central star. There may also be another effect here that means that stronger dipole components
lead to a larger spin-down torque on the central star. The distance between the star and the inner edge of the disc
is largely determined by the strength of the dipole, such that stronger dipoles cause the inner edge of the disc to
be further away from the stellar surface. Thus, if the strength of the dipole component of a field is increased, the
size of the region of the disc inside of the corotation radius will be decreased. This can lead to less of a spin-up
torque on the central star.
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Figure 4.8: Surface averaged field strength of the dipole component of the field (i.e. the surface aver-
aged field strength for a field that is made up of just the dipole component) against surface averaged
field strength for the entire field.
The correlation between field complexity and rotation rate shown in Fig. 4.6 may be
accounted for in another way that involves neither finite resolution nor disc-locking. It may
be a result of the contraction and the evolution of the internal structure of these stars. As pre-
main sequence stars contract, in order to conserve angular momentum, they spin-up. This
means that older pre-main sequence stars will tend to be faster rotators than younger ones.
At the same time, as they age, they develop radiative cores, which can change the dynamo
processes responsible for the generation of these fields, and thus change the field strengths
and structures. As these stars grow radiative cores, the field structures appear to become more
complex with weaker dipole components. This can account for the correlations shown in Fig.
4.6.
Based on the above discussion, I tentatively conclude that the differences in the field
strengths and complexities of the various ZDI magnetograms is due in part to a real differ-
ence in the magnetic field strengths and complexities, though the spatial resolution of the ZDI
technique is also likely to be a factor. This interpretation is supported by the fact that two
of the most complex magnetograms in the sample, CR Cha and CV Cha, were based on low
quality data, due to bad weather conditions and low phase coverage. Thus, the resolutions of
their magnetograms are lower than what would be expected given their high projected rota-
tional velocities. Hussain et al. (2009) estimates that the resolution of the magnetograms for
these two stars is similar to that of the slower rotator V2129 Oph, which shows a significantly
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simpler field structure, thus indicating that the difference in complexity of these stars is not
simply due to resolution. Hussain et al. (2009) used the magnetograms from CR Cha and CV
Cha to simulate data using the stellar parameters of the slower rotators BP Tau and V2129
Oph (the only other two CTTSs that had been studied using the ZDI technique at the time)
and reconstruct magnetograms for CR Cha and CV Cha based on this data. They found that
the V2129 Oph parameters gave simpler reconstructed magnetic fields of similar complexity
to the actual magnetic field of V2129 Oph. However, for the BP Tau parameters, their recon-
structed magnetic fields were significantly more complex than what was seen on BP Tau. This
indicates that the higher complexities of the CR Cha and CV Cha fields are real.
Fig. 4.8 gives the surface averaged field strength of the dipole component of the field (i.e.
the surface averaged field strength for a field that is made up of just the dipole component)
against surface averaged field strength for the entire field. Fig. 4.8 shows that the surface
averaged field strength is not a good indicator of the strength of the dipole component of the
field. This is significant as studies of magnetospheric accretion often use surface averaged
field strengths measured from Zeeman broadening of unpolarized line profiles that give no
information about the strength of the dipole component of the field.
4.3 Results: coronal modelling
Using the radial component of the surface magnetograms, I extrapolate the fields to all radii
using the PFSS model and assuming that the source surface is at the corotation radius. Using
the coronal field structures, I then apply the plasma model described in Section 2.5 to all of
the stars in the sample.
4.3.1 Plasma model
The coronal plasma model that I use in this section assumes as input parameters the stellar
radius, stellar mass, rotation rate, coronal plasma temperature, and coronal X-ray emission
measure. These parameters are compiled in Tables 4.1 and 4.3 for each of the stars in the
sample.
The first step in applying the model is to calculate the values of the proportionality con-
stant K between the magnetic pressure and the plasma pressure at the base of the corona
(K = p0/B20). For each star, the value of K is assumed to be uniform over the surface, but it
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is assumed to vary from star to star. We scale K for each star so that the modelled coronal
emission measure matched the observed values given in Table 4.3.
For the temperatures and X-ray emission measures, where several values are available in
the literature, I use those given in Table 4.3. Using observed X-ray data to model the coronae
of CTTSs presents several significant problems. One of these problems is that an unknown
amount of the X-ray emission originates in accretion shocks. The X-ray emitting plasma in
accretion shocks is likely to be at a low temperature (∼2-3 MK) whereas the coronal plasma
is likely to be at a much higher temperature (∼5-20 MK). I solve this problem by disregarding
the low temperature components when multi-temperature component fits to X-ray spectra are







i EMi log Ti∑
i EMi
(4.2)
The following are some notes regarding the use of the X-ray data compiled in Table. 4.3.
• AA Tau: I use the single temperature component fit given by Güdel et al. (2007). As this
component is at a high temperature of 26.9 MK, I assume that this corresponds entirely
to coronal emission and has no component from the accretion shock.
• MT Ori: For this star, I use a two temperature component fit. Both components are at
temperatures above 10 MK and are unlikely to have formed in an accretion shock.
• BP Tau, CR Cha: For these two stars, the three temperature component fits given by
Robrade & Schmitt (2006) both have a low temperature component at approximately
2 MK which could be a result of X-ray emission from accretion shocks and so they
are disregarded. However, the contribution to the total emission measure from these
components are only≈18%, so this only makes a small difference to the coronal models.
• TW Hya and V2247 Oph: The three temperature component fits for these two stars
have low temperature components at approximately 3 MK that represent a significant
fraction of the total X-ray emission measures. This is especially true for TW Hya where
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the low temperature component is a factor of four larger than the other two compo-
nents combined. Assuming that these components are a result of X-ray emission from
accretion shocks, I disregard them in the coronal model.
• V2129 Oph: This is the only star in the sample for which X-ray observations taken
simultaneously with the spectropolarimetric observations from which one of the ZDI
magnetograms is derived are available. Argiroffi et al. (2011) provides a nine tempera-
ture component fit to this data. I assume that the three lowest temperature components
were produced in accretion shocks and disregard them. However, these components
only correspond to 8% of the total emission measure, so this does not significantly af-
fect the coronal model.
• CV Cha: No temperature and emission measure fits are available for this star, so I do not
consider it in this section.
Probably the most significant problem with using X-ray data to model stellar coronae from
ZDI magnetograms is the fact that the magnetic fields probably contain a large amount of
strong small scale field structures that are not reproduced in the ZDI magnetograms. Such
active regions are seen on the solar surface, and are responsible for small scale coronal mag-
netic structures that are responsible for most of the Sun’s X-ray emission. In Chapter 3, I show
that missing this flux has a significant effect on the predicted coronal plasma structures. In
this chapter, I do not consider this problem.
The values of the K parameters are given in Table 4.4. Fig 4.9 shows how K correlates
with observed emission measure, surface field strength, and field complexity. An unexpected
result is the lack of any correlation between K and the observed coronal emission measures.
This is due to the fact that other factors, such as field strength and coronal volume, are very
important for determining K . For instance, Fig. 4.9 shows that K is strongly correlated with
average surface field strength. This is due to the assumption in the coronal model that the
plasma pressure at the base of the corona is proportional to the plasma pressure (p0 = KB2),
such that stars with stronger surface fields can give the observed emission measures with
smaller values of K . A strong correlation between K and the field complexity parameter
< l >, is also present. This could be for two reasons. Firstly, < l > is strongly correlated
with field strength, with the simpler fields also being the stronger fields. Thus, the simpler
fields need lower values of K to reproduce the observed emission measures. Alternatively, this
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correlation might be due to the fact that the more complex fields tend to have coronae that
do not extend very far from the stellar surface, and thus have lower volumes. On the other
hand, simple fields tend to be much more extended and so simpler fields have much larger
coronae, and can reproduce the observed emission measure with lower values of K .
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Figure 4.9: Values of the proportionality K between plasma pressure and magnetic pressure at the
base of the corona that have been fit to observed X-ray emission measures against emission measure
(upper panel), surface averaged field strength (middle panel), and the field complexity (lower panel)
for most of the stars in the sample.
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4.3. Results: coronal modelling
4.3.2 The coronal extent and the open magnetic flux
One of the features of the coronal plasma model is that if the plasma β becomes greater than
unity at any point along a field line, that field line is assumed to be blown open by the hot
coronal plasma. This means that there is a maximum radius at which the magnetic field can
hold onto the closed corona. Table 4.4 gives this maximum radius for the sample of CTTSs
as derived from the numerical model. The coronae generally extend several stellar radii from
the surface with AA Tau being able to hold onto its corona out to 5 R∗. The coronal extents
are correlated with several parameters, such as magnetic field strength and field complexity9.
An alternative less accurate way to approximate the coronal extent is given in Section 2.5.


















The values that are derived by solving this equation are plotted against the values from
the numerical model in Fig. 4.10. The values from the two methods closely match the nu-
merical results. Using this relation, it is possible to explore how important each factor is in
determining the coronal extent. The most significant factor in this equation is the field com-
plexity parameter < l >. In fact, I have found very similar results when holding all of the
stellar parameters (i.e. M∗, R∗, T , and K) constant for all of the stars and only allowing < l >
to vary. Fig. 4.11 shows that the coronal extent is well correlated with field complexity. As
this equation shows that the coronal extent does not depend on the magnetic field strength,
the correlation between coronal extent and magnetic field strength is a secondary correlation,
resulting from the correlation between field strength and complexity.
I should note that these calculations might underestimate the true coronal extents due to
the fact that a large unknown amount of magnetic flux on small scales could be missing from
9The coronal extents results presented here are in disagreement with the results of a similar argument presented
by Safier (1998) who modelled the magnetic fields of TTSs as the superposition of a small number of surface
dipoles and showed that for an isothermal corona in hydrostatic equilibrium, the closed corona is only able to
extend ®3 R∗. Safier (1998) concludes that this is likely to be an upper limit to the coronal extent for TTSs.
However, in the calculations presented here, I have not assumed that the magnetic field is dominated by small
scale surface dipoles, but by large scale dipoles and octupoles. Such field structures allow the field to extend
further than it would be able to if the field was dominated by small scale surface dipoles. The existence of
such large scale field structures, with kG polar field strengths has been shown to exist on CTTSs using the ZDI
technique.
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the ZDI magnetograms. This will cause the value of K to be overestimated and the coronal
extents to be underestimated10.
Fig. 4.12 shows the locations of regions of open flux on the surfaces of each of the stars in
the sample. The latitudinal distribution of open flux clearly depends strongly on field structure
such that with the simplest fields the open flux is confined to high latitudes, whereas for the
more complex fields the open flux is distributed over both high and low latitudes. None of
the stars have regions of closed flux at the poles (even MT Ori, which has a dipole component
that is tilted at 90◦). The fields that do not show open flux at low latitudes are AA Tau, BP
Tau (the February 2006 field more than the December 2006 field), and the V2129 Oph 2009
field. These are also the fields that have the lowest values of the field complexity parameter
< l >. The TW Hya 2010 field has two low latitude bands of open flux at ±45◦; this is due
to this field being dominated by a large scale octupole component. The TW Hya 2008 and
V2129 Oph 2009 fields have similar structures.
Table 4.4 gives the open fluxes derived for each of these stars. The open flux can be written
as a function of two parameters: firstly, the average field strength at the stellar surface in
regions of open field, < Bopen >; secondly, the area of the stellar surface covered in open field,
4piR2∗ fopen, where fopen is the open flux filling factor, i.e. the fraction of the stellar surface
covered in regions of open flux. This can be written as
Φopen = 4piR
2∗ fopen < Bopen > (4.4)
where fopen < Bopen > is the open field strength averaged over the entire star. The values of
fopen and < Bopen > are given in Table 4.4. Despite the fact that MT Ori has the lowest value
of < Bopen >, it has a much larger open flux than any of the other stars in the sample due to
its large open flux filling factor, and its large radius. The value of fopen < Bopen > is strongly
correlated with the strength of the dipole component, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The best fit line
shown in Fig. 4.13 represents the equation11
10I should also point out that if the small scale flux is included in the magnetograms, the values of < l > will be
much larger and it might be expected that the coronal extents will be much lower. However, if the small scale
flux is included, magnetic energy will be distributed over many more spherical harmonic components, and the
approximation that the field falls off with radius as r−(<l>+2) will be a bad approximation.
11A better fit to the data is found with the equation fopen < Bopen >= 1.46×10−8B3dip−7.62×10−5B2dip+0.20Bdip+
24.21.
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Figure 4.10: Values of the maximum radius at which the stellar magnetic field can hold onto the closed
corona derived analytically from Eqn. 4.3 against the values derived using the numerical coronal
pressure model.
fopen < Bopen >= 0.12Bdip + 41.30 (4.5)
4.3.3 The closed coronae
Under the assumption that the X-ray emission from most stars is dominated by closed coronal
plasma, it should be expected that the observed X-ray emission measures should correlate with
stellar surface area. If the emission is dominated by small scale active regions, as it is on the
Sun during times of maximum activity, then stars with large surface areas might be expected to
have more X-ray emitting active regions, and thus greater levels of X-ray emission12. Similarly,
if the emission is dominated by large scale field structures, then a correlation between X-ray
emission and coronal volume would be expected. As coronal volume would probably be
strongly correlated with stellar surface area, a correlation between X-ray emission and surface
area would be expected. Although the number of CTTSs in the sample is small (7 stars with
observed X-ray emission measures), there is a good correlation between stellar surface area
and observed X-ray emission measures, as can be seen in Fig. 4.14. A similar correlation,
albeit with a large scatter, is present in the sample of stars in the Chandra Orion Ultradeep
Project (Getman et al. 2005b). Similar correlations have been seen by Wood et al. (1994),
and Güdel et al. (2007) for both main-sequence and pre-main sequence stars. However,
Güdel et al. (2007) found that although there was a strong correlation between stellar surface
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Figure 4.11: Results of the coronal X-ray emitting plasma model against field complexity. The plots
show that the maximum radius at which the stellar magnetic field can hold onto the closed coronal
plasma (left panel) and the coronal volume (middle panel) both decrease with increasing field com-
plexity, and this corresponds to an increase in the emission measure weighted average coronal electron
density (right panel). Therefore, simple magnetic fields lead to extended diffuse coronae, and complex
fields lead to compact dense coronae.
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(a) AA Tau 10 (b) BP Tau Feb 06 (c) BP Tau Dec 06
(d) CR Cha (e) MT Ori (f) TW Hya 08
(g) TW Hya 10 (h) V2129 Oph 05
(i) V2129 Oph 09 (j) V2247 Oph
Figure 4.12: Magnetograms for most of the stars in the sample showing the predicted locations of
open magnetic field (blue) and closed magnetic field (red).
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Figure 4.13: Correlation between open flux and the strength of the dipole component.
Figure 4.14: Correlation between observed X-ray emission measure and stellar surface area for the
sample of CTTSs (black asterisks). The COUP sample of X-ray sources is plotted in the background
(grey crosses). The COUP data has been taken from Getman et al. (2005b).
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identified pairs of images observed in two different filters,
Al.1 and AlMg, within 600 s of each other. The median
number of pairs is 16 with a maximum of 55 for a given day.
The Al.1/AlMg filter ratio is used to compute coronal
plasma temperatures. We convert X-ray emission into spec-
tral radiance by integrating a thermal spectrum over the
2.8–36.6 A˚ (0.3–4.4 keV) wavelength range, with the limits
corresponding to 1% of peak sensitivity through the Al.1
filter at Yohkoh launch. For this and subsequent radiance
computations, we employ the spectral models of Mewe,
Gronenschild, & van den Oord (1985) andMewe, Lemen, &
van den Oord (1986). The solar coronal abundances are
adapted from Meyer (1985). Modeling of the SXT response
to amultithermal coronal plasma has indicated that spectral
radiance for the SXT passband derived in this way, barring
unknown systematic errors, is accurate to about 10%
(Acton, Weston, & Bruner 1999). The SXT fluxes were aver-
aged over a given day and interpolated to magnetogram
dates. There are 775 data points in this data set.
2.2. X-Ray Bright Points
Longcope et al. (2001) analyzed 285 X-ray bright points
(XBPs) selected using the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope (EIT; Delaboudiniere et al. 1995) and the
Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al. 1995)
observations. For each XBP, they estimated the tempera-
ture, T, and emission measure, EM, using the ratio of EUV
fluxes in two (171 and 195 A˚) spectral lines. The photo-
spheric magnetic fluxes of associated bipoles were derived
using MDI longitudinal magnetograms. To achieve spectral
consistency, we useYohkoh SXT data to measure soft X-ray
fluxes for 59 of the XBPs analyzed by Longcope et al.
(2001), for which reliable correspondence to SXT measure-
ments is possible. The SXT observations have been con-
verted into spectral radiance using temperatures from the
EIT measurements of Longcope et al. (2001) rather than
temperatures from the SXT filter ratios. Although the
results from the two methods are within a factor of 3 on
average, there is substantially less scatter using the EIT tem-
peratures. The SXT filter-ratio technique has relatively large
experimental uncertainties for faint, cool, coronal plasmas.
Typical XBP temperatures are T ! 1:6MK.
2.3. Solar Active Regions
Fisher et al. (1998) used 333 vector magnetograms of
solar active regions observed with the Haleakala Stokes
Polarimeter (Mickey 1985) and cotemporal SXT images to
compute the total unsigned magnetic flux and total X-ray
radiance averaged over entire active region areas. The mag-
netic flux was determined using vertical (with respect to the
solar surface) magnetic field. In this paper, the SXT count
rates were converted into spectral radiance by assuming a
coronal temperature of 3 MK and integrating a thermal
spectrum over 2.8 and 36.6 A˚, as described earlier (Fisher
et al. used a 1–300 A˚ integration range).
The LX values from Fisher et al. (1998) were reduced by a
factor of 4 to correct for an incorrect conversion of Yohkoh
half-resolution images to full resolution in Fisher et al.
(1998). This does not affect any of the correlation studies
reported in Fisher et al. (1998).
2.4. Solar Disk Averages
We compute the total X-ray radiance and unsigned
magnetic flux averaged over the visible solar hemisphere for
the period from 1991 November 11–2001 December 15.
Magnetic fluxes are computed using NSO/KP daily
magnetograms. The daily averaged X-ray fluxes are com-
puted using Yohkoh SXL (soft X-ray histogram log files,
histograms of full-disk composite images). The coronal
temperatures have been derived using the ratio of two SXT
filters, and the conversion between the instrumental and
physical units has been done using the same approach as for
the quiet Sun. Typical solar X-ray disk temperatures are
T ! 2:5 MK. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we
excluded all pixels in the SXT frame beyond 1.1 solar radii.
Furthermore, since some X-ray radiation is associated with
the magnetic field at/behind the solar limb, we compute
solar rotation (27.2375 days) averages of the magnetic and
X-ray fluxes. The data set covers 127 solar rotations
beginning at Carrington rotation number 1849.
2.5. Dwarfs and T Tauri Stars
Fisher et al. (1998) computed X-ray radiance and total
magnetic flux of 16 dwarf stars (types G, K, and M) using
X-ray surface flux, magnetic field strength, and magnetic
filling factor published by Saar (1996). The magnetic flux
was computed from the field strength and the filling factor
by multiplying these two parameters by estimated surface
area of each star. The X-ray spectral radiance was computed
in the same way by multiplying the surface flux density by
estimated stellar surface area. The X-ray data are compo-
sites of ROSAT (0.1–2.4 keV energy range), Einstein
Observatory (0.2–4.5 keV), and EXOSAT (0.04–4.5 keV)
observations. Thus, the stellar and solar X-ray observations
cover approximately the same energy range. A similar
approach has been applied to the T Tauri stars observed by
Johns-Krull & Valenti (2000; BP Tau, Hubble 4, and T Tau)
and Johns-Krull et al. (2000; DF Tau, TW Hya, and DK
Tau). X-ray radiances for these stars are adopted from
Walter & Kuhi (1981; DF Tau), Webb et al. (1999;
TW Hya), and Neuhaeuser et al. (1995; BP Tau, DK Tau,

































Fig. 1.—X-ray spectral radiance LX vs. total unsigned magnetic flux for
solar and stellar objects. Dots: Quiet Sun. Squares: X-ray bright points.
Diamonds: Solar active regions. Pluses: Solar disk averages. Crosses: G, K,
and M dwarfs. Circles: T Tauri stars. Solid line: Power-law approximation
LX / !1:15 of combined data set.
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Table 5
Magnetic Field Properties and X-ray Luminosities
Object B¯ Beq Predicted logLX Observed logLX
(kG) (kG) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)
2MASS 05353126−0518559 2.84 0.99 31.16 30.37
V1227 Ori 2.14 0.87 30.49 30.20
2MASS 05351281−0520436 1.70 1.03 30.65 29.65
V1123 Ori 2.51 1.00 30.98 30.65
OV Ori 1.85 1.07 30.73 N/A
V1348 Ori 3.14 1.00 30.86 30.63
LO Ori 3.45 0.99 30.75 <30.23
V568 Ori 1.53 1.07 30.47 30.04
LW Ori 1.30 1.00 30.37 29.63
V1735 Ori 2.08 1.35 N/A N/A
V1568 Ori 1.42 0.93 30.61 <30.38
2MASS 05361049−0519449 2.31 1.42 30.85 30.69
2MASS 05350475−0526380 2.79 1.02 30.81 30.45
V1124 Ori 2.09 1.67 30.70 30.29
1030 1031 1032





















Figure 7. Observed X-ray luminosity plotted against the predicted X-ray
luminosity for the Orion, Taurus/Auriga, and TWA stars. The solid line is
the line of equality, and the dashed line is where the predicted value is 10 times
the observed one. The triangles repre ent the Orio stars from is work. The
filled circles represent the TWA stars from Paper IV, and the hollow diamonds
are the Taurus/Auriga stars from Johns-Krull (2007).
These values are listed in Table 5, where we compare them with
the observed values reported by Flaccomio et al. (2003) and
Getman et al. (2005). The typical uncertainty in the observed
Lx is 0.2 dex. The comparison is also plotted in Figure 7. On
average, the predicted Lx values of the ONC stars are larger than
the observed ones by a factor of 4.9 ± 1.4. This suppression of
the X-ray mission is consistently found as well for the Taurus
and TWA stars, also shown in Figure 7, though the reduction is
different in each region.
Large flares are thought to be responsible for harder X-ray
emission on TTSs, while softer, persistent X-ray emission may
be generated by so-called microflares that release energy from
stressed magnetic fields in the coronae of these stars (Gu¨del et al.
2003; Arzner et al. 2007). On the Sun, these stresses are believed
to be built up by convective motions acting on the footpoints
of coronal loops. For TTSs, strong surface magnetic fields may
decrease the efficiency by which convective gas motions are
able t move footpoints around nd build up these magnetic
stresses. Thus, in addition to li ting the measured magnetic
field strengths based on model 3, B¯, we al o list in Table 5
th equipartition field strength, Beq = (8piPg )1/2. This quantity
is calculated assuming that the magnetic pressure, Beq2/(8pi ),
is in balance with th surrounding unmagne iz d photospheric
gas ressure, Pg. We use the gas pressure from a location
in the model atmospheres where the local gas temperature is
approximately equal to the effective temperature of the star.
This level in the stellar photosphere is in the vicinity where
the observed continuum forms, so the gas pressure here should
be generally greater than the regions where the Ti i lines form,
setting an upper limit. The ratio of the observed field strength
to the equipartition field strength ranges from 1.3 to 3.9 for the
ONC stars, indicating the dominance of magnetic pressure over
gas pressure in the photospheres of these TTSs. This dominance
of magnetic pressure may partially prohibit the production of
X-ray emission. Since these ratios of the ONC stars are close
to those of the TWA stars, it is likely no coincidence that in
Figure 7 the observed X-ray luminosities of most ONC stars are
smaller than the predicted values by a similar factor as those of
the TWA stars.
5. CONCLUSION
By modeling the Zeeman broadening in three magnetically
sensitive Ti i lines, we consistently measure kilogauss-level
magnetic fields in the photospheres of 14 TTSs in the ONC.
We find a systematic decrease of stellar magnetic flux from
the you g Orion region (∼1 Myr), through th Taurus region
(∼2 Myr), to the TWA (∼10 Myr). This finding supports a
primordial origin of the magnetic fields on TTSs, though recent
convective dynamos by Christensen et al. (2009) are able to pro-
duce magnetic fields that have strengths consistent with observa-
tions. Because convective motion re likely partially inhibited
by the dominance of magnetic pressure over unmagnetize gas
pressure in the stellar photospheres, the strong magnetic fields
could als be responsible for the suppression of X-ray emis-
sion on TTSs relative to that expected from main-sequence star
calibrations.
This paper is based on observations obtained with the Phoenix
infrared spectrograph, developed and operated by the National
Optical Astronomy Observatory.
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Figure 4.15: Upper pan ls: reproduc d from P vtsov et al. (2003) (left panel) showing the correlation
between X-ray luminosity and magnetic flux for regions of the quiet Sun (dots), solar X-ray bright
points (squares), solar active regions (diamonds), the entire solar disc (pluses), G, K, and M dwarfs
(crosses), and T Tauri stars (circles), compared with a similar plot for the sample of CTTSs considered
in this chapter based on the ZDI magnetog ams (right panel). Lower panels: reproduced from Yang
& Johns-Krull (2011) (left panel) showing observed X-ray luminosities ag inst v lues predicted based
on e measur d field strengths and the relation between X-ray emission and magnetic flux of Pevtsov
et al. (2003) for a sample of TTSs, compared with a similar plot for the sample of CTTSs considered
in this chapter based on th ZDI magnetograms (right pan l). T e olid line represents the line of
equality and the dashed line shows where the observed lu inosities are an order of magnitude below
the predict d values.
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area and X-ray activity for the XEST sample of pre-main sequence stars, there was a stronger
correlation between stellar mass and X-ray activity. This is possible because of the weak
correlation between stellar mass and radius on the pre-main sequence.
By considering the magnetic flux and X-ray emission observed from the quiet Sun, solar
active regions, the entire solar disc, dwarf stars, and T Tauri stars, Fisher et al. (1998) and
Pevtsov et al. (2003) found that the relationship between total unsigned magnetic flux and X-
ray emission is almost linear over 12 orders of magnitude. Fig. 4.15 shows the total unsigned
magnetic flux as a function of X-ray luminosity. MT Ori is the outlier in this plot as it has
an X-ray luminosity that is almost two orders of magnitude above the other stars. The solid
lines in this figure shows the relation found by Pevtsov et al. (2003) of Lx ∝ Φ1.13tot , where
the constant of proportionality is ∼2.85 erg s−1 Mx−1.13. The levels of X-ray emission from
these stars are consistent with the magnetic fluxes and the relation given by Pevtsov et al.
(2003). This is contrary to the results Johns-Krull (2007) and Yang & Johns-Krull (2011)
who used field strengths derived from unpolarized line profiles to predict X-ray luminosities
and found that they are typically an order of magnitude above observed values. This result
is reproduced in Fig. 4.15 and compared with a similar analysis using the magnetic fluxes
derived from ZDI magnetograms. As in Johns-Krull (2007) and Yang & Johns-Krull (2011),
I define the magnetic flux as 4piR∗ < B >, and not 4piR∗ < Br >. This discrepancy may
be due to the underestimation of magnetic fluxes here due to the cancellation of unresolved
opposite polarity features in the ZDI magnetograms causing smaller total unsigned fluxes,
and therefore, smaller predicted X-ray luminosities. As Johns-Krull (2007) and Yang & Johns-
Krull (2011) used Zeeman broadening to measure the magnetic field strengths, their values
will suffer less from flux cancellation, and therefore have larger magnetic fluxes and larger
predicted X-ray luminosities. However, analysis of the cases of AA Tau and BP Tau, which are
in the sample of stars considered by Johns-Krull (2007) (they also include TW Hya) shows
that flux cancellation in ZDI magnetograms is not entirely responsible for the discrepancy. For
AA Tau, Johns-Krull (2007) finds a surface averaged field strength of 2.78 kG, which is larger
than the value of 1.2 kG derived from the ZDI magnetogram. However, as Johns-Krull (2007)
uses a slightly smaller stellar radius for AA Tau, he derives a magnetic flux that is only slightly
larger than the value derived here. The main reason for the discrepancy for the case of AA
12It is worth pointing out here that if the solar surface was completely covered in solar-like active regions, it would
only have an X-ray luminosity of ∼ 1029 erg s−1 (Wood et al. 1994), which is an order of magnitude below the
least luminous X-ray source in the CTTS sample.
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Figure 4.16: Upper panel: correlation between emission measure weighted average electron density
and surface averaged field strength. Middle panel: correlation between emission measure weighted
average electron density and the strength of the dipole component of the field. Lower panel: correlation
between emission measure weighted average electron density and field complexity.
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(a) AA Tau 10 (b) BP Tau Feb 06 (c) BP Tau Dec 06
(d) CR Cha (e) MT Ori (f) TW Hya 08
(g) TW Hya 10 (h) V2129 Oph 05
(i) V2129 Oph 09 (j) V2247 Oph
Figure 4.17: Histograms showing the number of grid elements in the coronal volume at specific
electron densities for each of the fields considered here. MT Ori and V2129 Oph both show bimodal
distributions in electron density.
Tau is that Johns-Krull (2007) takes a literature value for the star’s X-ray luminosity that is
significantly smaller than the value used here (AA Tau is well known to be highly variable in
X-rays, as discusses in Section 4.1.1). The discrepancy for the case of BP Tau is for a similar
reason.
Predicted emission measure weighted average electron densities for each of the stars are
given in Table 4.4. The results show an order of magnitude variation between the stars in the
sample, with values of the logarithmic electron density, n¯e, between 10
8.7 and 109.7 cm−3. For
each star, the distributions of electron densities throughout the closed corona are shown in
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Figure 4.18: Upper left: structure of MT Ori’s magnetic field with closed field lines in red and open field
lines in blue. Upper middle: structure of MT Ori’s high density corona. Upper right: structure of MT
Ori’s low density corona. Lower left: volume of corona at various densities. Lower right: contribution
to total emission measure from regions of corona at various densities.
Fig. 4.17. Variations of more than an order of magnitude in the electron densities are present
in all of the stars. However, as is shown below for the case of MT Ori, the low density coronal
regions do not contribute to the X-ray emission significantly.
Given that in the coronal plasma model used here, the plasma pressures at the base of
the corona are scaled with the magnetic pressure (p0 = KB20), one might expect that the
stars with the strongest fields will have the highest electron densities. However, the opposite
correlation can be seen in Fig. 4.16, with the highest electron densities being on the stars with
weak complex fields. This is probably due to the fact that the strong fields are also simpler,
such that their coronae extend further from the star. As electron density drops off with radius
inside the corotation radius, the more extended coronae will have regions of low density far
from the star, and thus a lower average electron density.
One of the most surprising results related to the coronal density is shown in Fig. 4.17.
This shows a bimodal distribution in electron densities for MT Ori. Fig. 4.18 shows the
locations in MT Ori’s corona of the high and low density plasma. These two components are
separated into two distinct regions of the corona, with the high density plasma located above
both of the star’s poles, and the low density plasma located at mid latitudes. This is due
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to the assumption that the coronal gas pressure at the base of the corona is proportional to
the magnetic pressure, so that regions of the surface that contain strong field will be below
volumes of high density plasma. The ZDI magnetogram for MT Ori shows strong field at the
poles and weak field near the equator. The switch between the strong polar field and the
weak equatorial field is very sudden, thus leading to two distinct coronal density components.
The bar charts presented in Fig. 4.18 show that a while the low density component of MT
Ori’s corona occupies approximately the same volume as the high density component, it is the
high density component that dominates the X-ray emission. This is unsurprising given that the
high density component is more than an order of magnitude more dense than the low density
component. This result may be due to missing small scale flux in the ZDI magnetograms at
mid latitudes. If the star’s actual magnetic field consists of moderate polar flux and a large
number of strong mid-latitude bipolar active regions, due to their finite resolution, the ZDI
magnetograms would be expected to show moderate polar fields, but only weak field in the
equatorial active belts (see Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.13).
4.4 Discussion
In recent years, ZDI magnetograms have become available for ten CTTSs. In this chapter, I
analyse the poloidal components of the surface magnetic fields and model the coronae of most
of the stars in the sample. In this section, I summarise the results.
• The magnetic fields of CTTSs vary in both strength and complexity, with some stars
having very simple strong kG fields, and others having much weaker complex fields.
The complexity of a magnetic field is a strong function of the star’s rotation rate, with
quickly rotating stars hosting highly complex fields, and slowly-rotating stars hosting
significantly simpler fields. This could be a resolution effect as the resolution of the
ZDI technique is strongly dependent on rotation rate. However, this interpretation is
contradicted by the fact that the slower rotators also have stronger fields. Alternatively,
the field complexity correlation with rotation rate could be a result of star-disc interac-
tions. Stars with stronger fields might be expected to be slower rotators due to better
coupling with their discs outside of the corotation radius. If the correlation between
field complexity and rotation rate is a resolution effect, this could explain the simulta-
neous correlation between rotation rate and field strength. It would also imply that the
correlation between field strength and complexity is only a result of disc-locking. Alter-
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natively, if there is a correlation between field strength and complexity, then disc-locking
could cause the correlation between complexity and rotation rate. An alternative cause
for these correlations might be related to the contraction and evolution of the internal
structure of pre-main sequence stars. As pre-main sequence stars contract, they spin up,
and as they age, they develop radiative cores which is thought to lead to much weaker,
more complex fields. Thus, the complexity-rotation correlation could be a secondary
correlation, due to the fact that rotation rate and field complexity are both correlated
with the evolution of pre-main sequence stars.
• The levels of X-ray emission in the sample are typical for CTTSs, with luminosities of
around 1030 − 1032 ergs s−1, and emission measures of 1053-1055 cm−3. Most of the
stars in the sample have luminosities and emission measures on the low end of this
range, with MT Ori being a large outlier due probably to its large radius and thus large
surface area and magnetic flux. In all cases, it is possible to account for the large X-ray
emission measures using magnetically confined coronae. The magnetic flux found in
ZDI magnetograms is sufficient to confine enough plasma to give the observed emission
measures and it is not necessary to invoke missing small scale magnetic flux in the
magnetograms.
• The magnetic fields are able to hold onto the coronae of stars in the sample out to
several stellar radii. The most important factor in determining the size of the closed
corona is the complexity of the magnetic field. Simple dipole fields are able to dominate
the coronal plasma pressure much further from the star than more complex fields. This
is due to a difference in the rate at which the fields decrease in strength with increasing
distance from the star.
• Typical logarithmic emission measure weighted average electron densities of between
108.8 and 1010 cm−3 are present in the coronae of CTTSs. Despite the fact that the
coronal plasma model used here assumes that the electron density at the base of the
corona is proportional to the magnetic pressure, there is a negative correlation between
electron density and surface magnetic field strength. This is consistent with the results
of Jardine et al. (2006), who applied the same coronal plasma model to the set of X-ray
emitting stars observed as part of the COUP project. They found that when they assumed
a dipole field geometry, their calculated densities were an order of magnitude below the
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values they obtained when they assumed complex field geometries. The closed coronae
of MT Ori and V2129 Oph show bimodal distributions of electron densities. For MT
Ori, the high density component is at high latitudes, and the low density component is
closer to the equator. Although the two density components are comparable in volume,
the high density component dominates over the low density component in X-ray coronal
emission.
• The open magnetic flux is determined entirely by the strength of the dipole component
of the field, and the stellar surface area. Stars with stronger dipoles and larger surface
areas have larger open magnetic fluxes. The locations of open and closed field structures
are a strong function of field complexity, with regions of open flux covering the magnetic
poles on all stars. Simple axisymmetric dipole fields such as the one seen on AA Tau
have regions of open flux predominantly at high latitudes, with all low latitude field
structures being closed, and regions of open flux covering 10-20% of the stellar surface.
More complex fields, such as those seen on MT Ori and V2247 Oph show open flux
distributed over all latitudes, covering ≈ 20% of the stellar surface. Fields that are
dominated by large scale octupole components, such as TW Hya and V2129 Oph, tend
to have regions of open flux at mid-latitudes extending in bands around the star, with
only 5-10% of the stellar surface covered in regions of open field.
Although there is still only a small number of stars in the sample, it is interesting to try to
interpret these results in terms of the evolution of stars on the pre-main sequence. The main
exception to the following interpretation is V2247 Oph, which due to its low mass is unlikely to
develop a radiative core as it ages. Pre-main sequence stars are initially fully convective, and
as they age, they develop radiative cores. When fully convective, they host strong fields with
simple structures. As they develop radiative cores, the fields become weaker and significantly
more complex. This should correspond to a decrease in the size of the coronae, with fully
convective stars having large extended coronae and more evolved stars having much more
compact coronae. Observationally, this might be seen as an increase in electron densities
derived from X-ray emission lines formed primarily in hot coronal plasma (and not in accretion
shocks). Since the level of open flux is primarily determined by the strength of the dipole
component of the field and the stellar surface area, as pre-main sequence stars contract, and
as they develop radiative cores, the rate at which angular momentum is lost due to stellar
winds will decrease. This will also correspond to a change in the structure of these winds
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as the latitudinal distributions of open flux is a strong function of field complexity. Fully
convective stars will have winds originating from high latitudes, and more evolved stars will
have winds originating from a range of latitudes.
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Accretion onto classical T Tauri stars
In the previous chapter, I analyse the available ZDI magnetograms for the sample of CTTSs.
I use potential field extrapolations to model the 3D coronal field and plasma structure for
most of the stars in this sample. In this chapter, I use the same extrapolations to model
magnetospheric accretion geometries onto these stars. In Section 5.1, I calculate the disc
truncation radii; in Section 5.2, I use the disc truncation radii and the field extrapolations to
predict the trajectories of accretion streams in all of these cases; in Section 5.3, I discuss some
of the results in the context of the calculations from the previous chapter; and in Section 5.4,
I give a summary of this chapter.
5.1 Disc truncation radii
In order to model accretion, it is necessary to know from where in the disc accretion can occur.
I assume that accretion can occur along any field line that crosses the equator between the
inner edge of the disc, rin, and the outer radius at which accretion can occur, rout . This means
that it is necessary to estimate rin and rout for each of the CTTSs. One way of estimating the
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radius at which accretion can occur is to calculate the radius at which the torque on the disc
due to the magnetic field is balanced by the torque due to the internal disc viscosity. This is
only an outer estimate of where accretion can occur as it is the radius at which the magnetic
field can begin to disrupt the disc (Bessolaz et al. 2008). For this reason, I take rout to be at
this radius unless it is beyond the corotation radius, in which case I assume that it is at the












where I assume B2θ is the value from the field extrapolations averaged over all longitudes in
the equatorial plane.
I assume that the inner edge of the disc is approximately at the radius where the magnetic
energy density balances the kinetic energy density of the disc. This is the Alfvén surface radius
and should always be inside of the torque balance radius. Inside of this radius, the magnetic
pressure dominates and the disc is not able to move inwards. If the Alfvén surface radius is
outside of the corotation radius, then I assume that rin is at 80% of the corotation radius.













where k ∼ 0.5 was estimated by Long et al. 2005 and accounts for the difference between
spherical accretion and accretion from a disc. However, this expression only applies for a
dipole field that is aligned with the stellar axis of rotation. In Section 2.6.1, I derive a similar






where C = 16 is equivalent to k = 0.5 in Eqn. 5.2. In this expression, I assume B2 is the value
of B2 averaged over all longitude in the equatorial plane.
In order to calculate rin and rout , Eqns. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 require mass accretion rates
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: Alfvén surface radius as calculated from Eqn. 5.3 and potential-field extrapola-
tions of realistic fields against the value as calculated using Eqn. 5.2 which assumes that the field is a
pure axisymmetric dipole. Rght panel: Alfvén surface radius against dipole field strength for the stars
in the sample calculated using Eqn. 2.126.
for all of the stars which I take from the literature. These are given in Section 4.1. As most
stars have several literature values, and the mass accretion rate is known to be highly time
variable, where possible I take those that have been estimated based on the same observations
from which the ZDI magnetograms are derived. These are given in Table 5.1, along with the
estimated values of rin and rout .
For most of the stars, the Alfvén surface radius calculated using the Eqn. 5.2, which only
takes into account the dipole component and assumes that it is axisymmetric, is lower than
the values calculated using Eqn. 5.3. This is most significant for the case of the TW Hya 2008
field. The Alfvén surface radius determined using Eqn. 5.2 is 1.49 R∗, whereas using Eqn. 5.3,
it is 2.29 R∗. This difference is partly due to the fact that the field is not a pure dipole but also
has a strong octupole component. As the dipole and the octupole components are aligned, the
effect of the octupole component is to move the Alfvén surface radius closer to the star. The
fact that the Alfvén surface radius is further from the star than it would be if only the dipole
component was considered is because of the large tilt (≈ 45◦) in the dipole component of the
field. As I showed in Section 2.6.1, the tilting of the dipole component causes an increase in
the field strength in the equatorial plane, and therefore a larger value for the Alfvén surface
radius. Without this large tilt, the Alfvén surface radius would have had a value of 1.59 R∗,
which is close to what would be expected if the field was a simple axisymmetric dipole. On the
other hand, the octupole component does not cause the Alfvén surface radius to move further
from the star. The differences in the two Alfvén surface radii calculated for the other fields
can be explained in similar ways. For MT Ori, which has a dipole component that is tilted at
90◦ to the axis-of-rotation, the Alfvén surface is moved from 3.54 R∗ to 4.57 R∗. The small
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difference seen in the two Alfvén surface radii for the AA Tau field is due to both the tilt in the
dipole component, and the anti-alignment of the dipole and octupole components increasing
the field strength in the equatorial plane. Both the BP Tau February 2006 field, and the V2129
Oph 2009 field show Alfvén surface radii that are smaller than would be expected if the field
was simply a dipole. This is due to the dipole and the octupole components being aligned,
and thus adding up destructively in the equatorial plane, causing the Alfvén surface radii to
move closer to the star. This dominates the effects of the small tilts in the dipole components.
One thing that can be seen from the results is the dependence of the Alfvén surface radius
on the strength of the dipole component. The stars with the weakest dipole components, such
as CR Cha, CV Cha, MT Ori, and V2247 Oph are also the stars with the smallest Alfvén radii.
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Chapter 5. Accretion onto classical T Tauri stars
5.2 Accretion
For AA Tau, BP Tau (February and December), the V2129 Oph 2009 field, and V2247 Oph,
the torque balance radii are found to be outside of the corotation radii, thus I assume that rout
for these stars is at the corotation radius. For MT Ori, because its dipole component is tilted
90◦ to the star’s rotation axis, the torque balance argument is not valid, and gives a value of
rout which is less than rin. For MT Ori, I also take rout to be at the corotation radius. For MT
Ori, because it has a relatively strong dipole, and a small corotation radius, the value of rin
calculated using the pressure balance equation is outside of the corotation radius. Thus, for
this star, I assume that rin is 80% of the corotation radius. For CV Cha, the strength of the
dipole component is so small that at no point outside of the star is the magnetic energy density
balanced by the disc kinetic energy density, so this star is not considered in this section.
Using the estimates for rin and rout , I then trace field lines from every point in the disc
between these two radii to the stellar surface and assume that accretion occurs along these
field lines in one direction. The direction that accreting material leaves the disc is assumed to
be the direction along the field line that is pointing inwards (e.g. if the radial component of
the field at the point where the field line crosses the disc is positive, I assume that material
accretes towards the positive polarity end of the field line) as this is the direction along the
field line in which gravity points. Fig. 5.2 shows the locations of the predicted accretion
footpoints for each of the stars in the sample. These locations are clearly highly dependent on
magnetic field structure.
For the most dipolar fields, such as the AA Tau field, the two BP Tau fields, and the V2129
Oph 2009 field, the accretion footpoints are all at high latitudes. These are also the fields
with the lowest values of the complexity parameter < l >. This is largely because the simple
fields also have the strongest dipole components, and so have large disc truncation radii.
Also, as the dipole components dominate close to the inner edge of the disc, accretion can be
expected to take place along large dipolar field lines that connect with the stellar surface at
high latitudes. The accreting field lines for AA Tau are shown in Fig. 5.3.
The two TW Hya fields are dominated by several kG strong octupole components and
relatively weak dipole components. These fields have mid-latitude bands covered in regions
of opposite polarity field, and thus their coronal field structures are dominated by field lines
connecting these mid latitude bands close to the stellar surface, and large dipole field lines
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(a) AA Tau 10 (b) BP Tau Feb 06 (c) BP Tau Dec 06
(d) CR Cha (e) MT Ori (f) TW Hya 08
(g) TW Hya 10 (h) V2129 Oph 05
(i) V2129 Oph 09 (j) V2247 Oph
Figure 5.2: Magnetograms for most of the stars in the sample showing the predicted locations of open
magnetic field (blue) and closed magnetic field (red). The predicted locations of accretion footpoints
are shown in black.
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Figure 5.3: Potential field extrapolations for AA Tau (upper panels), the TW Hya 2010 field (mid-
dle panels), and the V2247 Oph field (lower panels) showing closed and open field lines (left) and
accreting field lines (right).
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connecting the two poles far from the surface. Since for both these fields the octupole com-
ponent is significantly stronger than the dipole component at the stellar surface, the octupole
component is able to dominate the field structure out to the inner edge of the disc, thus caus-
ing accretion to take place along octupolar field lines that connect with the stellar surface at
mid-latitudes. The accreting field lines for the TW Hya 2010 field are shown in Fig. 5.3.
For the most complex fields, accretion impacts the surface at low latitudes and is dis-
tributed over the stellar surface in a much more complex pattern. This is especially true for
CR Cha and V2247 Oph, both of which have highly complex fields. The field structure for
the V2247 Oph field is shown in Fig. 5.3. As V2247 Oph has a weak dipole component, its
disc is truncated close to the stellar surface despite its low mass accretion rate. Thus, the field
is highly non-dipolar at the inner edge of the disc and accretion occurs along field lines that
connect with the stellar surface at low latitudes and in a complex pattern.
The case of MT Ori is an interesting one. MT Ori has a highly complex field structure
with a weak (∼150 G) dipole component that is tilted 90◦ to the axis-of-rotation, such that
the magnetic poles of the dipole component are at the equator. The two poles appear to
approximately coincide with small regions of open magnetic field and active accretion.
5.3 Disc and coronal truncation radii
It is interesting to compare the Alfvén radii and the torque balance radii calculated in this
chapter with the maximum radii that the stellar magnetic field can hold onto the closed corona
calculated in Chapter 4. These are shown in Fig. 5.4. The stars are ordered from top to
bottom by decreasing strength of the dipole component of the field and it can clearly be seen
that as the dipole component weakens in strength, all of these radii move towards the star.
Therefore, stars with strong dipole components have highly extended coronae, and discs that
are truncated much further from the star. Stars with weak dipole components have very small
coronae, and discs that are truncated much closer to the star.
Studies of magnetospheric accretion generally assume that the closed corona extends out
to the inner edge of the accretion disc (upper panel of Fig. 5.5). Safier (1998) considered this
assumption and argued that it is unlikely to be valid, having found that the closed corona is
unlikely to extent further than ® 3 R∗, and as discs that are truncated several stellar radii from
the surface they are likely to be embedded in regions of open field. However, Safier (1998)
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Figure 5.4: Cartoon showing, for most of the stars in the sample, the coronal extents and the disc
truncation radii. The stars are ordered from top to bottom by decreasing strength of the dipole compo-
nent of the field. The horizontal direction is measured in stellar radii from the stellar surface, marked
by the dashed line, to approximately 12 R∗, with the torque balance radius for AA Tau lying off to the
right of the plot at approximately 18 R∗. The extent of the closed corona is shown in green with the
maximum radii to which the magnetic field can hold onto the closed corona defined as Rcor . For each
star, the light blue bar shows the range of radii from which accretion can occur onto the star. This is
between the inner edge of the disc, set to the Alfvén surface radius, and the torque balance radius,
unless this lies outside the corotation radius, in which case it is taken as the corotation radius. For each
star, the dark blue bar shows the range of radii that the magnetic field can disturb the disc outside the
corotation radius. As the dipole component weakens, the outer edge of the corona and the inner edge
of the disc moves inwards.
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assumed that the stars magnetic field structure is dominated by small scale surface bipoles,
and did not consider the effects that strong large scale dipoles and octupoles might have on
the extent of the closed corona. More recent studies of CTTSs using the ZDI technique have
shown that they possess strong dipole and octupole field structures which are able to hold
onto the closed corona further out than small scale surface dipoles.
One result that can be seen in Fig. 5.2 is that in most cases, the predicted locations of
accretion footpoints generally coincide with predicted regions of open field. This is because
field lines that can support accretion tend to extend far from the stellar surface, so are also
the most susceptible to being blown open by coronal plasma. Similarly, for some of the stars,
the extent of the closed corona, as calculated in Chapter 4, is less than the Alfvén surface
radius. This implies that for some of the stars, the closed coronae do not extent out to the
inner edge of the disc. For stars where the disc truncation radius is outside the furthest radius
at which the magnetic field can hold onto the closed corona (AA Tau; MT Ori; V2129 Oph
2009; V2247 Oph), the field lines that support accretion must all connect to the surface in
regions of open field. Even for stars with closed coronae that extend out past the inner edge
of the disc, accretion footpoints mostly lie in regions of open field.
For AA Tau, the corona appears to be truncated at ∼5 R∗, whereas the inner edge of the
disc is truncated at∼7 R∗. Similarly, the V2129 Oph 2009 field, and the V2247 Oph field show
coronal truncation radii inside of the disc truncation radii. This raises an interesting question:
what happens in the case where the coronal plasma pressure dominates over magnetic pres-
sure at a distance from the star well inside the inner edge of the disc? Here, I propose three
possible scenarios.
1. The disc is truncated well outside of the outer edge of the closed corona and is thus
embedded in regions of radial magnetic field. The disc is still disrupted approximately
at the Alfvén surface and disc material initially freefalls along radial magnetic field lines
and is not lifted out of the equatorial plane until it reaches the outer edge of the closed
corona.
2. The inner edge of the disc moves inwards along the open field lines until it reaches the
outer edge of the closed corona. At this point, the disc material accretes along closed
field lines in the usual way.
3. The field lines connecting the stellar surface with the inner edge of the circumstellar
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disc are never blown open by the thermal pressure of closed coronal plasma as they
only contain cold accreting material.
Another feature of the disc truncation radii results compared to the coronal truncation
radii results is the fact that some of the coronae seem to extend past the inner edge of the
disc. This may be physically unrealistic, as the inner edge of the disc might be expected to
truncate the corona (Jardine et al. 2006; Getman et al. 2008b). However, as all of the coronae
are truncated inside of the corotation radius, this may have little effect on the X-ray emission
measures as the coronal emission will be dominated by plasma closer to the star, and thus the
validity of the results is not affected.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, I predict the disc truncation radii and the trajectories of accreting material for
most of the CTTSs in the sample. In this section, I summarise the results.
• Assuming that the inner-edges of circumstellar discs are truncated at the Alfvén radius,
CTTS discs are typically truncated several stellar radii from the stellar surface. In most
cases, the truncation radius is inside the corotation radius, allowing accretion to take
place onto the star. The location of the Alfvén surface radius is not simply a function of
the strength of large scale dipole component of the star’s magnetic field, but also can
be affected strongly by the tilt in the large scale dipole and the presence of an octupole
component. For instance, the Alfvén radius for TW Hya is pushed further from the star
by the tilt in the large scale dipole of ∼ 45◦. The Alfvén surface radius for the BP Tau
February 2006 field is closer to the star than would be expected if the field was a pure
dipole due to the presence of the octupole component.
• The radius at which the torque exerted on the disc balances the torque due to viscosity
is always outside of the Alfvén surface radius. In the case of MT Ori, where the dipole
is tilted perpendicular to the star’s axis-of-rotation, the method used for determining
the torque balance radius is not valid. In several cases, especially for the two fully
convective stars AA Tau and BP Tau, the torque balance radius is outside the corotation
radius.
• The trajectories of accreting material, and the predicted locations of accretion footpoints
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Figure 5.5: Cartoon showing different magnetic field configurations illustrating the possible situations
described in the text. In the upper panel, the closed magnetic field extends all the way to the inner
edge of the circumstellar disc. In the middle panel, the closed coronal plasma forces the field to become
radial well inside the inner edge of the disc, such that the disc is embedded in open field. In the lower
panel, the closed coronal plasma forces the field to become radial well inside the inner edge of the
disc; however, field lines that connect the star to the disc are not forced open as they do not contain
hot coronal plasma. This situation is possible if the system is not axisymmetric, allowing the open field
lines to avoid crossing the closed field lines.
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are strongly dependent on the complexity of the stars magnetic field. When the field is
a simple dipole, accreting material falls along large dipolar magnetic loops and impacts
the surface at high latitudes. Whereas, for more complex fields, accretion impacts the
surface at a range of latitudes. The simplest fields tend also to be the strongest fields and
have the strongest dipole components. This means that they have large disc truncation
radii, allowing the inner edge of the disc to be threaded by dipolar field lines that exist
further from the star and connect to the stellar surface at high latitudes. On the other
hand, the complex fields tend to be relatively weak, which means that they truncate
the discs at smaller radii, thus allowing them to be threaded by the more complex non-
dipolar field lines that exist closer to the star and connect to the surface at a range of
latitudes and in complex patterns.
• In some of the cases, it appears that the magnetic field is not able to hold onto the
corona out to the inner edge of the disc. This means that the general assumption that
the magnetic field structure is closed out to the inner edge of the star’s accretion disc
may not be justified in these cases.
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Eclipsing of stellar flares
6.1 Introduction
Stellar flares are generally regarded as the stellar analogues of solar flares and their X-ray
emission often only differs from their solar counterparts in magnitude and duration. Stellar
flare peak temperatures and emission measures can be orders of magnitude greater than what
is seen on the Sun. The durations of the longest lived stellar flares significantly exceed the
longest durations seen in solar flares. For a detailed comparison between solar and stellar
flares, see Aschwanden et al. (2008). They also differ in the fact that stellar flares are spatially
unresolved, whereas this is only the case in the smallest of flare events on the Sun. Thus, it
is not possible to observe directly where on its host star a flare is located, or whether parts
of the flare are eclipsed by the host star. While the durations of all solar flares are very much
less than the solar rotation period, this is not the case with most stellar flares. As a result,
the likelihood that a stellar flare undergoes a rotational eclipse is much greater than that for
solar flares. It is therefore natural to expect that although solar and stellar flares are probably
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Figure 6.1: Example flare showing how eclipsing can cause an atypical flare morphology. The flare is
assumed to be contained within a single magnetic loop with a uniform plasma density. The example
emission measure curve is the flare on COUP source 649 given in Fig. 6.9. The images at the top
show the position of the single magnetic loop containing the flaring plasma, the geometry of which has
been determined from the best fit emission measure curve given in Fig. 6.9. Flare phase 0.0 and 1.0
represent the beginning and end of the flare respectively.
produced by similar processes, their observational signatures may differ.
For a review of the physical mechanisms in stellar flares, see Benz & Güdel (2010). A
significant departure from a potential field configuration in a coronal magnetic field corre-
sponds to a large amount of excess energy being held in that field. When reconnection events
occur, the coronal magnetic field geometry is simplified (i.e. becomes closer to a potential
field configuration) and the resulting field holds less magnetic energy. In this process, a large
amount of the excess energy is converted into the non-thermal motions of electrons and ions
which spiral down magnetic field lines and impact the stellar chromosphere. This can be seen
at radio wavelengths as the charged particles emit gyrosychrotron radiation. As the energetic
electrons impact the chromosphere, they emit non-thermal Bremsstrahlung radiation at hard
X-ray wavelengths, as they become thermalised by random Coulomb interactions. This model
is known as the “thick-target model" (Neupert 1968; Brown 1971; Lin & Hudson 1976). This
causes chromospheric plasma to be heated and evaporated into the corona where it is con-
tained within magnetic loop structures. Through a combination of mostly radiative losses and




In this chapter, I consider the morphologies of the soft X-ray lightcurves of spatially unre-
solved stellar flares. In the majority of cases, the morphologies of typical flares can be broken
down into two distinct phases. The first phase consists of a rapid increase in luminosity due
to the heating and evaporation of chromospheric plasma. This is followed by a slow expo-
nential decay due to cooling. However, a large number of stellar flares show more complex
atypical morphologies (Getman et al. 2008a). Among these atypical morphologies are flares
with longer rise phases and no clear peak and flares with multiple peaks or dips in their
lightcurves. The interpretation of these events is important because large flares, especially on
young pre-main sequence stars, can provide information about the extent of X-ray coronae
(see for example, Mullan et al. 2006 and Getman et al. 2008b). Ionization by large X-ray
flares can significantly influence the chemistry and turbulence (via the magneto-rotational in-
stability) of circumstellar discs, which can have profound effects on accretion, dust settling,
protoplanet migration and other physical processes (Ilgner & Nelson 2006, Feigelson et al.
2010)
Several interpretations of multiple peaked flares, often based on solar analogies, have been
proposed. For example, Reale et al. (2004) observed an X-ray flare on Proxima Centauri that
showed two distinct peaks in its lightcurve. They concluded that the second peak was probably
produced through a similar event in a second loop system. Similarly, López-Santiago et al.
(2010) reported the observation, by XMM-Newton, of the unusually long (∼36ks) rise phase
of a flare on a young star in the TW Hya association. They interpreted this rise phase as being
a result of the superposition of multiple flares in separate loop systems. This interpretation of
stellar flares with similar morphologies is common in the literature (see for example Pillitteri
et al. 2005, Pandey & Singh 2008).
In this chapter, I consider an interesting geometric alternative to the explanations given
above. In this alternative, atypical flare morphologies are not the result of multiple flare
events, but are the result of the time variable eclipsing of the flaring coronal plasma caused
by the rotation of the host star. Previous studies have used this interpretation to explain
the morphologies of stellar flares using eclipsing by the flares’ host stars (Skinner et al. 1997,
Stelzer et al. 1999) or by a companion star in eclipsing binary systems (Schmitt & Favata 1999,
Schmitt et al. 2003, Sanz-Forcada et al. 2006, Sanz-Forcada et al. 2007). In this chapter, I
explore the eclipsing interpretation within the framework of a single loop model. Based on
the solar analogy, it has recently been argued that it is unlikely that the large stellar flares
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considered here take place within a single magnetic loop (Getman et al. 2011). However, the
single loop assumption is often taken as a good approximation in situations where there is a
single dominant loop within a complex loop system.
The way in which eclipsing can produce flares with atypical morphologies can be seen in
the following hypothetical situation, shown in Fig. 6.1, in which a flare appears to show a
double peaked morphology. In this example, the beginning of the rise phase (flare phase equal
to 0.0) occurs when the flaring magnetic loop is on the limb of the stellar disc. Initially, as
chromospheric plasma is evaporated into the corona, the visible emission measure increases.
However, as the star rotates, flaring plasma is rotated out of view, resulting in a shallower rise
from phases 0.0 to 0.25. As the rate at which flaring plasma is eclipsed becomes equal to and
then exceeds the rate at which plasma is added to the corona, an initial peak is seen (flare
phase equal to 0.23) followed by a gradual decay in the visible emission measure. However,
the host star is at an inclination angle such that the flaring loop is never totally eclipsed. The
flare’s rise phase ends at flare phase equal to 0.3 and the decay phase begins. This, however, is
not seen in the visible emission measure curve. As the eclipsed section of the flaring magnetic
loop begins to rotate back into view, a second increase in the visible emission measure is seen.
As the rate at which the flare’s total emission measure decreases, equals, and then exceeds the
rate at which eclipsed plasma is rotated back into view, a second peak followed by a second
decay phase is seen in the flare’s emission measure curve. Three observed eclipse candidate
flares are shown in Fig. 6.2.
Although individual stellar flares have been studied in detail, in the last few years it has
become possible to study large homogeneous samples of flares. One of the largest such study
is the Chandra Orion-Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005b). In 2003, the Chandra
X-Ray Observatory provided 13 days of near-continuous observations of the members of the
Orion Nebula Cluster. Using these observations, Getman et al. (2005b) identified 1616 X-ray
sources, of which ∼1400 were confirmed as members of the Orion star forming region and
the majority of the rest being background quasars seen through the molecular cloud (Getman
et al. 2005a). Using the COUP data, Getman et al. (2008a) reported the detection of 216
bright flares on 161 of these stars using the condition that a ‘bright flare’ is any event that
has a peak count rate above four times the characteristic (quiescent) count rate for the host
star. This sample consists of the longest, brightest, and hottest flares detected during the
COUP mission. Getman et al. (2008a) derived emission measures, flare durations, flare loop
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lengths (using the hydrodynamic models of Reale et al. 1997) and other parameters which
will be used extensively in this chapter. Getman et al. (2008a) gave a classification scheme for
these flares based on their observed lightcurves. Typical flares are simples flares with a single
impulsive rise phase followed by a short exponential decay, and correspond to 84 flares in the
sample. Step flares are flares that look like typical flares, but with bumps in their decay phase,
and correspond to 38 flares in the sample. Double flares are flares that show what appears to
be multiple rise phases, and correspond to 8 flares in the sample. Slow rise, top flat flares are
flares that have much slower impulsive rise phases, and either long lasting peaks or very long
decay phases and correspond to 20 flares in the sample. The rest of the flares are classified as
incomplete flares and other flares.
In this chapter, I consider the eclipsing interpretation of atypical stellar flare morphologies.
More specifically, I ask whether such morphologies can be produced through the eclipsing of
typical flares and to what extent the atypical COUP flares are likely to have been produced
in this way. In Section 6.2 I describe the simple flare model that is used throughout this
chapter. In Section 6.3, I use three examples of COUP flares to show that a range of atypical
flare morphologies can be explained by eclipsing and I attempt to derive information about
the geometries of these flares. In Section 6.4, I consider the distribution of atypical COUP
morphologies and compare it to a similar modelled set of flares. In Section 6.5, I consider the
effect that eclipsing of flares can have on the determination of flare loop lengths. Finally, in
Section 6.6, the main results and conclusions from the chapter are summarised.
6.2 Flare model
The flare model that I use in this section involves the following assumptions
• The flare’s emission is the result of a single event consisting of a rapid rise phase fol-
lowed by a slow exponential decay of the flare’s emission measure with time. When
modelling the variation of emission measures with time, I do not consider the physical
mechanisms that are responsible for triggering the flare.
• The flaring plasma is completely contained within a single static magnetic loop that is
corotating with the stellar surface and has a uniform plasma density along its entire
length.
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Figure 6.2: Emission measure vs time curves for three eclipse candidate COUP flares. The flares
occurred on COUP sources 0066 (upper panel), 0649 (middle panel), and 0942 (lower panel).
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Figure 6.3: Example of an elliptical loop used to illustrate the parameters that define a flare’s geometry.
H is the loop height, W is the loop width, γ is the angle between the plane in which the loop is
contained and the stellar rotation axis, and θ0 and φ0 are the latitude and longitude of the centre of
the loop on the stellar surface.
• The geometry of the flaring loop is described by an ellipse with its centre located on,
and its major axis perpendicular to, the stellar surface. The thickness of the flaring loop
is assumed to be a negligible fraction of its length.
The first assumption, which is made throughout this chapter, means that any deviation
from a simple flare lightcurve morphology in the modelled flares can only be a result of
eclipsing of the flaring plasma.
The flaring loop geometry is characterized by the following five quantities: the height of
the apex of the loop (i.e. the semi-major axis of the ellipse) (H), the width of the loop (i.e.
the semi-minor axis of the ellipse) (W ), the latitude and longitude of the centre of the ellipse
(θ0, φ0), and the angle between the plane of the ellipse and the star’s rotation axis (γ). These
quantities can be seen in Fig. 6.3. It is worth emphasising that the term ‘width’ in this case
refers to the length of the semi-minor axis of the ellipse and not the more common definition
of the length between the two loop footpoints along the segment of the great circle that
connects them. For the purposes of this model, the difference between these two definitions is
not important. The other parameters that can determine the effects of eclipsing are the stellar
inclination angle, the stellar rotation period, the flare’s duration, and peak emission measure.
Under the assumption that the plasma density is uniform over the length of the flaring
loop, the visible emission measure, EMvis(t), can be expressed as
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where EMtot(t) is the flare emission measure curve that would be seen if the entire flaring
loop is visible throughout the duration of the flare and Vvis(t)/Vtot is the fraction of the volume
of the flaring plasma that is visible at any given time t. The quantity Vvis(t)/Vtot is calculated
at each time t by considering a series of points equally spaced along the length of the flaring
loop. Under the assumption that the loop thickness is small, the fraction of the flaring loop
volume that is visible at this time is approximately equal to the fraction of these points that
are visible. I give details of how to determine whether a point on a flaring loop is eclipsed or
visible in Section 6.2.1. The methods used for chosing the function EMtot(t) is described in
Paragraph 1 of Section 6.4.1.
The most obvious source of eclipsing of stellar flares comes from the host stars which I
assume to be opaque spheres. However, other sources of eclipsing may be present. In pre-
main sequence stars, these may be binary companions, circumstellar discs, accretion columns
extending from a circumstellar disc to the stellar surface, planets at small radii, and flare
associated prominences. In this chapter, the only sources of eclipsing that I consider are host
stars, circumstellar discs, and flare associated prominences.
I model circumstellar discs as opaque discs with smooth inner edges located at the equa-




, where ω is the angular velocity of the stellar
surface) of their host stars. The modelled discs are assumed to be flat and to lie in the equato-
rial plane. The possibility of more complex discs is not considered here although it should be
noted that a warped circumstellar disc could have a significant effect on a flare’s lightcurve,
particularly if the stellar inclination is such that a warped inner disc periodically obscures the
view to the star (e.g. Bouvier et al. 1999; Alencar et al. 2010).
I model prominences as opaque spheres that sit above the apex of flaring loops. Thus,
a prominence is characterised by its height above the flaring loop and its radius. I take all
prominences to be spheres of radius 0.5R∗, the centres of which have heights above the apex
of the flaring loops of 0.55R∗. The prominences thus cover 25% of the stellar disc, which is
similar to the estimated projected areas of prominences on AB Dor and Speedy Mic (Collier
Cameron et al. 1990; Dunstone et al. 2006).
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Figure 6.4: The various coordinate systems used to determine whether or not an object has been
eclipsed. In this image, the y and y ′ axes are going into the page.
6.2.1 Conditions for eclipsing
I now, describe the method used in this chapter to determine whether or not a point is being
eclipsed by either the host star, a circumstellar disc, or a prominence.
It is easiest to set up and evolve a stellar system in a spherical polar coordinate system
(r,θlat ,φ). However, the conditions for eclipsing are simplest when the system is represented
in Cartesian coordinates with either one axis pointing along the line of zero longitude and
latitude (x , y, z) or pointing towards the observer (x ′, y ′, z′). These three coordinate systems
can be seen in Fig. 6.4. In all three coordinate systems, the origin is at the centre of the host
star. The transformations between these three coordinate systems are as follows.
x = r cosφ cosθlat (6.2)
y = r sinφ cosθlat (6.3)
z = r sinθlat (6.4)
x ′ = z sinθlat,0+ x cosθlat,0 (6.5)
y ′ = y (6.6)
z′ = z cosθlat,0− x sinθlat,0 (6.7)
where θlat is the latitude and defined such that it has values between −90o and 90o and the
observer is located at (r,θlat ,φ) equal to (∞,θlat,0, 0) and (x ′, y ′, z′) equal to (∞, 0, 0).
Consider a point that does not lie within the star, the disc, or the prominence, and has
coordinates (r,θlat ,φ), (x , y, z), and (x ′, y ′, z′) in the different coordinate systems. This point
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is only visible if it is not eclipsed in all three of the following conditions.
Condition 1: The point is eclipsed by the host star with radius R∗ if
x ′ < 0 (6.8)
y ′2+ z′2 < R2∗ (6.9)
The latter condition is only met if the point coincides with the disc of the host star in the plane
of the sky and the former condition tests if the point is behind or in front of the host star.
Condition 2: The point is eclipsed by a circumstellar disc with an inner hole with a radius
of Rt runc , which I assume to be the equatorial corotation radius, if
θlat × θlat,0 < 0 (6.10)
sin2(θlat,0)z
′2+ y ′2 > R2t runc (6.11)
As θlat and θlat,0 are defined such that they are positive in one hemisphere and negative in
the other, the first of these condition is only met if the point and the observer are in opposite
hemispheres of the star. The second condition then tests if the point is visible through the
inner hole of the disc as projected onto the plane of the sky.
Condition 3: The point is eclipsed by a prominence of radius Rp with its centre at (rp,θlat,p,φp),
(xp, yp, zp), and (x ′p, y ′p, z′p) if
x ′ < x ′p (6.12)
(y ′− y ′p)2+ (z′− z′p)2 < R2p (6.13)
These conditions are the same as the conditions for eclipsing by the host star above with
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corrections for a sphere with a different radius and which is not centred at the origin of the
coordinate system.
6.3 Modelling individual eclipsed flares
In this section 1, I consider two questions. Firstly, is it possible for flares with atypical X-ray
lightcurves to be produced by the time-variable eclipsing of typical flares? Secondly, is it
possible to learn anything about the geometries of these flares based on the shapes of their
atypical lightcurves?
By fitting the geometric and temporal parameters listed in the last section to three ob-
served atypical COUP flares, I show that such flares can be produced by the eclipsing of
typical flares. However, by applying the same technique to modelled test flares, I show that it
is not possible to learn anything useful about the geometries of these flares.
6.3.1 Fitting procedure
In the flare model presented in the last section, the visible emission measure curve of an
eclipsed flare is determined by
• The emission measures that would have been seen had eclipsing not occurred as a
function of time (EMtot(t) in Eqn. 6.1).
• The fraction of the flaring loop that is eclipsed as a function of time (Vvis(t)/Vtot in Eqn.
6.1).
In order to model an eclipsed flare, I first estimate the EMtot(t) function based on the
flare’s visible emission measure vs time curve. This is done by first estimating the times of
the beginning and end of the eclipse based on the visible emission measure. Using this, the
uneclipsed emission measure curve is fit to the visible emission measures at times outside of
the eclipse by assuming that the uneclipsed emission measure curve can be described by the
sum of a quadratic and a gaussian, according to the following equation2
log EM(t) = A1e
− (t−A2)2
2A23 + A4+ A5 t + A6 t
2 (6.14)
1Unlike the rest of this chapter, this section was not included in Johnstone et al. (2012).
2I fit the coefficients using the IDL routine GAUSSFIT.
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With an estimated uneclipsed emission measure curve, I then fit the set of geometric and
temporal parameters that would cause this flare to be eclipsed in such a way that the observed
emission measures are reproduced. This is done separately using two different methods:
a search of a large grid of previously calculated models and a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
(MCMC) search.
6.3.2 Test flares and the limitations of the fitting procedure
Before producing best fit sets of parameters to actual COUP flares, it is necessary to determine
to what extent this method can be used to accurately model the geometries of unresolved
flaring stellar systems. I do this by applying the fitting procedure to three eclipsed test flares.
The results can then be compared with the known geometries of these modelled systems.
Each test flare is produced from the same original uneclipsed emission measure vs time
curve. This can be seen as the full black lines in Fig. 6.5. I then produce each of the three
test flares by eclipsing the flares in such a way that they have emission measure morphologies
that resemble atypical observed flares. These eclipsed emission curves are assumed to be the
observed emission measures. The geometric and temporal parameters that produced these
flares are given in Table 6.1, Table 6.2, and Table 6.3 for Test Flare A, Test Flare B, and Test
Flare C respectively. I then apply the fitting procedure to each of these eclipsed flares.
The first step in the fitting procedure is to estimate the flare’s uneclipsed emission mea-
sures from the emission measures. These estimates for the three test flares are shown in Fig.
6.5 as dot-dash lines, and can be compared with the original uneclipsed emission measures,
which are shown as full lines. The fitting procedure clearly underestimates the uneclipsed
flare emission measures: this is particularly the case for Test Flare C. This is partly a result
of the subjective determination of the starting and ending times of the eclipse systematically
underestimating the durations of the eclipsing events. This represents a fundamental and sig-
nificant limitation to this method and the effect that this underestimation has on the ability of
the MCMC and grid fit methods to accurately estimate flare geometries is discussed below.
Using the estimated uneclipsed emission measure curves, sets of best fit geometric and
temporal parameters are produced using the MCMC and grid fit methods separately for each
test flare. The results are given in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 for Test Flare A, Test Flare B, and
Test Flare C respectively. The eclipsed emission measure curves corresponding to these fits are
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Figure 6.5: Emission measure vs time curves for Test flare A (upper panel), Test Flare B (middle panel),
and Test Flare C (lower panel). The full lines gives original uneclipsed emission measure curves used
to produce all three test flares. The dashed lines show the eclipsed emission measure curves: these are
assumed to be the observed emission measure curves for each flare. The grey shaded areas show the
parts of the eclipsed emission measure curves that were determined by a visual inspection to be times
when the flare was eclipsed. The uneclipsed emission measure curves that have been fit to the eclipsed
emission measures outside the grey shaded regions are shown as dot-dash lines.
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shown in Fig. 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 for Test Flares A, B, and C respectively.
The best fit emission measure curves produced by both the grid search and MCMC methods
accurately reproduce the atypical morphologies of the ‘observed’ emission measure curves for
all three test flares. However, the actual best fit parameters do not accurately reproduce the
original parameters that were used to produce the modelled flares. In most cases, the fraction
of the flare duration to host star rotation period, and the starting longitudes of the flares are
accurately reproduced. However, the inclination angles of the stellar rotation axes and the
latitudes of the flaring loops, do not correspond to their original values. The heights and
widths of the flaring loops are also not well reproduced.
It appears that it may be possible to estimate some of the geometric and temporal pa-
rameters for eclipsed stellar flares from their visible emission measure curves. However, the
parameters that can be estimated are those which are of little interest. The parameters that
are of interest, i.e. the flaring loop latitudes, heights, widths and orientations, cannot be
estimated.
Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 also give values of the goodness-of-fit parameter S for each of the
fits. The tables also give values of S for the original sets of parameters. These are calculated by
applying the original flare parameters to the estimated uneclipsed emission measure curves. If
the estimated uneclipsed emission measures corresponded exactly to the original uneclipsed
values, the goodness-of-fit parameter would be zero. However, due to the underestimation of
the uneclipsed emission measures discussed above, the original flare parameters actually give
worse fits than the best fit parameters that are calculated. Thus, the inaccuracies in the best
fit parameters are not necessarily a result of the MCMC and grid searching methods.
It also must be pointed out that when applying the fitting procedure to these test flares,
I have two significant advantages that I do not have when considering real stellar flares. In
all three cases, the ‘observed’ emission measure data was taken to be perfectly accurate. The
other advantage comes from the fact that the same physical model, presented in Section 6.2,
was used to model the ‘observed’ emission measure curve as was used in the grid search and
MCMC fitting methods. Even with these advantages, it is not possible to accurately determine
interesting physical parameters about the flares, thus it is unlikely to be possible without these
advantages.
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Method S φ0 (deg) θview (deg) Pf lare/Prot θloop (deg) H (R∗) γ (deg) W (R∗)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Original 0.09 0.49 47.94 1.26 -65.02 8.50 -120.20 0.03
MCMC 0.02 80.59 -0.78 0.69 -11.41 5.96 21.94 0.98
Grid 0.003 355.00 -48.00 1.30 42.00 10.00 225.00 0.75
Table 6.1: Original and best fit geometric and temporal parameters for Test Flare A. The columns
correspond to: Col. (1): the goodness-of-fit parameter. Col. (2): the starting longitude of the centre
of the flaring loop. Col. (3): the angle at which the star is being viewed, where 0◦ corresponds to a
star that is being viewed equator-on. Col. (4): the ratio of the duration of the flare to the host star’s
rotation period. Col. (5): the latitude of the centre of the flaring loop, where 0◦ corresponds to a
flaring loop with its centre on the star’s equator. Col. (6): the height of the peak of the flaring loop.
Col. (7): the orientation of the flaring loop (see Fig. 6.3). Col. (8): the width of the flaring loop.
Method S φ0 (deg) θview (deg) Pf lare/Prot θloop (deg) H (R∗) γ (deg) W (R∗)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Original 0.05 55.12 -32.42 1.46 41.60 9.53 48.25 0.003
MCMC 0.009 57.30 -25.20 1.48 -59.88 0.007 49.34 0.19
Grid 0.009 45.00 -24.00 1.50 33.00 10.00 0.00 0.75
Table 6.2: Same as Table 6.1 for Test Flare B.
Method S φ0 (deg) θview (deg) Pf lare/Prot θloop (deg) H (R∗) γ (deg) W (R∗)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Original 0.45 26.98 -59.88 1.18 73.66 3.83 23.76 0.46
MCMC 0.004 17.58 -9.14 1.24 -20.64 1.22 22.00 0.54
Grid 0.003 10.00 27.00 1.30 42.00 0.10 3.15 0.10
Table 6.3: Same as Table 6.1 for Test Flare C.
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Figure 6.6: Best fit curves for Test Flare A using the grid fit method (upper panels) and the MCMC
method (lower panels) showing the emission measure curves (left) and the fraction of the volume
of the flaring loop that is visible over the flare’s duration (right). In the emission measure plots, the
original visible emission measures are shown as asterisks’. The modelled emission measure curves prior
to any eclipsing, that are fit to the data using the emission measure values outside of the grey shaded
area, are given by the full lines, and the final emission measure curves after being eclipsed using the
best fit geometric parameters is given by the dashed line. In the plots showing the fractions of the
flaring loops that are visible, the values given by the comparison of the modelled emission measure
curves (full line on emission measure plots) with the original emission measures are given by the full
lines and the values given by the best fit geometric parameters are given by the dashed lines.
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Figure 6.7: Same as Fig. 6.6 but for Test Flare B.
Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.6 but for Test Flare C.
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6.3.3 COUP flares
I have fitted model eclipse flares to three examples of eclipse candidate COUP flares. Although
the fitting procedure is not able to tell us anything useful about the geometries of these flares,
it is still useful to show that real eclipse candidate flares can be produced by the eclipsing of
typical flares.
The three example flares are the flares on COUP sources 66, 649, and 942 (Getman et al.
2008a). In each case, the flares’ emission measure curves have significant dips which might
be a result of eclipsing. The flares are shown in Fig. 6.2. The best fit emission measure vs
time curves for all three flares are shown in Fig. 6.9. In all cases, good fits to the observed
emission measures are found, however, given the results of the last section, I do not present
or discuss the best fit parameters.
An important difference between the test flares given above and the COUP flares selected
here is that in the case of the test flares it is known that the atypical morphologies are a result
of eclipsing. In the case of observed stellar flares, it is possible that the atypical morphologies
are the result of some other physical mechanism such as the superposition of multiple flares.
6.4 The number of eclipsed flares
In this section, I analyse the entire COUP sample in order to determine how many flares have
been eclipsed. I define non-eclipse candidate flares as flares that show single rises followed
by single decays in their emission measure vs time curves (this includes both the ‘typical’ and
the ‘slow-rise top-flat’ flares defined by Getman et al. 2008a). I define eclipse candidate flares
as those that display sudden short duration decreases followed by increases in their emission
measures.
An eclipse that has a duration comparable to the duration of the flare will generally only
result in a less luminous flare without a noticeably atypical morphology, or a flare that is not
visible at all. For this reason, I expect that such dips should be found predominantly on long
duration flares and rapidly rotating stars.
In order to illustrate the effects that eclipsing can have on typical flares, I show in Fig.
6.9, three examples of eclipse candidate flares from the COUP sample. In the last section, I
demonstrate that an eclipse candidate flare can be produced by the eclipsing of a non-eclipse
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Figure 6.9: Emission measure vs time curves for the observed flares on COUP sources 66 (upper
panel), 649 (middle panel), and 942 (lower panel) which represent good examples of atypical COUP
flares. The asterisks’ show the observed COUP emission measure data, given by Getman et al. (2008a).
The shaded area represents the times when some portion of the magnetic structure containing the flare
was eclipsed by the host star. The solid lines show the intrinsic emission measure curves, EMtot(t),
which have been fitted to the observed emission measure curves in the region outside the shaded area;
this represents what the flare may have looked like had the flare always remained in view. The dashed
line shows an eclipsed version of the same modelled flare which gives the best fit to the observed flare’s
emission measure curve.
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candidate flare by fitting model eclipsed flares to these observed emission measure vs time
curves. I note, however, that while the forward problem of varying the model flare parameters
to fit the observations is quite straightforward, the inverse problem of recovering the true flare
parameters solely from the observations is in general not possible.
Of the 216 COUP flares catalogued by Getman et al. (2008a), I identify 62 (29%) eclipse
candidates. This number, given different levels of scepticism by the examiner, may be between
31 (14%) and 71 (33%). For the rest of this chapter, I will take the value of 62 as the number
of eclipse candidate flares in the COUP sample.
Table 6.4 gives average values for several COUP flare and host star parameters, derived
from parameters given by Getman et al. (2008a), for eclipse candidate and non-eclipse candi-
date flares separately. I have attempted to estimate by eye any decreases in the flare durations
derived from the visible emission measure curves that might have been caused by eclipsing.
This is only possible for flare emission measure curves which have been broken into two parts
by large temporary eclipses. Contrary to expectations, the average flare durations as a frac-
tion of host star rotation period is shorter for eclipse candidate flares when the original flare
durations from Getman et al. (2008a) are used. When the durations are calculated assuming
eclipsing has occurred, this is no longer a problem because the durations are always signifi-
cantly longer than their original values. It can also be seen that the average peak emission
measures are lower for eclipse candidate flares than for non-eclipse candidate flares which is
consistent with eclipsing hypothesis.
6.4.1 Modelling the set of COUP flares
Given that 62 of the COUP flares are classified as eclipse candidates, I now use the simple
flare model to calculate the number of eclipse candidates that I would expect to see in the
COUP flare sample. I assume that all flares are produced by the same energy release process
acting within the simplified loop geometry, and therefore have similar typical intrinsic emis-
sion measure vs time curves (i.e. EMtot(t) in Eqn. 6.1). I therefore choose the flare observed
on COUP source 871 from the COUP sample (shown in Fig. 6.10) as the intrinsic flare profile.
I then use this profile to produce many simulated flares by scaling the peak emission measure
and the flare duration in the following way
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Figure 6.10: Flare on COUP source 871 which the standard ‘typical’ emission measure curve is based
on. The full line represents the best fit to this curve which is used as the standard flare emission









tscaled = t × tsimt871 (6.16)
where the time t is zero at the beginning of the impulsive phase of the flare, EMtot,871,
EMmax ,871, and t871 are respectively the intrinsic emission measure vs time curve, the max-
imum emission measure, and the duration for the standard flare, and EMtot,sim, EMmax ,sim,
and tsim are similar quantities for the simulated flare. I choose the values of EMmax ,sim and
tsim randomly using the model described below in Section 6.4.2. I note that although here
I have focused on the emission measure vs time curve of the flare observed on COUP source
871 as the standard typical flare, repetitions of the analysis discussed below using different
typical COUP flares yielded no significant difference in the results.
In order to determine the visible emission measures curves (EMvis(t)) for the simulated
flares I also need to specify the nine parameters that determine the loop geometry and position
and the stellar rotation rate. Each of the randomly chosen parameters discussed above is
chosen based on probability distributions that best approximate the distributions of these
parameters in the COUP sample. Where it is not possible to use observed distributions of
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Figure 6.11: Histograms showing the distributions of relevant stellar and flare parameters derived
from the data given in Tables 1-3 of Getman et al. (2008a). The histograms show, from top to bottom,
stellar rotation periods, stellar radii, host star characteristic emission measures, flare durations, flare
loop lengths, flare peak emission measures, and stellar masses. Dashed lines show the locations of the
mean values.
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parameters, reasonable assumptions, discussed below, must be made. With these parameters
I calculate the fraction of the flaring loops that are visible as a function of time (i.e. the
fraction Vvis/Vtot from Eqn. 6.1) and using Eqn. 6.1, I calculate the visible emission measure
curves for each flare.
It is important in these calculations to define flares in the same way as Getman et al.
(2008a) in order that the results can be reliably compared. For this reason, I define a flare
as any energetic event with a peak emission measure exceeding four times the characteristic
emission measure of the host star. In this way, flares that have been eclipsed to an extent that
they would not have been classified as bright flares in the COUP sample are discarded.
6.4.2 Probability distributions for flare parameters
In Section 6.2, I listed the nine geometric and temporal parameters that can affect, through
eclipsing, the soft X-ray lightcurve morphologies of stellar flares. Another factor considered
in this chapter is the existence of other opaque material that can act as alternative sources of
eclipsing. The two other sources of eclipsing considered here are circumstellar discs and flare
associated prominences. In order to calculate the radii of the inner edges of the circumstellar
discs, which I assume it is at the equatorial corotation radius, therefore, I must also model
the stellar masses and radii. Thus, for the purposes of this chapter, I must model eleven
probability distributions.
Fig. 6.11 shows histograms for seven of the parameters derived using the data given by
Getman et al. (2008a). For these distributions, I ignore data from eclipse candidate flares.
With the exception of the stellar rotation periods, all these parameters can be modelled using
log-normal distributions parametrised by their mean, µ, and variance, σ2. The means and
variances for these six parameters are given in Table 6.5. I assume that the stellar rotation
periods have values that are evenly distributed between 0.1 and 11 days.
The other parameters that need to be estimated in order to model the ONC flares are the
starting longitudes of the flaring loops, φ0, the orientation of the loops, γ, the inclination
angles of the stellar rotation axes to an observer’s line-of-sight, θview , and the colatitudes of
the centres of the flaring loops, θloop. The former two are taken to have values that are evenly
distributed over all possible values. The latter two are taken to have a higher probability for
values near the equator based on the probability density function
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where θlat is the latitude.
In these calculations, the presence of circumstellar discs around some of the stars is also
considered. Getman et al. (2008a) derived near infrared colour excess (∆(H−Ks)) values for
140 of the flare host stars and used the condition ∆(H−Ks)>−0.06 mag as a good indicator
for the presence of circumstellar discs. Of these 140 stars, 53 indicate the presence of a
circumstellar disc. Thus, in the flares sets considered in the next section, where circumstellar
discs are considered, each flare has a probability of 0.38 of having occurred on a star that has
a disc.
It is also necessary to calculate the heights (H) and widths (W ) of flaring loops when the
only available information are the loop lengths. For this reason, it is then necessary to assume
a plausible relation between the heights and the widths of flaring loops. I assume the relation
that would be expected for a potential arcade with a maximum width of Wmax . This relation












where Wmax is taken to be equal to 0.9 R∗ (if the value for Wmax is larger than R∗ the largest
flare loops would not touch the stellar surface). It is important to point out that even though I
use the height-width relation for magnetic loops in a potential arcade, throughout this chapter,
the actual loop geometries are ellipses.
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Figure 6.12: Six examples of modelled flares produced through eclipsing of the flaring plasma where
the solid lines show the flare emission measure curves prior to eclipsing (i.e. the emission measure
curve that would have been observed had the event always remained in view) and the dashed lines
show the visible (i.e. eclipsed) emission measure curves. The latter arises by allowing the flare to enter
or exit from rotational eclipse. These examples show that it is likely that atypical flare morphologies
will be produced at random given a large sample of flares.
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6.4. The number of eclipsed flares
6.4.3 Results
Using the method described above, I model a set of 10,000 flares. In this section, I analyse
these flares using the same method of visual inspection to select eclipse candidate flares as
was used to analyse the COUP sample. In the initial results presented here, circumstellar discs
and flare-associated prominences are not considered. These are included in separate results
presented at the end of this section.
Due to eclipsing, not every modelled flare has a peak emission measure that is large
enough to be classified as a bright flare in the COUP observations. In order to obtain 10,000
flares that make it through the observational selection criteria adopted by Getman et al.
(2008a) it is necessary to model 10,878 flares in total. By inspecting the entire sample of
modelled flares, I classify only 7.0% as eclipse candidates. This small value is to be contrasted
with the larger number of 29% eclipse candidate flares in the COUP sample.
Six examples of flare emission measure curves that have been affected by eclipsing are
shown in Fig. 6.12. I determine that eclipse candidates are likely to occur in a sample of
216 flares under the conditions present in the ONC. Thus, I conclude that it is likely that
a number (some, although not necessarily all) of the eclipse candidate flares in the COUP
sample have been produced by the rotational eclipsing of typical flares. However, it is unlikely
that the entire sample has been produced in this way. Given that the probability of one
flare being an eclipse candidate is 0.07, using the Binomial distribution, the probability of 62
flares being eclipse candidates in a sample of 216 flares is approximately 10−25. In order to
explain the large number of atypical COUP flares, it is thus necessary to assume other physical
mechanisms, such as multiple heating events in a single flaring loop, multiple flares with
lightcurves that have been superimposed, or stellar analogues of solar coronal arcades where
a reconnection event triggers subsequent events and associated flares/heating of neighbouring
loops.
The sample of eclipse candidates in the modelled set of flares does not represent the full
sample of flares that have undergone eclipsing. The fifth and sixth flares shown in Fig. 6.12
show examples of flares that have been eclipsed but still have ‘typical’ emission measures. A
total of 63% of the modelled flares have been partially eclipsed for at least a fraction of their
durations and 49% of the flares have their peak emission measures reduced. However, in
most cases, eclipsing leads to an insignificant decrease in the visible emission measure value.
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This can be seen in Fig. 6.13. Of the modelled flares, 6% show significant decreases in their
visible durations. Therefore, the analysis of such flares may lead to derived flare parameters
that are different from the true physical properties of the magnetic structure containing the
flare. I explore this point further in the next section.
One type of flare morphology seen in the COUP sample but not in the flares modelled here
are the slow-rise top-flat flares, defined by Getman et al. (2008a). Such morphologies can be
produced through eclipsing, as can be seen in the second peak in the fourth example shown
in Fig. 6.12. However, this peak has not made it through the selection criterion for flares so it
is not counted in the sample of modelled flares.
In Table 6.6, I give average values for flare and host star parameters, both before and after
eclipsing has been taken into account, for eclipse candidate and non-eclipse candidate flares
separately. It can be seen that eclipsing causes a reduction in the average durations and peak
emission measures. It can also be seen that longer duration flares on faster rotating stars are
more likely to be eclipse candidates, as expected for flares randomly distributed in latitude
and longitude.
One reason why there may be more eclipse candidates seen in the observed COUP sample
than in the modelled flare set could be that the COUP flares are being eclipsed by circumstel-
lar discs or flare-associated prominences. To investigate to what extent this may be the case,
I repeat the above calculations to produce two more sets of 10,000 flares. In the first set, I
assume that circumstellar discs are present around 38% of the host stars; the same fraction
as determined Getman et al. (2008b) based on Spitzer H-K excess emission. With this as-
sumption, I find that 6.4% are eclipse candidates. In order to produce 10,000 visible flares,
it was necessary to produce 11,689 flares in total. In the second set, I assume that promi-
nences are present above the apex of each flaring loop. With this assumption, I find that 7.7%
are eclipse candidates. In order to produce 10,000 visible flares, it was necessary to produce
11,612 flares in total. Thus, it is clear that even with circumstellar discs and flare-associated
prominences I am not able to explain all of the eclipse candidates seen in the COUP sample
with eclipsing of single magnetic loops only.
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Figure 6.13: Histogram showing the visible peak emission measures, EMpk, as a fraction of their
uneclipsed values, EMpk,tot , for the set of modelled flares. Only the 105 flares which had their peak
emission measures decreased by eclipsing are included here.
6.5 Flare loop lengths
A common method for determining the loop length of an unresolved stellar flare involves the
comparison of the flare’s emission measure and temperature data with hydrodynamic flare













where τd(ks) is the time that it takes for the flare’s emission measure to decay by a factor of e
(the e-folding timescale), Tpk(MK) is the temperature at the apex of the flaring loop when the
flare’s emission measure is at its peak, Tobs(MK) is the observed average loop temperature at
this time and ζ is the gradient of the decay phase of the log EM
1
2 - log T plot. See Reale et al.
(1997) for full details (for a discussion on the validity of the single loop model, see Appendix
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Figure 6.14: Histogram showing the derived lengths of flaring loops after eclipsing has been taken into
account (flares which have not undergone any eclipsing are included). The solid vertical line shows
the length that would have been derived for all of the flares if no eclipsing had occurred. The dashed
vertical line shows the log of the average derived loop lengths (not the average of the log).
A of Getman et al. 2011).
In order to explore the effect that eclipsing can have on the loop lengths derived from this
method, which has been commonly employed in the analysis of flares on young stars (e.g.
Favata et al. 2005), I take the emission measure and temperature data for the ‘typical’ flare
seen on COUP source 871 and produce a large set of 10,000 flares using the method described
in Section 6.4.2. In these calculations, however, I only pick at random the stellar parameters
(e.g. radius, rotation period) and the locations and orientations of the flaring loops. The
parameters specific to the flare (e.g. peak emission measures, loop length, flare duration) are
kept at the values derived by Getman et al. (2008a) for this flare. I then apply the loop length
analysis to the uneclipsed and eclipsed flare emission measure curves, assuming that eclipsing
has no effect on the determined temperatures.
The effect of eclipsing is shown in Fig. 6.14. The loop length based on the uneclipsed
emission measure curve is 14.9× 1010 cm. After eclipsing has been taken into account for a
large set of flares, the average calculated loop length for that set is increased to 16.8× 1010
cm. This simple estimate suggests that in most cases eclipsing has little effect on derived loop
lengths.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions
Although most stellar flares have typical soft X-ray lightcurve morphologies (i.e. a single rapid
rise followed by a slow exponential decay), many flares have atypical morphologies. Many of
these show multiple peaks or small dips in their lightcurves (Getman et al. 2008a). Based on
solar analogies, such flares are often interpreted as being the result of multiple heating events
in the same flaring loop or the superposition of separate overlapping flares (for example, see
Reale et al. 2004; Pillitteri et al. 2005; Pandey & Singh 2008; López-Santiago et al. 2010). In
this chapter, I have considered an alternative geometric interpretation in which these atypical
flare morphologies are produced by the eclipsing of flaring plasma due to the rotation of the
host star. This interpretation has been considered for individual flares in previous studies
(Skinner et al. 1997, Stelzer et al. 1999, Schmitt & Favata 1999, Schmitt et al. 2003, Sanz-
Forcada et al. 2006, Sanz-Forcada et al. 2007).
Using data from the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project, Getman et al. (2008a) identified
216 stellar flares on 161 pre-main sequence stars. As the COUP sample contains a range of
flare morphologies, I have used it to explore the eclipsing interpretation. I analysed the entire
COUP sample by eye to determine which of them are eclipse candidate flares. In Fig. 6.9, I
took three examples of these and showed that their emission measure vs time curves can easily
be produced by the eclipsing of typical flares. In Section 6.4, I showed that the entire COUP
sample contained 62 (29%) eclipse candidates. However, by producing a large modelled set
of flares similar to the COUP sample, I showed that although 63% of the modelled flares
underwent eclipsing, this was detectable in only 7.0% of them. In Section 6.5, I showed that
eclipsing can effect the derived loop lengths for flares, but in most cases such an effect is
negligible.
The main results from this chapter are as follows
• It may be possible to constrain the longitudinal position of a flare on its host star if the
flare shows clear evidence of eclipsing in its lightcurve. However, other flare parameters
cannot be constrained.
• The time variable eclipsing of stellar flares contained within single magnetic loop struc-
tures can produce the atypical morphologies observed in the COUP sample. Thus, given
a flare with an atypical lightcurve, it is not necessary to invoke unusual physical mecha-
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nisms to account for the flare’s morphology. However, it should be noted that eclipsing
is much more likely to cause an atypical morphology on longer duration flares and on
more rapidly rotating stars.
• However, the observed frequency of eclipse candidate flares in the COUP sample is
far higher than I would expect if eclipsing was the only mechanism by which atypical
flares were being produced. Thus, alternative physical mechanisms, such as the stellar
analogies of solar coronal arcades, must be responsible for most of the atypical COUP
flares.
• Even in cases where an observed flare has a typical morphology, it is not possible to
know from the flare lightcurve alone whether or not eclipsing has taken place.
• Eclipsing is unlikely to have a significant effect on the derived loop lengths. However,




In this thesis, I investigate the magnetic fields of classical T Tauri stars and model several
processes related to stellar magnetism, such as the X-ray emitting coronae, magnetic star-disc
interactions, and stellar flares. I specifically concentrate on the sample of CTTSs with ZDI
magnetograms that have been published for CTTSs and the set of large stellar flares seen in
the Orion Nebula Cluster by the Chandra Orion Ultradeep project (COUP). In this chapter, I
review the most important results of the preceding chapters.
7.1 Stellar surface magnetic fields
Although measurements of stellar surface magnetic field strengths averaged over the visible
surface are useful when trying to understand the magnetic fields, and magnetically related
phenomena, such studies give very limited information about the geometries of these fields.
For the purposes of investigating several magnetic phenomenon, it is necessary to be able to
resolve magnetic field structures. For example, in order to investigate magnetic interaction
between a star and its disc, it is necessary to know the strength and structure of the magnetic
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field throughout the volume surrounding the star, which is not possible if the only quantity
known is a disc averaged field strength. The Zeeman-Doppler Imaging technique allows in-
formation to be learned about the large-scale structures of magnetic fields over the surfaces
of unresolved stars.
Although the ZDI technique can give information about the structures and strengths of
stellar surface magnetic fields, a large amount of magnetic flux that is expected to be present
on these stars is not reproduced. Since ZDI magnetograms are used to model stellar coronae,
it is necessary to understand how such models are affected by this missing information. There
are several reasons for this missing magnetic flux.
• Stellar surfaces are often covered in dark patches that are similar to sunspots, but which
cover a much larger fraction of the surface. It is possible that the Zeeman signature from
these regions is suppressed, causing the magnetic field strengths to be underestimated
in these regions. Based on the solar analogy, they probably correspond to the regions of
strongest field, and this could cause the total magnetic fluxes, and surface averaged field
strengths, to be underestimated. If flux is only missing in small scale sunspot-like active
regions, then this will not affect predictions of the large scale coronal field structures.
However, since a large number of stars appear to possess spots that cover a significant
fraction of the stellar surface, the large scale field might be affected by missing flux.
• For the ZDI technique to work, the rotation axis of the observed star must be tilted with
respect to our line-of-sight. This means that large regions of the stellar surface will not
be visible, and the field in those regions cannot be reproduced. This is a fundamental
problem that cannot be solved observationally. In order to use surface magnetograms
to model the 3D coronal fields of stars, it is necessary to make plausible assumptions
about the field in the invisible hemisphere.
• The ZDI technique has a limited ability to resolve field structures on small scales. This
probably leads to a large amount of magnetic flux in small scale active regions to be
missing from ZDI magnetograms. The resolution of a ZDI magnetogram can be mea-
sured by the maximum order spherical harmonic component that can be reliably fit to
the observations, and this typically has values of between 2 and 10, with the fastest
rotators having the best resolution. However, in order to detect small scale field struc-
tures, such as the smaller active regions seen on the Sun, it is necessary to be able to
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reproduce spherical harmonic components up to l ∼ 30− 60.
Despite this missing magnetic flux, it is still useful to analyse the large scale structures of
stellar magnetic fields. For the sample of CTTSs, the strengths and large scale field structures
vary from star to star and appear to be related to the evolution of the internal structure of
pre-main sequence stars. CTTSs that are too young to have developed a radiative core, and
are thus still fully convective, tend to posses very simple dipole fields with kG field strengths.
The best example of this is the fully convective CTTS AA Tau. More evolved CTTSs, which
posses radiative cores, tend to show much weaker and more complex field structures. This can
be seen on stars such as CR Cha and CV Cha. This leads to a strong anti-correlation between
field strength and field complexity.
The complexity of the observed ZDI magnetograms in the sample of CTTSs is strongly
correlated with rotation rate, with the most complex fields being seen on the fastest rotators,
and the simplest fields being seen on the slower rotators. This could be a result of the finite
resolution of the ZDI technique, which depends on the star’s rotation rate, such that the fastest
rotators have the best spatial resolution. However, if this was the case, one would expect that
the strongest magnetic field strengths would be seen on the fastest rotators, which is the
opposite to what is seen. I propose three plausible scenarios that account for these results.
• Due to star-disc interactions, the stars with the strongest fields tend to spin slower
than the stars with the weakest fields. This leads to the anti-correlation between field
strength and rotation rate. As the slowest rotators have the poorest resolution, such
that the correlation between field complexity and rotation rate is a resolution effect,
this leads to the anti-correlation between field complexity and field strength
• Alternatively, the anti-correlation between field complexity and field strength is real
and not a resolution effect. In this case, star-disc interactions lead to the simplest fields
being on the slowest rotators as a secondary correlation.
• The results may have nothing to do with star-disc interactions, nor the resolution of
the ZDI technique. Instead, it may be a result of the spin-up of stars as they contract,
and the evolution of the internal structure of pre-main sequence stars. As pre-main
sequence stars age, they contract, and in order to conserve angular momentum, they
spin-up. At the same time, as they age, they develop radiative cores (if they are massive
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enough, which all of the stars in the sample are, except for V2247 Oph) which causes
their fields to change from being strong and simple to weak and complex. This leads to
the secondary correlations between field strength and rotation rate, and between field
complexity and rotation rate.
7.2 3D coronal field structures
Stellar surface magnetograms can be used to predict the 3D structures of the coronal magnetic
fields of stars. In order to do this, a number of assumptions must be made. The simplest
extrapolation model assumes that the field is potential and decreases in strength to zero at
large distances from the star. This may be realistic close to the star (though on the scales of
solar active regions the potential assumption can be very poor), but it is not realistic far from
the star where the magnetic field is dominated by coronal plasma and stellar winds. It is also
a poor approximation for field structures that connect the star with the disc, and may not be
good for coronal structures around rapidly rotating stars. Where the coronal plasma pressure
dominates over the magnetic pressure, the field is blown open. This can be corrected for in
the potential field model by introducing a source surface at which the magnetic field becomes
entirely radial.
As this extrapolation model is used to model stellar coronae from ZDI magnetograms (e.g.
Jardine et al. 2006; Gregory et al. 2006a; Jardine et al. 2008), it is important to understand
how missing magnetic flux in ZDI magnetograms affects the field extrapolations. In general,
missing flux in small scale active regions has little effect on the large scale field structure. This
can be seen by considering the field as a series of spherical harmonic multipoles. The rate at
which the field strength falls off with distance from the stellar surface is different for each
multipole. The dipole component decreases as r−3, where r is the distance from the centre
of the star. The quadrupole and octupole components decrease as r−4 and r−5 respectively.
The small scale field structures will in general contribute significantly to the higher order
multipoles only, and far from the stellar surface have little effect on the field structure. Even
if the field is highly complex at the stellar surface, it will still be dipolar at a few stellar radii
from the surface. For this reason, I find that the structure of the open magnetic field is little
affected by the loss of small scale field structures.
Missing magnetic flux in an entire hemisphere of the star has a significant effect on the
extrapolated magnetic structure. If a magnetogram is missing field over almost half of the
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stellar surface, large field lines that would have connected the magnetic pole of the visible
hemisphere to the magnetic pole of the invisible hemisphere no longer exist. Instead, the
extrapolated fields in the visible hemisphere are dominated by medium sized magnetic loops
that connect the pole to mid latitude field regions.
I have used field extrapolations for the sample of CTTSs and found some interesting trends
in the results1. The locations of open and closed magnetic field on the stellar surfaces is
strongly dependent on the field complexity. In all cases, regions of open flux are found at the
poles, though the sizes of the polar regions of open flux is a function of the field complexity.
For simple dipole fields, such as those seen on AA Tau, regions of open field are entirely
confined to the magnetic poles. Fields that are dominated by large scale octupoles, such as
those seen on TW Hya, have smaller patches of open field at the poles and belts of open field
at the equator. More complex fields, such as those seen on MT Ori and V2247 Oph, have very
small regions of open flux at the poles, and many regions of open flux distributed over all
latitudes in complex patterns.
The total open flux for each of the stars in the sample is determined by the strength of the
dipole component and the stellar surface area. This may be important for our understanding
of stellar winds and angular momentum loss on evolving pre-main sequence stars. As the stars
age, contraction causes their surface areas to decrease. At the same time, if their mass is large
enough (M∗ ¦ 0.35 M) they develop radiative cores, which probably causes a decrease in
the strength of the dipole component. Thus, it can be expected that the open flux and angular
momentum loss due to stellar winds decreases with age on the pre-main sequence.
7.3 Magnetically confined coronae
TTSs show significant levels of X-ray emission with luminosities that are orders of magnitude
above the solar value. The majority of this emission most likely originates from closed coronal
structures similar to what is seen on the Sun. Thus, in order to properly model coronal X-
ray emitting plasma, it is necessary to be able to resolve the field structures that contain the
plasma.
On the Sun, other than at activity minimum between cycles, most of the X-ray emission
originates from small scale active regions. These are the kind of regions that are not resolved
1I should remind the reader that in Chapter 4, the existence and locations of open field is a result of both the
source surface assumption and the coronal plasma model.
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in ZDI magnetograms, and so it is necessary to understand the effects of this missing magnetic
flux. As X-ray emission primarily originates in regions of strong magnetic fields, any realistic
coronal model will suffer from the loss of strong fields on small scales by not being able to
predict the high plasma densities that would be present in such regions. One observational
consequence of this might be the enhancement of observed coronal densities over what would
be found in models based on ZDI magnetograms.
I have modelled the X-ray emitting corona for all of the stars in the sample of CTTSs.
Although it is clear that large amounts of magnetic flux on small scales are missing from these
magnetograms, in all cases it is still possible to explain the large observed X-ray emission mea-
sures with magnetically confined coronae based on the flux that is present. This is interesting
as there is only a finite amount of emitting plasma that can be held within a corona due to
the blowing open of field lines when the plasma pressure dominates over the magnetic field.
It would be interesting if a case were to be found where the star’s observed X-ray emission
measure was above what could be held within its magnetic field. In such a case, the most
probable explanation would be that a large amount of the X-ray emitting plasma is contained
within magnetic structures that are not resolved on the observed magnetograms, and it may
be possible to estimate a lower limit for the amount of magnetic flux that is missing.
It is interesting to try to constrain the size of the closed corona. This can be done by cal-
culating the furthest distance from the stellar surface where the magnetic pressure dominates
over the thermal and centrifugal pressures. For the sample of CTTSs, this is typically a few
stellar radii. More complex fields fall off with distance from the star much faster than the
less complex fields. For instance, for pure dipole fields, the magnetic pressure decreases with
radius as r−6. For pure octupole fields, the magnetic pressure decreases with radius as r−10.
This is significantly steeper than the decrease in plasma pressure (due to centrifugal forces,
plasma pressure increases with radius outside of the corotation radius) and thus the coro-
nal extent is almost entirely dependent on the complexity of the magnetic field. The stellar
parameters, such as mass, are less important for determining the coronal extent. This may
have implications for the evolution of the coronae in pre-main sequence stars. As pre-main
sequence stars develop radiative cores, and their magnetic field structures change from be-
ing strong and simple, to weak and complex the sizes of the closed coronae might decrease.
This might be observable as an increase in the electron densities derived from coronal X-ray
emission spectra in stars with radiative cores.
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7.4 Disc truncation and accretion
Another aspect of CTTS magnetism that can be investigated using field extrapolations from
ZDI magnetograms is the truncation of the circumstellar disc and magnetospheric accretion.
Most early magnetospheric accretion models assumed that the magnetic field is a simple
axisymmetric dipole. Given that most of the magnetic fields of CTTSs have more complex
geometries than this, it is important to understand how realistic magnetic fields affect disc
truncation and accretion. In general, small scale field structures have little effect on accretion
models and can be ignored. However, tilted dipole fields and strong large scale octupole com-
ponents can change the location of the disc truncation radius, and the trajectories of accreting
material.
The location of the disc truncation radius is determined by the strength of the magnetic
field in the equatorial plane. Stronger fields lead to the disc being truncated further from
the stellar surface. For an axisymmetric dipole, the field strength is at a minimum in the
equatorial plane. If the dipole is tilted, the field there becomes stronger, thus pushing the disc
truncation radius further from the star. For stars with significantly tilted dipole fields, such as
TW Hya and MT Ori, the disc can be pushed out by up to a stellar radius. The presence of
a strong octupole component can either push the truncation radius away from the star if the
octupole and dipole components are anti-parallel, or pull the truncation radius closer to the
star if the two components are parallel. In most cases, however, it is not necessary to take
into account the tilt in the dipole component, or the higher order multipole components of
the magnetic field, and the disc truncation can be approximated by assuming that the field is
an axisymmetric dipole.
The trajectories of accreting material and the locations of accretion footpoints are a strong
function of the complexity of the magnetic field. Simple axisymmetric dipole fields lead to
high latitude accretion impacting the stellar surface in bands extended in longitude around
the star. If the dipole is tilted, these bands will not extend all the way around the star, but
extend to lower latitudes. Fields that are dominated by large scale octupole components lead
to accretion impacting the stellar surface in mid-latitude bands extended in longitude at low
latitudes. Highly complex fields lead to complex patterns of accretion footpoints distributed
over the stellar surface at a range of latitudes. There are two related reasons for this. As the
field complexity in the sample of CTTSs is correlated with field strength, and the strength of
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the dipole component, complex fields tend to truncate the discs closer to the stellar surfaces
than simple fields. This allows them to be threaded by highly non-dipolar field lines that
connect to the stellar surfaces at a range of latitudes and in complex patterns. With simple
dipole fields, as they tend to have strong dipole components, the discs are truncated far from
the star, and they will be threaded by large dipolar field lines that connect to the stellar
surfaces at high latitudes.
It is interesting to compare the disc truncation radii and accretion footpoint locations with
the extent of the closed coronae and the locations of open and closed magnetic field. In
most cases, the disc is truncated inside or approximately at the maximum radius at which
the magnetic field can hold onto the closed corona. However, in a few cases, the magnetic
field is blown open by coronal plasma well inside the disc truncation radius. For instance, I
predict that the corona of AA Tau only extends out to ∼5 R∗, whereas the disc is truncated at
∼7 R∗. Although these are only approximations, it is interesting to consider what happens in
cases where the field does not have a closed geometry at the inner edge of the disc. This is a
possibility that is rarely considered in the literature and requires more sophisticated models
than those used in this thesis to investigate further.
7.5 Eclipsing of stellar flares
Stellar flares are the stellar analogue of solar flares; they are large energetic events that in-
volve the impulsive heating of plasma probably confined within coronal magnetic loops. Most
observed flares have simple lightcurves, with a single impulsive rise phase and a slow decay
phase. However, a large number of flares have significantly more complex lightcurves, with
multiple rise phases, or significant dips in their lightcurves. There are several interpretations
for these atypical morphologies. They could be the result of multiple heating events in the
same magnetic loops, or of the superposition of multiple flare lightcurves. Alternatively, they
could be produced from typical flares by the time-variable eclipsing of the flaring plasma due
to the rotation of the host star. In order to investigate this possibility, I have used the 216
largest X-ray flares observed as part of the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman
et al. 2005b). The flares in this sample show a variety of lightcurve morphologies. Getman
et al. (2008a) gave a classification scheme for these flares based on their observed lightcurves
where flares where classified as typical flares, step flares, double flares, slow rise top flat flares,
incomplete flares, or other flares. For the purposes of this investigation, I have used a much sim-
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pler classification scheme, where flares are classified as eclipse candidate flares or non-eclipse
candidate flares. I classify 29% of the COUP flares as eclipse-candidate flares.
By fitting modelled eclipsed flares to actual observed X-ray lightcurves, I have shown that
the time-variable eclipsing of typical flares can produce the atypical lightcurves seen in the
COUP sample. This is especially the case for the step flares and the double flares seen in the
COUP sample. I also find that for a sample of flares on stars with stellar parameters similar
to those seen in the Orion Nebula, we would only expect to classify 7% as eclipse candidates.
This number is significant for two reason. It shows that the probability of a flare being eclipsed
by its host star in such a way that its lightcurve looks like that of an eclipse candidate flare
is high enough that eclipsing can be expected to produce a significant number of eclipse
candidate flares in any large sample of flares. The probability is also high enough that for any
flare with an atypical lightcurve, the eclipsing interpretation needs to be considered. However,
the fact that the number is so much smaller than the fraction of eclipse candidate flares seen
in the COUP sample shows that the time-variable eclipsing of flaring plasma is not the only
mechanism responsible for all of the observed eclipse candidate flare lightcurves.
Even though the fraction of eclipse candidate flares that we can expect to see in any
sample of flares is relatively low, the fraction of flares that are eclipsed to some extent is very
high. In my model, I find that approximately 63% of visible flares (not including those that
are eclipsed so much that they will not be counted as flares) have been eclipsed in some way,
and 49% of them have reduced peak emission measures. In a large number of these cases, the
size or duration of the flare is reduced significantly, while the flare’s lightcurve still shows a
typical impulsive rise phase, followed by a slow exponential decay. This is significant for any
interpretations of flares based solely on their lightcurves as it might not be possible to know
that the observed lightcurve is an accurate representation of the actual flaring event. This
is significant for any estimations of the lengths of the flaring loops for flares that have been
significantly affected by eclipsing.
THE END
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